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Abstract
The prosperity of modern society and technological development largely rely on dis-
coveries and further applications of new materials with novel functional properties.
The ability to control these properties play a key role in technological developments,
such as new generation of photonic and electronic devices. Quantum materials, i.e.,
the materials with complex interplay of charge, spin and orbital degrees of free-
dom, constitute a large and continuously growing group of potentially functional
materials. The macroscopic state of such materials can be manipulated via exter-
nal stimuli, such as hydrostatic pressure, intense magnetic or electric field, carrier
doping, etc [1]. Thus, fundamental understanding of the physical mechanisms un-
derlying the phase transitions between these states, i.e., quantum phase transitions,
in quantum materials is a central task of current condensed matter physics. Low-
dimensional organic conductors are good candidates for studies of quantum phase
transitions, because various ground states, ranging from ordered insulators to met-
als or superconductors, can be continuously tuned in these materials by external
pressure [2]. Owning to the recent progress in the development of pressure cells
for optical measurements [3, 4], the microscopic interaction parameters, which gov-
ern the phase transitions, can be extracted via the broadband optical measurements.
In this thesis, we present the results of pressure-dependent infrared spectroscopy
measurements on a series of quasi-two-dimensional organic materials, including
the Dirac semimetal α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3, the quantum spin-liquid candidate com-
pounds β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit))2]2 and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, and the charge-
ordered insulator β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3. By these studies, optical
spectroscopy have been proved to be an important tool to probe not only the low-
energy electronic excitation but also the lattice degrees of freedom under pressure.
In α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3, we reveal that the charge-ordered insulating state at ambi-
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ent pressure gradually gets suppressed and evolves into a metal. Above around 0.8
GPa the low-temperature electronic bands possess tilted Dirac-like cones. The high-
pressure metallic state is well described by a Drude component and a frequency-
independent optical conductivity, which strongly indicates the coexistence of the
trivial and massless Dirac electrons in this system. In addition, our infrared inves-
tigations disclose that an energy gap opens in the vicinity of the phase transition
between insulating and metallic states as a result of the correlated massive Dirac
fermions. The gap can be gradually suppressed when pressure increases.
For the half-filled Mott insulator β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit))2]2, systematic pressure-
and temperature-dependent infrared studies unveil both the electronic and lat-
tice evolution upon crossing the Mott insulator-metal transition. The insulating
ground state is continuously suppressed with increasing hydrostatic pressure. For
p >0.6 GPa, a zero-frequency Drude-like component appears, strongly indicating
the appearance of coherent quasi-particles at the Fermi level. In the vicinity of
the Mott transition, both the electronic state and vibration modes exhibit abrupt
changes, evidencing the strong coupling between the lattice and the free carriers.
Additionally, we observe an unexpected inverse of the anisotropy of the in-plane
optical response above 0.6 GPa. Finally, we summarize these findings in a phase
diagram consisting of different experimental methods.
In the case of the Mott-insulating quantum spin-liquid candidate compound κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, we clearly identify the T− and p−driven first order tran-
sition from the analysis of the far-infrared data. Furthermore, based on the infrared
vibrational spectroscopy we find out that the microscopic origin of the insulator-
metal transition induced by physical and chemical pressure is intrinsically different.
Regardless of the aforementioned distinct mechanism for the Mott transition, the
metallic state is found to obey the universal local Fermi liquid theory. Additionally,
in the STF-doped compound κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2(CN)3 with
x = 0.28 we observe an unconventional low-energy mode in the optical conductivity
spectra, which can be well described in the formalism of disorder pinned fluctuating
density wave theory [5].
Finally, we investigate the pressure effect on the quarter-filled charge-ordered insu-
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lator β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3. At ambient pressure, the charge sensitive
vibrational modes clearly reveal the development of a charge-ordered state with a
structural dimerization, which is in accord with the X-ray measurements. With
the application of hydrostatic pressure, the charge order transition in β′′-(BEDT-
TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 is surprisingly enhanced as obtained from dc transport and
infrared measurements. These findings can not be accounted for with the extended
Hubbard model, indicating the importance of lattice degrees of freedom for stabi-
lizing the charge ordering in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3.
ix

dt. Zusammenfassung
Der Wohlstand der modernen Gesellschaft und die weitere technologische Entwick-
lung beruht weitgehend auf der Entdeckung und weiteren Anwendung neuer Mate-
rialien mit neuartigen funktionalen Eigenschaften. Die Fa¨higkeit, diese Eigenschaf-
ten zu manipulieren, spielt eine Schlu¨sselrolle in der technologischen Entwicklung, z.
B. fu¨r neue Generationen von photonischen und elektronischen Gera¨ten. Quanten-
materialien, d.h. Materialien mit einem komplexen Zusammenspiel von Ladungs-,
Spin- und Orbitalfreiheitsgraden, bilden eine große und kontinuierliche wachsende
Gruppe potenziell funktioneller Materialien. Der makroskopische Zustand solcher
Materialien kann durch a¨ußere Parameter wie hydrostatischer Druck, starke magne-
tische oder elektrische Felder, Ladungstra¨gerdotierung, et cetera manipuliert wer-
den [1]. Daher ist die Entwicklung eines grundlegenden Versta¨ndnises der physikali-
schen Mechanismen, die den Phasenu¨berga¨ngen zwischen verschiedenen Zusta¨nden
(Quantenphasenu¨berga¨ngen) in Quantenmaterialien zugrunde liegen, eine zentra-
le Aufgabe der gegenwa¨rtigen Physik der kondensierten Materie. Niedrigdimen-
sionale organische Leiter sind gute Kandidaten fu¨r Untersuchungen von Quanten-
phasenu¨berga¨ngen, da hier verschiedene Grundzusta¨nde, von geordneten Isolatoren
bis hin zu Metallen oder Supraleitern, durch externen Druck kontinuierlich einge-
stellt werden ko¨nnen [2]. Aufgrund ju¨ngster Fortschritte bei der Entwicklung von
Druckzellen fu¨r optische Messungen [3, 4] ko¨nnen die mikroskopischen Wechselwir-
kungsparameter, die die Phasenu¨berga¨nge bestimmen, u¨ber breitbandige optische
Messungen extrahiert werden.
In dieser Arbeit pra¨sentieren wir die Ergebnisse von druckabha¨ngigen Infrarot-
spektroskopie Messungen an einer Reihe von quasi-zweidimensionalen organischen
Materialien, einschließlich des Dirac-Halbmetalls α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3, der Quanten-
Spin-Liquid-Kandidaten β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit))2]2 und κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
und des ladungsgeordneten Isolators β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3. Bei unse-
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ren Untersuchungen hat sich die optische Spektroskopie als wichtiges Instrument
erwiesen, um sowohl die niederenergetischen elektronischen Anregung als auch den
Gitterfreiheitsgrad unter Druck zu untersuchen.
In α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 zeigen wir, dass der ladungsgeordnete isolierende Zustand
bei Normaldruck allma¨hlich unterdru¨ckt wird und sich zu einem Metall entwickelt.
Oberhalb von 0.8 GPa stellen sich die niedertemperatur elektronischen Ba¨nder als
geneigte Dirac artige Kegel dar. Der metallische Hochdruckzustand wird durch ei-
ne Drude Komponente und eine frequenzunabha¨ngige optische Leitfa¨higkeit gut
beschrieben, ein starker Hinweis auf die Koexistenz von trivialen und masselosen
Dirac-Elektronen im System. Daru¨ber hinaus legen unsere Infrarotuntersuchungen
offen, dass in der Na¨he des Phasenu¨bergangs zwischen isolierenden und metallischen
Zusta¨nden sich infolge der korrelierten massiven Dirac-Fermionen eine Energielu¨cke
o¨ffnet, die bei steigendem Druck allma¨hlich unterdru¨ckt wird.
Fu¨r den halbgefu¨llten Mott-Isolator β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit))2]2 enthu¨llen systema-
tische druck- und temperaturabha¨ngige Infrarotstudien sowohl die elektronische
als auch die interne Gitterentwicklung beim U¨berqueren des Mott-Isolator-Metall-
U¨bergangs. Mit zunehmendem hydrostatischen Druck wird der isolierende Grund-
zustand kontinuierlich unterdru¨ckt. Fu¨r p >0.6 GPa erscheint eine Drude artige
Komponente, welche sehr deutlich auf koha¨rente Quasi-Partikel auf der Fermi-
Ebene hinweist. In der Na¨he des Mott-U¨bergangs zeigt sowohl die elektronische
Anregung als auch die Vibrationsanregung abrupte A¨nderungen, was die starke
Kopplung zwischen Gitter und freien Ladungstra¨gern belegt. Daru¨ber hinaus beob-
achten wir eine unerwartete Inversion der Anisotropie der optischen Antwort in der
Region oberhalb von 0.6 GPa. Abschließend fassen wir diese Ergebnisse in einem
Phasendiagramm zusammen, das weitere experimentelle Methoden entha¨lt.
Im Fall der Quanten-Spin-Liquid-Kandidatenverbindung κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
identifizieren wir eindeutig einen T− und p− gesteuerten U¨bergang erster Ordnung
aus der Analyse der Daten im fernen Infrarot. Auf der Grundlage der Infrarot-
Schwingungs-Spektroskopie finden wir außerdem heraus, dass der mikroskopische
Ursprung des Isolator-Metall-U¨bergangs, welcher durch physikalischen Druck indu-
ziert wird grundsa¨tzlich von jenem durch chemischen Druck hervorgerufenen, ver-
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schieden ist. Unabha¨ngig von dem zuvor genannten unterschiedlichen Mechanismus
fu¨r den Mott-U¨bergang kann der metallische Zustand hier durch die universelle loka-
le Fermi-Flu¨ssigkeitstheorie beschrieben werden. In der STF-dotierten Verbindung
κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2- (CN)3 mit x =0.28 beobachten wir eine
unkonventionelle niederenergetische Mode in den optischen Leitfa¨higkeitsspektren,
welche gut durch eine fluktuierende Dichtewelle, verankert an Sto¨rstellen, beschrie-
ben werden kann. [5].
Schließlich untersuchen wir den Druckeffekt im Falle des viertel gefu¨llten ladungsge-
ordneten Isolators β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3. Bei Normaldruck zeigen die
ladungsempfindlichen Schwingungsmoden deutlich die Entwicklung eines Ladungs-
ordnungszustands mit einer strukturellen Dimerisierung, in U¨bereinstimmung mit
Ro¨ntgenmessungen. Durch die Anwendung von hydrostatischem Druck wird der La-
dungsordnungsu¨bergang in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5 CHFCF2SO3 u¨berraschenderweise
versta¨rkt, wie durch DC und IR Messungen gezeigt werden kann. Diese Ergebnis-
se ko¨nnen im erweiterten Hubbard-Modell nicht beru¨cksichtigt werden, was die
Bedeutung der Gitterfreiheitsgrade fu¨r die Stabilisierung der Ladungsordnung in
β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 aufzeigt.
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Motivation
Quasi-two-dimensional charge-transfer salts based on the organic molecule BEDT-
TTF (BEDT-TTF=bisethylenedithio- tetrathiafulvalene) and Pd(dmit)2 molecule
provide a unique platform for investigating the interplay between spin, charge and
lattice degrees of freedom, because they display a intriguing phase diagram rang-
ing from metals and superconductors to charge-ordered and Mott insulators, of-
ten combined with magnetic order but also spin-liquid properties. Since the low-
temperature ground state of these salts can be strongly adjusted either by chemical
or physical pressures, they have attracted a great deal of attention in the field of
condensed matter physics. In particular, the Mott metal-insulator transition in
these organic salts is of prime interest, because the underlying physics plays an
important role in understanding the strongly correlated electron system.
According to the Mott-Hubbard model, the key parameter to govern the metal-
insulator transition in half-filled system is the ratio of the Coulomb repulsion U
to bandwidth W . In the case of quarter-filled system, the controlling parameter
is V/W , because the intersite Coulomb repulsion V plays the superior role. For
the rather soft organic compounds, hydrostatic pressure is the ideal way to purely
control the bandwidth and tune across the insulator-metal phase boundary. De-
spite a lot of progress in understanding the metal-insulator transition in terms of
dc-transport and magnetic properties, not much is known about how the dynamics
of charge carriers develops as correlations advance across the metal-insulator tran-
sition.
Optical spectroscopy is the most suitable method for studying the electrodynamic
properties of organic conductors, because it allows us to analyse the dynamics of the
charge carriers and directly extract the Coulomb repulsion U and the bandwidth
W as well as the coherent quasiparticle contribution to the dynamical conductiv-
xvii
ity. Here we want to explore in detail the transition from the Mott insulating
to the metallic state by performing pressure- and temperature-dependent optical
investigations on half-filled Mott insulator β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 and κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 as well as quarter-filled charge-ordered insulator α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3
and β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3. We observe how the Mott gap is sup-
pressed on the insulating side and how the effective mass evolves on the metallic
side. A thorough analysis of the vibrational features provides interesting insight
into the charge distribution, the electron-phonon coupling and changes upon cross-
ing the insulator-metal transition.
xviii
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1. Introduction
In this chapter we will review some basic physical and chemical aspects of organic
conductors. A more general description of organic conductors can be found in a
series of books [6–11].
1.1. Charge transfer organic salts
As a typical example of low-dimensional organic conductors, special attentions will
be given on the one-dimensional Begachrd salts in this section.
The low-dimensional organic conductors represent a special class of materials, be-
cause many rich and exotic phenomena have been discovered in those salts over the
last three decades. Organic molecular solids are compounds that consist of relatively
light element such as C, H, S, N. These crystals are constituted by periodic arrange-
ments of small molecules formed by the chemical bonding of above mentioned atoms
(C, H, S, N). Despite the complex structures of the building molecules, the unit cell
of the most studied organic crystals is quite simple. Thanks to the distinct energy
scales between the intra- and inter-molecular degrees of freedom, the electronic state
of these materials can be well understood using molecular orbital model [6].
When the electrons are closely bound to atoms, tight-binding theory can be applied
to calculate the band structure. However, even for the simplest one-dimensional
organic materials, one molecule consists of more than ten atoms. Thus, a simplified
model need to be considered to deal with the complicated structure in such system.
The most powerful and frequently used theory is called molecular orbital (MO)
method [9], where the valence electrons can be delocalized over the whole molecule.
1
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1.: Configurations of molecular orbitals of a benzene molecule C6H6. (a)
The σ bond consists of three pairs of double bonds (C=C), resulting from the
sp2hybridization lying in the molecular plane. The electrons are localized between
the double bonds C=C. (b) The pi bond are formed by the overlapping of 6pz
unhybrid orbitals of carbon atoms. Therefore, we have a delocalized density of
electrons above and below the plane. After [12]
The molecular orbitals are determined with a linear combination of the atomic s−
and p−orbitals of the building atoms and can be classified into two type of orbitals,
namely σ and pi-orbitals. The σ orbitals are formed to be parallel to the molecular
planes and correspond to the localization of the electrons along the bonding axis
of the nearest atoms. In contrast to the localized behaviour of the σ-orbitals, the
pi-orbitals are delocalized and extended perpendicular to the molecular plane. Since
the binding energy of the pi-orbitals are lower than that of σ-electrons, they can be
easily exited, and tend to be delocalized along the stacks of the molecules. As a
simple example of the applicability of this method, the σ and pi-orbitals of benzene
are schematically represented in Figure 1.1.
The organic conductors discussed here belong to the donor-acceptor class, where
the creation of unpaired electrons is realized by a partial transfer of charge from a
positively-charged ion to a negatively-charged one. The charge transfer salts DmXn
can be obtained through the chemical reaction
[Dm] + [Xn]→ [Dm]+δ + [Xn]−δ, (1.1)
where m and n are integers, and δ stands for charge transfer ratio(in the most case
m = 2, n = 1 δ=1) [9]. Here D refers to an organic electron-donor molecule, such
as TMTSF, BEDT-TTF (hereafter ET) or their derivatives. X corresponds to an
2
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electron-acceptor complex, in most cases inorganic molecule. Therefore, they are
also called charge-transfer (CT) materials for the above reason. In the formation of
charge transfer salts, the negatively charged anions [Xn]
−δ usually has a closed-shell
orbital configuration, thus they do not contribute to the conducting band across
the Fermi surface. On the contrary, the pi-orbits of the partially filled [Dm]
+δ
molecules can extend perpendicularly to the molecular planes and tend to overlap
between adjacent molecules due to the dense packing of the donor molecules. The
delocalization of the charge carriers in these charge transfer organic systems are
principally different from other classes of molecular conductors such as conjugated
polymers, where high conductivity is obtained with doping of impurity. As a result,
we can treat the organic conductors in a convenient way, where the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) or the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of
the pi-electrons move in a potential created by the σ electrons in the anionic layers.
As an example for the charge transfer salts, Figure 1.2 schematically describes the
HOMO molecular orbitals of the TMTSF molecules. In general, the amplitude of
HOMO of TTF-type and derivative donor molecules are rather large and the sign
on every chalcogen atom are the same as shown in Figure 1.2. The distance be-
tween the molecules along the stacking direction is shorter than the sum of the
van der Waals radii of the Se atoms. Therefore the pi-orbitals of the partially-
filled outer molecular shells overlap and a conducting electronic band structure is
formed. Since these bands are composed by the overlap of molecular orbitals of ad-
jacent molecules, the anisotropy and dimensionality of the electronic properties in
these materials strongly depends on the relative angle and overall spatial arrange-
ment of the donor molecules. For the TMTSF (tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene)
molecule, an infinite stacking of these units structure results in a significant inter-
molecular overlap of the orbitals along the stacking axis and much weaker between
them. This gives rise to a quasi-one-dimensional conduction band. In contrast,
packing of BEDT-TTF (bisethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene) molecules leads to a
quasi-two-dimensional electronic structure.
Based on the molecular orbitals, a simple extended Hu¨ckel tight binding band cal-
culation has been developed, which provided a very useful tool to quantitatively
predict the physical properties of the new designed organic conductors. The trans-
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Figure 1.2.: (left) Side view of the the TMTSF molecule with HOMO pi molecular
orbitals seen along the b-axis. The selenium and carbon atoms are denoted by
yellow and red dots, respectively. The yellow and green clouds around the atoms
indicate the pz atomic orbitals; (right) Overlapping pattern of the HOMOs along
the donor stacking direction in the Bechgaard salt (TMTSF)2PF6. The a-direction
has the highest conductivity with the largest molecular orbital overlap, whereas the
c-axis is less metallic due to the weaker transfer integral. After [13]
fer integral tij can be directly obtained according to the the following relations
tij =
1
2
K(Ei + Ej)Sij (1.2)
where Ei is the ionization energy at the i-th site, K is a constant usually taken to
be 1.75, Sij and tij are the transfer integral and the inter-molecular overlap integral
of molecular orbitals, respectively [6, 9].
At ambient-pressure conditions, (TMTSF)2PF6 was found to undergo a metal-
insulator transition at very low temperatures with a ground state of spin density
wave ordering (SDW) [15]. Upon applying hydrostatic pressure up to 12 kbar, the
SDW insulating state can be suppressed with the appearance of superconductivity
below Tc = 0.9 K [16]. It was for the first time that superconductivity was observed
4
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Figure 1.3.: (a) Sketch of the generic phase diagram for the quasi-one-dimensional
family (TM)2X proposed by Je´rome. TM stands for TMTTF or TMTSF. The
ground state in the phase diagram can be tuned by external or chemical pressure.
After [14]
in an organic crystal. Since then, extensive studies have been performed on molec-
ular conductors to search for new high Tc superconductors or new exotic physical
phenomena by physicists and chemists. Later on, it was found out that many of
these quasi-1D electron systems undergo a metal–insulator transition with a variety
of insulating ground state, ranging from charge order to spin-Peierls and antiferro-
magnetic state etc. Apparently, the strong tendency of these salts to experience a
metal-insulator transition cannot be explained by extended Hu¨ckel theory without
consideration of the electron-electron interactions.
The bandwidth in organic materials are quite narrow due to the relatively large
inter-molecular distances as compared to the shorter atomic lattice constant in
inorganic systems. The small hopping integral and low dimensionality make elec-
tronic correlations very important and often give rise to the localization of the free
5
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carriers with a splitting of the conducting bands. For this reason, the organics
family was considered to be an ideal platform for the experimental investigation of
Mott-Hubbard physics because of their fruitful tunability. The tunability can be
reached from both dimensionality and interaction strength. The dimensionality D
of the electrodynamics is defined by the relative ratios between transfer integrals
along different structural directions, and the relative interaction strength U/W is
defined as the ratio of the onsite (intersite) Coulomb repulsion U (V ) and the inter-
molecular bandwidth W (W is proportional to t). These parameters can be adjusted
either by chemical substitution or by applying external pressure. The generic phase
diagram of (TM)2X family (here TM stands for TMTSF and TMTTF) can be
summarized in Figure 1.3.
1.2. Quasi-two-dimensional structure
As we described in the previous section, most of the 1D organic conductors show
either charge or spin instability at low temperatures due to the strong electron-
phonon and electron-electron interactions. Only few of them have superconducting
properties at ambient pressure condition. In order to obtain ambient pressure su-
perconductivity in these organic materials with higher transition temperatures, it
is necessary to increase their dimensionality and delocalize the electrons in other
directions. This will principally suppress the low-temperature instability state. On
the other side, if we can also increase the overlap integral between the adjacent
molecules by using larger size molecules with enhanced pi-orbitals, we can addi-
tionally enhance the mobility of the electrons. Based on above ideas, new electron
donor molecule BEDT-TTF (bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene) or its analo-
gous BEDT-TSF, which has additional rings of carbon and sulfur atoms compared
to TMTTF, have been used to synthesize new family of organic conductors [9].
After the first discovery of organic metallic state in β′′-(ET)2ClO4 [17], in 1988 an
ambient-pressure superconductor was realized in κ-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 with a transi-
tion temperature around 10 K [18], which is several times higher than that of 1D
compound. Since then, many efforts have been put on this family to synthesize
new 2D organic salts based on BEDT-TTF molecules. Up to now, around 100
compounds have been discovered. Most of the 2D organic salts are prepared by
electrochemical crystallization [9], similar to 1D organic Bechgaard salts. The typ-
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Figure 1.4.: The building block of the charge transfer salts. The quasi-two-
dimensional conducting layers of ET molecules are separated by the insulating anion
layers. After R. Beyer.
ical crystal structure of these organic materials is depicted in Figure 1.4.
As can be seen in Figure 1.4, the BEDT-TTF is the building block and acting
as electron donor. The two-dimensional conducting layer is formed as a result of
the transfer integral overlap between the neighbouring molecule in the adjacent
stacks. This is in contrast to the Bechgaard family, where the donor molecules
form 1D infinite stacks. Since the anion layer acts as electron acceptor and usually
has closed shell, in general, it was believed that there is no direct orbital overlap
between anion layer and BEDT-TTF layer. For this reason, the whole systems
can be treated as a quasi-2D electronic system, which shows highly conducting be-
haviour within BEDT-TTF layers and much less electron hoping perpendicular to
the plane. However, more recently it was found that the anion layer can also have
strong influence on the electronic state of the conducting BEDT-TTF layer [19, 20].
In the course of growing organic crystals, it was found that more than one type of
7
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Figure 1.5.: (a) Schematic representations of spatial arrangements of these
molecules in the 2D plane for different polytypes, where the ellipses and the gray
area represent the molecules and the unit cells, respectively. Electronic band struc-
tures of the 1D system with (b) and without (c) the dimerization. Schematic
representations of two limiting cases in one-dimensional quarter-filled system: (d)
the charge ordered state and (e) the dimer-Mott insulating state. Black dots and
gray circles represent the lattice sites and the localized carriers, respectively. After
[22]
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structure have been achieved even with the same composition. The various spatial
arrangement of the BEDT-TTF in the 2D plane are in distinct contrast to the case
in 1D, where (TM)2X family almost has the same crystal structure. Figure 1.5
displays 6 types of the most important BEDT-TTF structure. For some historical
reason, Greek characters such as α, β and κ etc. [21], have been used to distinguish
between different packing motifs. From the experience of chemist, the packing
patterns are strongly controlled by donor-anion interactions. Therefore, with the
modification of the anionic molecules X in (ET)2X we can obtain various packing
motifs of the donor layers. This subsequently tunes the electronic and magnetic
properties of the these salts.
Due to the (ET)2X stoichiometry, the conduction bands consist of a three-quarter
filled band of electrons or a quarter-filled band of holes. Therefore the BEDT-
TTF molecules have one half valence in average. In some cases, the very large
intermolecular transfer integral leads to a strong dimerization between adjacent ET
molecules. Instead of a single ET molecule, the dimers are considered as one lattice
site. This results in the opening of a dimerization gap, and thus, an effectively half-
filled band. Figure 1.5 illustrates the distinct electronic band structures with and
without dimerization. Thus, the polytypes of ET family can be generally classified
into two groups: α, β and θ belong to the 3/4-filled model with weakly dimerized
ET pairs; while λ and κ have strongly dimerized ET pairs and are described by the
half-filled dimer model.
At ambient conditions, most of the organic materials exhibit insulating behaviour
with various types of symmetry breaking ordering due to the strong electron-electron
correlations. In the quarter-filled case, the system tends to be a long-range charge-
ordered (CO) insulator with one electron on every other site, if the intersite Coulomb
interaction V can not be neglected. The CO state has been realized in many of
α-, θ-, β-phase and its analogous, such as β′-, β′′-phase [23]. Typically in many
of the above compounds, the CO transition is accompanied by lattice distortion,
resulting in a gapped spin singlet state at low temperatures. On the other hand, at
half-filled case such as κ and λ, the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion U gives rise
to a dimer-Mott-insulating state with uniform charge distribution on lattice site.
Additionally, various magnetic ground states, ranging from antiferromagnetic state
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to spin liquid state, have been observed in κ-family, depending on the degree of spin
frustration [24–26].
In the following section, we will make a brief and general introduction of κ, α and
β phase with several examples, showing how the electronic state can be modified
under external stimulus. For the material, which we have measured, will be further
described in detail in the Chapters of experimental results.
1.2.1. κ-phase
The κ-(BEDT-TTF)2X salts with X=Cu(NCS)2, Cu[N(CN)2]Br and Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
are the most intensively studied and best understood family of 2D organic conduc-
tors. These 2D κ-type organic compounds give rise to great interest among physi-
cist and chemist, since the superconducting transition temperatures was found to
be much higher than that of 1D organic conductors. The highest TC was found
up to 12.8 K in the compound κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl under pressure of
0.3 kbar [27]. In addition, their phase diagrams are very similar with those of high-
TC cuprate superconductors. As depicted in Figure 1.6, subtle changes in anion
layers can significantly alter the band overlap between adjacent molecules within
BEDT-TTF layers. Correspondingly, the ground state ranges from antiferromag-
netic (AFM) to superconducting state (SC). Similar to the discussion in cuprates,
the presence of AFM near to the SC phase has led to the scenario that AFM fluc-
tuation may play a key role in creating the superconducting state [28, 29].
The electronic properties of the κ-(ET)2X are not only sensitive to the anion X,
but also can be strongly modified with application of hydrostatic pressures. Ex-
tensive studies under pressure have been performed by many groups to construct
the pressure-temperature phase diagram [30–32]. The continuous control of exter-
nal pressure by using helium gas technique allows them to finely tune the system
across the first-order metal-insulator boundary and reveal the nature of the Mott
transition in terms of charge, spin and lattice degrees of freedom. Figure 1.6 shows
the three similar phase diagram investigated by applying a variety of experimental
techniques such as NMR, ac-susceptibility, dc resistivity and ultrasound velocity
from both isothermal and isobar sweeps.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.6.: (a) Generic phase diagram for strongly dimerized κ-(ET)2X proposed
by Kanoda from the dc-resistance and NMR measurements at ambient pressure.
Cu(NCS)2 and Cu[N(CN)2]Br salts are located on the metallic site with low value
of U/W , while Cu[N(CN)2]Cl is AF insulator due to strong electron-electron cor-
relation, i.e., large value of U/W . The deuterated D8-Cu[N(CN)2]Br lies on the
phase boundary between AFI and SC. From these experiments no quantitative
value of U/W was obtained. (b) Pressure-temperature phase diagram for κ-Cl
( κ-Cl denotes κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl) based on pressure-dependent NMR and ac
susceptibility measurements. An inhomogeneous domain, exhibiting coexistence of
AF and SC order, was determined near the first-order transition line (shade area).
(c) Phase diagram of κ-Cl determined from in-plane transport measurements with
gas pressure technique. The phase coexistence region was confirmed. (d) Phase
diagram measured of κ-Cl by ultrasonic velocity measurements under pressure. At
high pressure range, additional pseudogap features and various phases of SC were
discovered. Reproduced from Refs. [25, 30–32]
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As depicted in Figure 1.6 (b), at low pressure ranges, the AF ordering of κ-Cl gets
gradually suppressed with decreasing Neel temperature. Upon increasing pressure
further, the system undergoes first-order transition from insulator to superconduc-
tivity. At the vicinity of the first-order boundary, there exists spatial inhomogeneous
region with overlap between AF and SC orders, as demonstrated by the detectable
hysteretic susceptibility signals. The sharp first-order Mott transition was also
unveiled by other techniques: the resistance shows huge discontinuous jump with
hysteresis; the sound velocity displays a sharp dip, which corresponds to the huge
decrease of compression modulus and thus a divergence of electronic compressibil-
ity. Furthermore, the first-order line terminate at the critical point (p0 ∼ 0.3 kbar
T0 ∼ 35 K), above which the transition is more crossover like due to the thermal
fluctuation.
To further explore the nature around the critical end point, detailed and extensive
studies were conducted by Kanoda’s group, employing dc-transport and NMR mea-
surements [33, 34]. The critical exponents of both the conductance and spin suscep-
tibility, extracted from the power-law fitting, are not consistent with those known
universality classes (mean-field, Ising model, XY model and Heisenberg model)[33,
34]. Therefore, it was suggested that the Mott criticality of the present case may be
a new class of universality due to its low dimensionality, i.e., quasi-2D. On the other
hand, another group has suggested that the Mott transition can be fully described
by mean-field theory. It was shown that at least the critical exponent of the relative
length changes for κ-Cl obeys exactly the theoretically predicted value [35]. Inter-
estingly, the criticality like behaviour can also emerge at the crossover region well
above the critical end point (p0, T0) as shown by recent transport measurements
three different compounds, i.e., κ-Cl κ-Cu2(CN)3 and β
′-EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 (κ-
Cu2(CN)3 denotes κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3). It was observed that the crossover region
exhibits fan-shaped quantum-critical behaviour with mirror symmetry regardless of
the distinct ground states of these samples [36].
The magnetic and electronic properties of the Mott transition for κ-Cl has been well
collected in the literatures. However, pressure-dependent dynamic properties of κ-
Cl were seldom explored due to the technical difficulties in designing pressure cell for
12
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.7.: (a) Generic phase diagram for κ-(ET)2X explored by successively re-
placing Cl by Br in κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]BrxCl1−x. Optical measurements were per-
formed on 5 samples with various Br concentrations:0,0.4,0.73,0.85,0.9, respectively
(b) Schematic phase diagram of κ-(ET)2X. The Mott transition is investigated
by using mixed crystals with the ET molecules (h-ET) partially substituted with
the deuterated molecules (d-ET), i.e, κ-[(h8-ET)1−x(d8-ET)x]2Cu[N(CN)2]Br. The
horizontal axis displays the physical pressures and substitution ratio x,. Tg corre-
sponds to the temperature of ethene group ordering. The thick red curve denotes
the first-order boundary and the phase separation appears nearby the dashed red
curve confirmed by scanning micro-region infrared reflectance spectroscopy. After
[2, 37]
optical measurements at very low pressure range, e.g., p <1 kbar. An alternative
approach to finely modify the bandwidth is the continuously controllable chemi-
cal substitution. This method has been widely employed in a variety of inorganic
systems and allows us easily to perform optical investigation [2]. Comprehensive
optical [38–40], transport [41] and magnetic studies [41] on series of chemical substi-
tuted alloys, κ(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]BrxCl1−x , were performed at the 1. physikalisches
institut in order to map out the phase transition from the antiferromagnetic insu-
lator to the superconductor as shown in Figure 1.7 (a). It was found that for all Br
13
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concentrations, the crossover region at high temperature is characterized by over-
damped Drude response in the optical conductivity, typically termed as bad metal
behaviour. Their spectra have shown that at the lowest temperature there is clear
spectral weight transfer from mid-infrared region to a zero-energy Drude part as the
substitutional ratio x increases. Similar optical behaviour was observed in a series
of x-ray irradiated κ-Cl compounds by T. Sasaki’s et al. as well. In combination
with systematic transport measurements they have proposed that the irradiation
induced Mott gap collapse results from Anderson-type insulator-metal transition
due to the molecular disorders in the anion layer [42, 43]. It is interesting to point
out that the low-energy optical conductivity of their metallic sample is dominated
by a non-zero frequency peak instead of a standard Drude-type response, which is
a strong signature of Anderson localization [42].
As shown by many pressure-dependent measurements, the inhomogeneous phase,
originating from phase separation between insulator and metal, emerges nearby the
first-order boundary. With the help of scanning micro-region infrared spectroscopy
using the synchrotron radiation, detailed studies of the phase separation has been
performed by T.Sasaki et al. in the both X-ray irradiated κ-Cl compounds [44]
and the deuterated system κ-[(h8-ET)1−x(d8-ET)x]2Cu[N(CN)2]Br [37], where h8
and d8 denote fully hydrogenated and deuterated molecules, respectively. Since the
peak shift of the ν3 vibrational mode is strongly coupled to electronic background,
it was used to distinguish the metallic and insulating region of the sample. As a
result, they have successfully observed the coexistence of metallic and insulating
domains with size of ∼100 µm in real-space imaging. It was then argued that the
macroscopic size of the domains observed in organic system is intrinsically different
from nano-scale inhomogeneities reported for inorganic Mott systems such as high-
Tc cuprates [45].
1.2.2. α- and β′′-phase
Among those weakly dimerized phases, the nonmagnetic organic conductors with
α- β′′- and θ packing motifs are of particular interest, as several species display su-
perconductivity at ambient conditions or under high pressures. Based on extended
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Hubbard model with inclusion of strong intersite Coulomb repulsion, Merino and
McKenzie theoretically predicted that a superconducting state with dxy pairing
could be achieved via charge fluctuations when the long-range charge order is sup-
pressed [46]. The underlying principle differs from the superconducting mechanism
suggested in the half-filled κ-phase (dxy symmetry), where spin fluctuations are
of superior importance. Their suggestion was confirmed by different experimental
methods, such as infrared spectroscopy [47, 48] and NMR [49]. In this section we
will review the generic phase diagram of α- and β′′-salts with respect to their charge,
spin and lattice degrees of freedom.
Before discussing the electronic properties of these salts, we will give a short in-
troduction of the structural properties. As depicted in Figure 1.8 (c) and (d),
the packing patterns of donors in quarter-filled system can be classified into several
groups according to the arrangements of the intra- and inter-stacks of ET molecules.
In each stacks, two ET molecules are arranged in two different structures, i.e., RB
and RA modes [6, 21]. In RB structure, the molecule is slipped along the long axis
and a five-membered ring of TTF is on the top of a C=C bond of another molecule.
When the molecule is slipped along the short axis and a five-membered ring sits
on top of a sulfur atom, this configuration is called ring-over-atom (RA) structure.
Since the molecules are tilted from the columnar direction in RA configuration, the
transfer integral of the interstacks are larger than those of the intra-stacks in the
α- β′′- and θ-structure.
1.2.2.1. α-phase
The quasi-two-dimensional organic conductors α-(BEDTTTF)2I3 (hereafter denoted
as α-I3) is one of the most extensively studied compounds because of its charge-
order transition at ambient pressure, superconductivity under uniaxial strains and
unusual transport properties at hydrostatic pressure [50, 51]. α-I3 undergoes a first-
order metal-insulator transition around 135 K and simultaneously exhibits a sharp
decrease in susceptibility, displaying a nonmagnetic ground state. This transition
was later identified as a stripe-type charge-ordered state by a variety of experimen-
tal methods including X-rays [52], optics [53, 54], Raman [55, 56] and NMR [57].
The amplitude of the charge disproportion was estimated to be around 0.6e. The
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Figure 1.8.: (a) Ring-over-bond(RB) and (b) Ring-over-atom (RA) structures
viewed perpendicular to the molecular plane and along the long axis of the molecu-
lar, respectively. (c) β-structure consists of repeating RB mode, while β′-structure
is composed of alternate arrangement of the RB and RA modes. The molecules
for both phases are all parallel to each other.(d) β′′-, α- ,α′′- and θ-phase are all
constructed from the RA structures. In contrast to the parallel arrangement of
molecules in β′′-phase, the molecules between interstacks are inclined for α- ,α′′-
and θ-phase. After [21]
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Figure 1.9.: (a) Tentative phase diagram for the quarter-filled two-dimensional or-
ganic conductors α-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 and α-(BEDTTTF)2I3 determined
from optical measurements. The system undergoes phase transitions from a charge-
ordered state to an intermediate phase with charge fluctuations, subsequently to a
metallic state under pressure. (b) Generic phase diagram for α-type BEDT-TTF
salts constructed from site-selective NMR spectroscopy. The order parameter is de-
fined as the ratio of local DOS (density of state) between at B and A sites, namely
NB/NA.( Molecule A and B are two crystallographically independent BEDT-TTF
molecules). The size of the yellow circle schematically denotes the value of the DOC
on each molecular site. CDW denotes charge density wave,SC is superconductivity.
After [2, 60]
driving force for the CO state has been attributed to the strong intersite Coulomb
repulsion as discussed in a series of theoretical work [22, 46, 58]. However, more
recently a new mechanism of the CO transition was proposed by Pouget at el. with
consideration of anion-donor interactions. In his scenario, the zigzag I−3 anionic
chains strongly couples the donor layers via the hydrogen bond, and thus give rise
to the charge redistribution of holes and the opening of a gap on the Fermi surface
[59].
Another characteristic member of α-salts is α-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 family,
with M = K, Rb, Tl, and NH4 (hereafter denoted as α-K, α-Rb, α-Tl and α-NH4,
respectively) [62, 63]. These four salts has the same crystal structure. Thus, they
exhibits almost identical band structures with an quasi-one-dimensional open Fermi
17
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a-I3
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(c)
Figure 1.10.: (a) Pressure-temperature phase diagram for α-(BEDT-
TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 measured from transport measurements. The CDW state
becomes completely suppressed at critical pressure around 2.5 kbar. Below
2.5 kbar, superconductivity coexists within CDW domain walls at very low
temperatures. (b)Temperature dependence of the resistivity of α-(BEDTTTF)2I3
as a function of various pressures. The inset schematically displays the charge
distributions on ET molecules below and above charge ordering transition tem-
perature at ambient pressure. Under hydrostatic pressures neither good metal nor
superconductivity is realized. (c) Tentative phase diagram of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3
under uniaxial strains along a- and b-axis. CO and ZGS denote the charge-ordered
state and zero-gap state, respectively. SC state only appears under strains along
the a-direction. After [50, 61]
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surface and a hole pocket according to the theoretical calculations [22, 64]. Despite
the similarity in band structures, the four salts show different low-temperature be-
haviour. The α-K, α-Rb and α-Tl compounds are metals with an anomaly in resis-
tivity around 10 K due to the possible Fermi surface nesting induced density waves,
while the α-NH4 salt undergoes metal-superconductor transition at 1 K [23]. Irre-
spective of the distinct ground state for the above four salts, optical measurements
revealed that they are correlated metals influenced strongly by charge-ordered fluc-
tuations [65]. In the optical conductivities, a pseudogap like feature was observed
in the far-infrared range for α-K, but not for α-NH4 [47]. This additional low-
energy band was explained as a result of charge-ordered fluctuations. This findings
are consistent with theoretical expectation based on the extended Hubbard model
[46, 58, 66]. Further, extended Drude analysis has shown that the effective mass
and frequency-dependent scattering rate of α-Rb and α-Tl are larger than those of
α-NH4 [65]. As a consequence, stronger electron-electron correlation are expected
in α-K, α-Rb and α-Tl compounds than in α-NH4. This conclusion was also sup-
ported by the infrared vibrational spectroscopy [67]. Figure 1.9 (a) summarizes the
generic phase diagram from optical measurements. A similar phase diagram was
proposed from NMR measurements [60]. They have argued that the homogeneity
of the charge distribution between adjacent stacks play a crucial role in stabilizing
the superconductivity. As shown in Figure 1.9 (b), when going from α-I3 to α-Rb
and further to α-NH4, the electronic state at the A and B molecules become more
uniform, and finally the superconductivity appears. The above tentative phase dia-
gram at ambient pressure was partially confirmed by pressure-dependent transport
measurements [61] as depicted in Figure 1.10 (a). With increasing pressure, the
density wave gets suppressed with decreasing transition temperature and vanishes
completely at 2.5 kbar, followed by the appearance of superconductivity with Tc ≈
0.1 K. On the other hand, as depicted in Figure 1.10 (b) and (c), hydrostatic pres-
sure can not completely suppress the insulating state in α-I3. However, the metallic
state or superconductivity can be stabilized under uniaxial strain [50].
1.2.2.2. β′′-phase
The series of isostructural salts β′′-(ET)2SF5RSO3 with R=CH2,CH2CF2,CHF and
CHFCF2 are of particular interest [68–71], because of its completely organic com-
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Figure 1.11.: Optical conductivity of β′′-SC (a) and β′′-M (b) measured with the
electric field polarized perpendicular to the conducting layer at different tempera-
tures. The splitting of the charge sensitive ν27 vibrational mode clearly indicates
a charge-ordered state in β′′-SC, while only one broad mode was observed in β′′-M
in the whole temperature range, showing the absence of charge order. (c) Tenta-
tive phase diagram for the family β′′-(ET)2SF5RSO3 (R=CH2,CH2CF2,CHF and
CHFCF2) proposed by Girlando et al.. Charge fluctuation are presented in all four
compounds. When going from β′′-M to β′′-SC and further to β′′-MI and β′′-I, an
additional static charge ordered state evolves in β′′-SC , β′′-MI and β′′-I, while β′′-M
remains metallic down to the lowest temperature without any further development
of charge disproportionation. After [72, 73]
position in both anion and donor layers and the presence of distinct ground state as
shown in Figure 1.11 (b). β′′-(ET)2SF5CH2SO3 (hereafter β′′-I )is a charge-ordered
insulator already at room temperature. β′′-(ET)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 (β′′-MI) under-
goes a first-order like metal-insulator phase transition at 180 K with nonmagnetic
charge ordering accompanied by lattice dimerization. The β′′-(ET)2SF5CH2CF2SO3
(β′′-SC) is a metal and turns into superconductor at Tc = 5 K at ambient pressure,
while β′′-(ET)2SF5CHFSO3 (β′′-M) remains metallic in the whole temperature.
Extensive infrared and Raman investigations have been performed on both β′′-SC
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and β′′-M salts [2, 48, 72, 73]. As can be seen in Figure 1.11 (a) and (b), in
β′′-SC the charge sensitive ν27 mode splits into two band below 200 K with the
degree of static CO estimated as 0.2e, while no signs of splitting was observed
in β′′-M. In both samples, a very broad background was present. It has been
assigned to the contribution of the charge fluctuation between two adjacent ET
stacks and can be well described by two-states-jump model [73]. Similar conclusions
were given by Raman experiments. In addition, two strong infrared bands around
300 cm−1 and 40 cm−1 developed in the in-plane optical conductivity of β′′-SC,
which were absent in β′′-M. These two additional bands have been interpreted as
a result of charge-ordered fluctuations and strong electron-lattice coupling in β′′-
SC, respectively. This gives strong evidence of the scenario of charge-order induced
superconductivity in quarter-filled organic systems [48]. From the recent infrared
vibrational spectroscopy, the amplitude of the CO was around 0.5e in β′′-I, and
0.3e in β′′-MI [74]. Therefore, it can be concluded that β′′-I and β′′-MI are strongly
correlated insulator at ambient pressure, while β′′-M is metal with less correlation
and β′′-SC is a superconductor probably induced by charge-ordered fluctuation.
1.2.3. β′-Pd(dmit) conducting metal complexes
Apart from (BEDT-TTF)-based organic materials, another very interesting family
of organic charge transfer conductors is metal dithiolenen complex based on the
M (dmit)2 (M=Ni and Pd) molecule with transition metal elements in the molec-
ular center [75–77]. In the (BEDT-TTF)2X and (TMTTF)2X cases, the electronic
properties can be well described by the single band Hubbard model. This is be-
cause the molecular orbital HOMOs are well separated from the LUMOs with a
relatively large energy difference (∆E ∼several eV) [19, 78, 79]. Only the HUMOs
participate in the formation of conduction bands around the Fermi level. However,
the d-orbital of metal ion in the dithiolene complex leads to a much smaller gap be-
tween HOMO and LUMO, ∆E <1 eV [77], which is comparable to the bandwidth
as shown in Figure 1.12. Therefore, it is possible that both orbitals can contribute
to the conduction band.
The reduced energy gap between HOMO and LUMO play a very important role
in the electronic structure of M (dmit)2 family. In a dithiolenen crystal with for-
mula X [M (dmit)2]2 (X denotes a closed-shell cation), M (dmit)2 molecules usu-
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Figure 1.12.: Energy scheme of the M(dmit)2 (M= Ni and Pd) systems. The strong
dimerization of a dimer unit [Pd(dmit)2]
−
2 cause a HOMO–LUMO interchange. Af-
ter [77]
ally form dimeric radical anion as [Pd(dmit)2]
−
2 , which is in contrast to the cation
(BEDT–TTF)+2 in (BEDT-TTF)2X. Depending on the degree of dimerization, dis-
tinct electronic structures are found for different compounds. In Figure 1.12, we
plot the band structures for M (dmit)2 with both strongly dimerization and weakly
dimerization. If the dimerization gap is small enough, all the bonding and an-
tibonding of the LUMOs are located above those of HOMOs. Therefore, those
HOMO bands are fully occupied and LUMO bands form the conduction bands
with quarter-filled. Due to the antisymmetric configuration of the LUMO with re-
spect to the molecular center, the transfer integrals along the interstack are much
smaller than those along the intrastack. As a result, many X [M (dmit)2]2 tend to
be quasi 1-dimensional conductor. On the other hand, the large dimerization gap
lift the antibonding of the HOMO band above the bonding of the LUMO band in
the strong dimerization case. This is also called HOMO-LUMO band inversion.
Such band inversion gives rise to a half-filled conduction band. Since the free elec-
trons in the HOMO band have symmetry orbital configuration, the band structure
of X [Pd(dmit)2]2 is quasi 2-dimensional. This is quite similar to the case of κ-
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t
t't
Figure 1.13.: Phase diagram for the β′-Pd(dmit)2 salts. Abbreviations: FP, frus-
trated paramagnetic (state); AFLO, antiferromagnetic long-range ordered (state);
CO, charge-ordered (state); QSL, quantum spin liquid (state). [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimer
acts as a building unit. After [26]
(BEDT–TTF)2X. In addition, the degree of dimerization is supposed to be stronger
than that in the κ-phase, because the Ag vibrational modes of X [Pd(dmit)2]2 is
much shaper.
In the following review, we will mainly focus on the fascinating electronic behaviour
of the strongly demirized compounds X [Pd(dmit)2]2. Similar to the κ-phase, we
can describe the electronic structure of this system utilizing Hubbard model on
an anisotropic triangular lattice as depicted in the inset of Figure 1.13. Figure
1.13 shows the schematic phase diagram for β′-X [Pd(dmit)2]2 as a function of frus-
tration t
′
/t [26]. As the frustration parameter t
′
/t is increased from 0.6 to 1.0,
the ground state undergoes two phase transitions from antiferromagnetic order to
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quantum spin liquid state with decreasing Ne´el temperature, and subsequently to
charge-ordered state. Such transition can be realized by chemical substitution of
the cation. In the narrow regime, where gapless spin liquid is located, we can finely
tune the magnetic ground state of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 by mixing the EtMe3Sb
cation with Et2Me2Sb molecules. Extensive theoretical and experimental studies
have been performed on mixed crystals β′-(EtMe3Sb)x(Et2Me2Sb)1−x[Pd(dmit)2]2
by Kato’s group [77]. The distinct magnetic properties of the above mentioned
different insulating state can be well demonstrated by SQUID measurements as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.14 (a). At high temperatures, all three compounds behaves like
paramagnetic insulators and can be well described by spin-1/2 Heisenberg model
on a triangular lattice with antiferromagnetic interaction J ∼250 K [26]. Upon
cooling, the less frustrated Me4Sb (t
′
/t = 0.86) salt exhibits antiferromagnetic
long-range order with increase of susceptibility below 18 K. The susceptibility of
the strong frustrated Et2Me2Sb ( t
′
/t = 1) salt almost vanishes below 80 K due
to the charge-order induced intradimer spin singlet state. Despite the large J , the
EtMe3Sb (t
′
/t = 0.91) salt display no signature of spin ordering down to 1.37 K
[80] as shown in Figure 1.14 (b). To summarise, when the t
′
/t value is close to 1,
the β′-X [Pd(dmit)2]2 tends to reduce the spin frustration either by forming quan-
tum spin liquid state or undergoing structure transition towards nonmagnetic spin
singlet state.
Another very interesting compounds is β′-EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 with monoclinic
structure (P21/m) [81]. The t
′
/t value for β′-EtMe3P is also close to unity, which
leads to a VBS (valence bond state) with nonmagnetic properties. The mechanism
for the transition is quite similar to that occurred in β′-Et2Me2Sb. But the results
differ in two aspects: Here the charge disproportion happens within intradimer and
the spin singlet state appears due to tetramerization between interdimers as de-
picted in Figure 1.15 (b).
As shown in Figure 1.15, the VBS phase can be fully suppressed with the appli-
cation of hydrostatic pressure around 4 kbar. As the pressure is increased fur-
ther, it turns into superconducting followed by the metallic state. The first or-
der transition is clearly demonstrated by the sharp insulator-metal and re-entrant
metal-insulator transition found in the temperature dependence of resistivity. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.14.: (a) Temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility of β′-
X[Pd(dmit)2]2 (X=EtMe3Sb, Me4Sb, Et2Me2Sb). (b)
13C-NMR spectra for ran-
domly oriented samples of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. With decreasing temperature,
no critical broadening of the spectrum was observed. After [26, 80]
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.15.: (a) Temperature-dependent resistivity of EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 under
various hydrostatic pressures. Inset shows the temperature dependence of the ac-
tivation gap. (b) Phase diagram of EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 based on resistivity mea-
surements. The solid and doted lines stand for the first-order and second-order
transitions, respectively. Inset schematically displays the valence bond state (VBS)
of [Pd(dmit)2]
−
2 . After [81]
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pressure-temperature phase diagram of β′-EtMe3P salt is quite similar to that of
κ-phase, regardless of the different magnetic ground state. This hints that the
electron-electron correlation may play an important role in the formation of super-
conductivity in both organic materials.
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2. Theoretical Background
The first section introduces the fundamental Maxwell equations, the deduced op-
tical constants and the relations between different quantities, which are frequently
used in the experimental analysis. In addition, the Kramers-Kronig relations and
sum rules are introduced and the importance of the physical meaning are also dis-
cussed. The second section describes the standard phenomenological models such
as the Drude-Lorentz model and Fano model, which are used to analyze the elec-
tronic and vibrational contributions of the underlying physics. Furthermore, the
extended Drude model is presented to understand the properties of Mott transitions
in strongly correlated systems. The last section discusses the optical properties of
correlated electrons with various ground states such as the charge-ordered state,
the Mott-insulating state in the strong correlation limit and the Fermi-liquid state
in the weak limit.
2.1. Electrodynamics
The mathematical equations and physical interpretations presented in this section
are mainly based on Ref [82].
Various interesting phenomena in strongly correlated many-body systems are not
entirely understood yet. The multiple and complex interactions among spin, charge
and lattice degrees of freedom give rise to exotic ground states such as uncon-
ventional superconductivity, charge and spin density waves, Fermi (spin) liquids
or other collective modes. The characteristic energy of such collective excitations
ranges from a few meV to several eV. For example, the energy gap or pseudogap
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in high-Tc cuprates istypically dozens to hundreds of meV and the charge transfer
band in organic and molecular conductors is around several eV. Hence, infrared
spectroscopy, performed in the energy range from 1 meV to several eV, turns
out to be very powerful tool not only for the confirmation of the existing picture
of semiconductors and Fermi-liquid metals but also for uncovering exotic ground
states of correlated materials as depicted in Figure 2.1. In principle, all information
about the interactions among electrons manifest itself as macroscopic experimental
observables emerging in the Maxwell’s equations. These observables are the optical
constants of materials, which describe the stiffness of electrons under influence of
electro-magnetic field. For example, the optical conductivity is simply the linear
response function defined as the ratio of applied electric field to the induced current
[82]. Therefore, we can attribute different contributions of spectra to different ex-
citations and mechanisms by disentangling the obtained experimental optical data
and comparing them with theoretical model as shown in Figure 2.1.
In general, compared to other spectroscopic techniques, such as STM (Scanning
Tunnelling Microscopy) [83], ARPES (Angle-resolved Photo-Emission Spectroscopy)
[84] and Raman spectroscopy [85], infrared spectroscopy mainly has the following
characteristics: (1) The electromagnetic waves of the infrared probe can penetrate
into the metal up to a depth of around few hundred nano-meters, or in other terms
around 10 to 100 unit cells [82]. Unlike STM and ARPES probes, it can thus be
considered as a bulk sensitive macroscopic technique. Specifically for most organic
materials the process of cleaving proves very difficult, therefore there is rarely data
provided by STM and ARPES; (2) It is a momentum-averaged tool which can not
provide further information of the shape of the Fermi surface in k-space. (3) Usually
it is not sensitive to magnetic excitation. This is opposite to Raman spectroscopy,
which is widely used to detect magnetic excitations such as magnons. However,
it was theoretically proposed that infrared spectroscopy is also sensitive to spinon
excitations and has indeed been verified in spin liquid systems in recent optical
experiments [86].
Specifically in the case of organic conductors, a direct extraction of the electronic
structure (U and W ) via ARPES or STM methods under pressure is impossible lim-
ited by the technique. And Raman spectroscopy can only investigate the vibrational
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1.: (a) Schematic view of typical energy scales found in strongly correlated
electron systems. Energies are usually displayed in wavenumbers (unit cm−1) in
infrared spectroscopy. The cm−1 has the following relations with other units: 1
meV=8 cm−1, 1 THz=33 cm−1 (b) Electronic and vibrational contributions of the
reflectivity (upper panel) and optical conductivity spectra (lower panel) in a typical
organic metal. The itinerant free electrons are described by the Drude model. The
interband transitions and sharp vibrational modes are modeled by a very broad and
narrow Lorentz model respectively. Adapted from Refs. [87, 88]
degrees of freedom. Therefore infrared spectroscopy is considered to be a uniquely
powerful technique able to shed light on both the evolution of the electron-electron
correlation and the electron-phonon coupling under high pressures.
2.1.1. The interaction of radiation with matter
When an electromagnetic wave propagates through a medium, it will cause in elec-
tric dipoles, magnetic moments, polarization charges and induces microscopic cur-
rents. In turn, these terms interact with the wave and modify its propagation.
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Therefore, Maxwell’s equations in the presence of the medium are expressed as:
∇ ·D = 4piρ (2.1)
∇×E = −1
c
∂B
∂t
(2.2)
∇× B = 0 (2.3)
∇ ·H = 1
c
∂D
∂t
+
4pi
c
j. (2.4)
Here D is electric displacement vector, H is the magnetic field vector and E is
the electric field ,B is magnetic induction vector, ρ is the charge density,j is the
current density, which obeys the Ohm’s law, i.e., j=σ1E ( σ1 is the conductivity
of the material) and c is the speed of light in vacuum. In the absence of external
charge and current, the electric field E and the electric displacement vector D are
connected by
D = 1E (2.5)
where 1 is the dielectric function of the bound electrons. The magnetic field H
and the the magnetic induction B are connected via
B = µ1H, (2.6)
where µ1 is the magnetic permeability. With the definitions above we can rewrite
Maxwell’s equations :
∇2E = 4piµ1σ1
c2
∂E
∂t
+
µ11
c2
∂2E
∂t2
(2.7)
∇2H = 4piµ1σ1
c2
∂H
∂t
+
µ11
c2
∂2H
∂t2
. (2.8)
For an infinite medium without any boundary condition the solution can be written
as general form of a wave equation:
E(x, t) = E0e
i(kx−ωt) (2.9)
And k follows
k =
ω
c
(
µ1
[
1 + i
4piσ1
ω
]) 1
2
. (2.10)
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If we define the complex dielectric function as
ˆ = 1 + i
4piσ1
ω
. (2.11)
then we can define the complex conductivity as
σˆ = i
ω
4pi
(1− ˆ). (2.12)
The complex refractive index is defined as
Nˆ =
√
µˆˆ = n1 + in2. (2.13)
If we consider the case of nearly normal incidence at the interface between the
sample and vacuum, the complex reflection coefficient (r) reads:
rˆ = |rˆ| eiφr = Nˆ − 1
Nˆ + 1
. (2.14)
Here φr denotes the phase difference between the reflected and the incident wave.
R = |rˆ|2 is defined as reflectivity and reads
R = |rˆ|2 =
∣∣∣∣Nˆ − 1Nˆ + 1
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.15)
In experiments R is simply the ratio of power intensity reflected from the sample
to that from a perfect reference mirror. If both R and φr are given, the real part
and imaginary part of the complex refractive index are expressed as:
n1 =
1−R
1 +R− 2√R cosφr
(2.16)
n2 =
2R sinφr
1 +R− 2√R cosφr
. (2.17)
Here n1 and n2 are the index of the refraction and extinction coefficient of the
measured materials respectively. If we assume the material is not magnetic, i.e.,
µˆ = 1, the real part and the imaginary part of the dielectric constant are given by
the expressions
1 = n
2
1 − n22 (2.18)
2 = 2n1n2. (2.19)
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The complex dielectric constant, the complex conductivity and complex refractive
index are referred to as optical constants, characterizing electrodynamic properties
of the material in response to the external field. In general cases, those quantities
are frequency dependent. All of those complex quantities are related to each other
and therefore each contains identical information.
2.1.2. K-K relation and sum rules
The response of the solid to electromagnetic radiation is described by the various
material parameters and optical constants such as the dielectric function or the
optical conductivity. In principal, we can calculate the responses function using the
Kubo formula within the framework of linear response theory, however experimen-
tally we extract them through the Maxwell equations by measuring the reflections.
They are all complex quantities consisting of a real and an imaginary part. The
real and imaginary parts are not independent and are related to each other via the
Kramers-Kronig relations. More fundamentally speaking, it is the causality of the
physical principle that preserves this relation. The K-K relations play an important
role in experimental physics that allow for the evaluation of the components of the
complex dielectric constant or conductivity when only one parameter is measured.
For instance, the phase shift of electromagnetic wave, which cannot be measured
experimentally, is calculated by the measured reflectivity from K-K analysis [82].
In the following part we will omit the general and detail procedures for verifying
the K-K relation and just list some useful formulas that are used in this thesis.
Any complex response function G(ω) can be written in terms of the real part and
imaginary part as G(ω) = G1(ω) + iG2(ω), so the K-K relations tell us that
G1(ω) = P
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω′G2(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2 dω
′, (2.20)
G2(ω) = −P2ω
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω′G1(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2 dω
′, (2.21)
Using these general relations we can derive various expressions for optical constants.
For instance, the complex dielectric function can be expressed as
ˆ(ω) = 1(ω) + i2(ω), (2.22)
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1(ω)− 1 = P 2
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω′2(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2dω
′, (2.23)
2(ω) = −P2ω
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω′1(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2dω
′, (2.24)
For the complex optical conductivity it yields
σˆ(ω) = σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω), (2.25)
σ1(ω) = P
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω′σ2(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2dω
′, (2.26)
σ2(ω) = −P2ω
pi
∫ ∞
0
ω′σ1(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2dω
′, (2.27)
The most important K-K relation for optical investigations is the one between the
reflectivity R(ω) and the phase shift φr(ω).
φr(ω) = −Pω
pi
∫ ∞
0
lnR(ω′)
ω′2 − ω2dω
′, (2.28)
As we can see, in order to use this method we have to extrapolate the measured
reflectance to zero frequency on the low frequency regime of the measured range and
to infinite frequency on the high frequency regime. We use the following extrapo-
lations. For ω →0 the reflectance was extrapolated by assuming a Hagen-Rubens
frequency dependence: 1 − R(ω) ∝ √ω for metallic states and (1 − R(ω)) ∝ C
(constant) for the insulating state. For ω → ∞ the reflectance has been extended
by free electron behaviour (R ∝ ω−4). By combining the measured data over a
broad frequency range (80 cm−1 - 300000 cm−1) and by properly extrapolating low
and high frequency limits we can use the K-K analysis to calculate the phase shift
and further other optical constants.
The optical constants of solids obey the sum rule, which plays an important role in
the analysis of the spectral weight. For instance the integration of the conductivity
from zero to infinite frequency yields∫ ∞
0
σ1(ω)dω =
pine2
2m
, (2.29)
where n refers to the total number of electrons and m to the bare electron mass.
The above equation indicates that the total spectral weight integral of σ1 is finite,
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conserved, and proportional to n/m. In reality, since the optical conductivity is a
linear response to the external electric field, it can be disentangled into different
excitations. Typically, for organic conductors, the intra- and interband contribu-
tions are well separated. One can define a partial sum rule by replacing the upper
limit (∞) in the integration in Equation (2.29) with a cut-off frequency (ωc), which
corresponds to the band width of the electronic system. The partial sum rule is
given as ∫ ωC
0
σ1(ω)dω =
pine2
2m
. (2.30)
Now, n and m refer to the conduction electron density and their effective mass.
2.2. Theoretical models
2.2.1. Drude model
The Drude model is widely used to describe the response of free charge carriers
in conducting metallic state [89]. This model is further developed by Sommerfeld
taking into account the quantum effect of electrons [90]. Since the conclusion de-
rived from classical Drude model and Sommerfeld model are quite identical, in this
section we discuss the the characteristic properties of metal using classical Drude
model.
In the framework of Drude theory, the independent free electron approximation is
assumed. Namely, we neglect the underlying interaction of electron-electron and
electron-phonon. Further, we assume that there exists an average relaxation time
restoring the system back to equilibrium. In the presence of an external electric
field E, the equation of motion becomes
m
d2x (t)
dt2
+mΓ
dx (t)
dt
= −eE(t) (2.31)
Where m is the mass of the electron; e is the charge of the electron; Γ = 1/τ
corresponds to the scattering rate, and E is the external electric field as the driving
force. The time-dependent electric field has the form
E(t) = E0e
−iωt (2.32)
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1
1
Figure 2.2.: (a) The frequency dependent optical conductivity of the Drude model in
logarithmic scale. The real part σ1 is almost frequency independent well below the
scattering rate and corresponds to the dc-conductivity. Well above Γ it decreases as
ω−2. While the σ2 reaches a maximum at Γ and then falls as ω−1 in both low and
high energy limit. The inset shows the same plot with double-logarithmic scale. (b)
The frequency dependent dielectric constant of the Drude model on a logarithmic
scale. The real part of the dielectric constant 1 changes its sign from negative to
positive at the plasma frequency. The 2 is always positive, but changes slope at
the Γ.
After obtaining the solution of the equation of motion, we can derive the complex,
frequency dependent dielectric constant
ˆ(ω) = 1− ω
2
p
ω2 + Γ2
+ i
Γω2p
ω(ω2 + Γ2)
. (2.33)
with the real and imaginary parts. Where ω2p ≡ 4pine2/m is defined as plasma
frequency and describes the oscillator strength. The real and imaginary parts of
optical conductivity are
σˆ(ω) = σdc
1
1 + (ω/Γ)2
+ iσdc
ω/Γ
1 + (ω/Γ)2
(2.34)
where σdc represents the dc conductivity.
Here, we can see that at sufficiently high frequencies the real part of the dielectric
constant can be written as 1− ω2pω2 . This equation was used to derive the sum rules
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in the previous section. In the Drude model, all the various optical parameters are
fully characterized by two frequencies: the plasma frequency (ωp) and the scattering
rate (Γ). A calculation of the frequency-dependent optical constants within the
framework of the Drude model is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.2.2. Lorentz and Fano model
In this section, we introduce the Lorentz model to account for localization of elec-
tron state such as phonos, magnons and the optical transition between different
interbands in a solid. In principal, in order to describe the electronic transitions be-
tween a ground state and excited states of many body systems, we have to solve the
time dependent Schro¨dinger equation under an electric field utilizing perturbation
theory [82]. For the sake of simplicity, here we derive all useful results by assuming
an equivalent model with classical harmonic oscillators [91].
The similarity of the zero energy mode in the Drude model and the finite energy
mode in the Lorentz model indicates that the Lorentz formalism can be generalized
from Drude’s formulas. This can be realized by adding an additional restoring force
term to the Equation 2.31 and keeping the inertial and relaxational term. Therefore
the Lorentz model is:
m
d2x (t)
dt2
+mΓ
dx (t)
dt
+mω2ox (t) = −eE (t). (2.35)
Here ω2o describes the strength of the harmonic oscillator. After obtaining the
solution of the equation of motion, we can derive the frequency dependent complex
dielectric constant
ˆ(ω) = 1 +
4pine2
m
1
ω20 − ω2 − iΓω
. (2.36)
Then we can obtain 1 and 2
1(ω) = 1 + ω
2
p
ω20 − ω2
(ω20 − ω)2 + (Γω)2
(2.37)
2(ω) = ω
2
p
Γω
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (Γω)2
. (2.38)
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Figure 2.3.: Calculated frequency dependent optical conductivity (a) and dielectric
constant (b) of Lorentz model with the following parameters: ω0 =20 cm
−1,Γ =100
cm−1
For the real and imaginary parts of the optical conductivity we have
σ1(ω) =
ω2p
4pi
Γω2
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (Γω)2
(2.39)
σ2(ω) = −
ω2p
4pi
ω(ω20 − ω2)
(ω20 − ω)2 + (Γω)2
. (2.40)
The Drude model can be restored from the Lorentz model by setting ω0 = 0.
Figure 2.3 displays the real and imaginary parts of the optical conductivity and
dielectric constants on a logarithmic frequency scale. As a result,σ1 and σ2 behave
very similar to 2 and 1. The σ1 and 2 have extrema at ω0 with a width Γ rep-
resenting the scattering rate, while the σ2 and 1 cross zero at approximately the
resonance frequency ω0.
In the context of our experimental analysis, we utilize the Lorentz model to fit the
localized Hubbard band and other interband excitations. However, the features of
the vibrational Ag modes in organic systems are rather asymmetric and strongly
deviate from simple Lorentzian shape. Therefore fitting with Lorentz modes results
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Figure 2.4.: Illustrations of asymmetric Fano line-shapes for various values of the
parameter q and ω0 =100 cm
−1,Γ =30 cm−1
in imprecise description.
In order to more quantitatively and better describe the Ag modes, we have to apply
the phenomenological Fano model [92]. Here the mathematical expression of the
real and imaginary part of optical conductivity reads:
σ1(ω) = σ0
Γω[Γω(q2 − 1) + 2q(ω2)2 − ω20)]
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (Γω)2
(2.41)
σ2(ω) = σ0
Γω[(q2 − 1)(ω2)2 − ω20) + 2Γω]
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (Γω)2
. (2.42)
where σ0 is the amplitude of the Fano contribution and q is the dimensionless phe-
nomenological coupling parameter. This model was first introduced and extensively
discussed by Fano to describe the interaction of a discrete atom ionized state with
a electronic continuum in atomic and nuclear systems. In Figure 2.4, we plot the
frequency dependent optical conductivity as a function of coupling constant q. Here
extremely strong coupling (q = 0) results in an antiresonance with Lorentzian shape
and no coupling (q = ±∞) yields a standard Lorentzian shape; when q is positive
(negative) σ1(ω) has a minimum (maximum) with negative value at low frequency
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and a maximum (minimum) at high frequency.
2.2.3. Extended Drude analysis
For a simple metal, the low energy electrodynamic properties can be well captured
using Drude model with only frequency independent parameters. However, it is
commonly observed that in many metallic systems such as heavy-fermion materi-
als and high-Tc cuprates, the complicated optical conductivity strongly deviates
from this model [87]. Therefore the extended Drude model has been developed to
describe these strange metals in the presence of strong electron-electron or electron-
boson correlations.
In correlated metals the optical conductivity usually consists of one coherent peak
centered at zero frequency and another broad incoherent contribution at mid-
infrared range, which the Drude formalism fails to describe. To account for the
intraband (coherent+incoherent) response, we can either add new Lorentz terms to
the Drude component or we keep the single component model and generalize the
Drude theory by making the scattering rate term complex and frequency-dependent.
The later one is referred to as extended Drude analysis [93].
The extended Drude model offers a detailed description of the charge carrier scat-
tering spectrum and mass. The standard form of optical conductivity for the Drude
model
σ(ω) =
i
4pi
ω2p
i1/τ + ω
(2.43)
can be extended to include a frequency-dependent scattering rate
σ(ω) =
i
4pi
ω2p
[i1/τ(ω, T ) + ωλ(ω, T )] + ω
(2.44)
In addition, an extra real quantity ωλ(ω, T ) is added to the scattering rate, which
is related with the mass enhancement of the electronic excitation due to strong
many-body interactions. This is necessary to preserve the K-K relation between σ1
and σ2. In this formalism, the complex conductivity also can be expressed in terms
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of the memory functions (M(ω, T )) as:
σ(ω) =
i
4pi
ω2p
M(ω, T ) + ω
(2.45)
Here M(ω, T ) = M1(ω, T ) + iM2(ω, T )) describes all the information about the
effect of electron-electron interactions and the coupling to collective modes [94].
The complex memory function M(ω, T ) holds the causality principle, which means
M1 and 2 make a K-K pair. Very often it is also called as optical self-energy, i.e.,
M = −2Σop, which is quite similar to the single-particle self-energy averaged over
the Fermi surface [95]. Here we should keep in mind that this model can not de-
scribe the interband transition, therefore the frequency range of the calculation is
restricted to the intraband.
From Equation (2.2.3) and (2.44), we can get the following relations:
M1(ω, T ) = ωλ(ω, T ) =
ω2p
4pi
σ2(ω)
(σ21(ω) + σ
2
2(ω))
− ω (2.46)
M2(ω, T ) =
1
τ(ω, T )
=
ω2p
4pi
σ1(ω)
(σ21(ω) + σ
2
2(ω))
(2.47)
m∗opt
m
= 1 + λ (2.48)
From M1(ω, T ) we can extract the mass enhancement as a function of frequency
and temperature.
2.3. Optical properties of quantum materials
2.3.1. Charge order
One of the important features in the infrared spectra of organic conductors are
these asymmetric, Fano-type vibrational modes, which are superimposed on the
electronic background. These infrared inactive BEDT-TTF intramolecular vibra-
tions are activated via the so called electron-molecular vibration (EMV) coupling
[88]. As shown in Figure 2.5 (a), due to the dimerization of these molecules in the
crystal, out-of-phase vibration induces the differences between the transfer integrals
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on the opposite sides of the molecule, consequently a charge flow and a dipole mo-
ment. Therefore the dipole moment can couple to the infrared radiation, and finally
can be observed in the optical spectra.
The eigen-frequencies of these symmetric Ag vibrations of the BEDT-TTF molecule
are plotted in Figure 2.5 (b). It was demonstrated by many groups that these modes
are sensitive to the charge population on the molecules. As depicted in Figure 2.5
(d), the four most studied modes, which involve C=C vibrations show a significant
shift towards lower frequencies as the neutral BEDT-TTF get oxidized. Hence,
we can analyze the value of charge location on the molecule utilizing infrared and
Raman spectroscopy.
The infrared-active (ungerade) molecular vibrational mode ν27(B1u) mode is re-
garded as the best probe of the local charge on the molecules, since it is free from
disturbing electronic background [88, 96]. The ν27(B1u) band mainly involves the
out-of-phase C=C vibrations in the BEDT-TTF rings as shown in Figure 2.5 (c).
This mode leads to a dipole-moment change parallel to the long axis of BEDT-TTF
molecule, therefore it can be measured with the electric field E||c, i.e. polarized
perpendicular to the conducting layer. To quantitatively characterize the observed
charge imbalance, the charge per molecule can be evaluated from the vibrational
frequency by using the relationship [96, 97]:
ν27(ρ) = 1398 cm
−1 + 140(1− ρ) cm−1/e , (2.49)
where ρ is the site charge in units of the elementary charge e.
Apart from the infrared-active ν27(B1u) mode, there are two fully symmetric C=C
stretching vibrations, namely ν3 and ν2 modes, that allow to determine the charge
on the BEDT-TTF molecules with the help of Raman spectroscopy. The ν2 mode
is weakly coupled to electronic background and suitable for estimating the ratio of
charge disproportionation. From the splitting of the ν2(Ag) feature we calculate
2δρ = 0.2e in the charge-ordered state according to
ν2(ρ) = 1447 cm
−1 + 120(1− ρ) cm−1/e . (2.50)
The temperature dependent investigation of the center frequency and linewidth of
the above two modes can give us the detailed information on the charge dispro-
portionation and fluctuation in organic systems. The fully symmetric ν3 molecular
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(a)
(d)
(c)
(b)
Figure 2.5.: (a) Sketch of the so called electron-molecular vibration coupling (b)
Schematic configuration of the 12 Ag modes of BEDT-TTF. The three optically
most active modes are highlighted by red square(c) The charge sensitive mode ν27
splits upon passing through a charge order transition. Theoretical calculations of ν27
in the charge order state (red) and normal state(green). (d) Plot of the frequencies
of the four most studied charge sensitive infrared-active vibrational modes of BEDT-
TTF as a function of the ionicity. After [88, 96]
vibration is insensitive to the charge and strongly couples to the electronic back-
ground as shown by the strong infrared intensity [98–101]. It has the strongest
EMV-coupling constant among all the Ag modes EMV coupled vibrations show up
as Fano-like features and are even more shifted. The intensity of this mode have
often been used to describe the degree of dimerization based on a one-dimensional
dimerized tight-binding model [102]. Furthermore the ν10(Ag) and ν9(Ag) modes
involving C-S stretching vibrations, and the ν60(B3u) mode that involves a ring-
breathing vibration are known to be very sensitive to charge disproportion and
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dimerization [103].
Consequently, from the analysis of the temperature behaviour evolution of the pure
vibrational modes and the EMV-coupled vibronic features, we can clarify the low-
temperature ground state in organic conductors, where the structural distortion
and charge disproportionation are often closely related.
2.3.2. Dirac electrons
Monolayer graphene is a very interesting 2-dimensional electronic system for investi-
gating the relativistic nature of the quasi-particles, which is described by the Dirac
equation. Its unique linear band dispersion is expected to give rise to unusual
optical, transport and thermodynamic properties, which are quite different from
those of quadratic massive bands [104, 105]. The interband optical conductivity is
predicted to be energy independent and proportional to a universal conductance
4e2
~ , which is mainly determined by the low-energy electronic structure at the Dirac
point, where conical electron and hole bands meet each other.
The universal value can be derived by a simple scaling analysis as described by
Kuzmenko et al. [106]. Let’s first assume that the monolayer graphene is charge
neutral, which means the chemical potential is zero and the Fermi energy is exactly
located at the Dirac point. Then the interband conductivity characterizing the
transition between the initial state with energy -~ω2 and the final state with energy
~ω
2 is determined by the following formula:
σ1(ω) ∝ e
2
ω
|v(ω)|2D(ω)[f(−~ω
2
)− f(~ω
2
)] (2.51)
where f() = [exp(/kBT ) + 1]
−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, v corresponds to
the velocity matrix element and D(ω) indicates the joint density of states. Given
that graphene has an isotropic 2D linear energy dispersion near the Fermi level and
the dispersion is given by E = ~ω = ~νF as shown in inset of Figure 2.6, then v
is simply the Fermi velocity νF and the density of states per unit energy and unit
area is given by D(ω) ∝ ~ω
(~νF )2 . Therefore at zero temperature the two frequency
dependent terms |v(ω)|2D(ω) cancel each other and σ1 is only determined by 4e2~
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σ
Figure 2.6.: Calculated real part of the optical conductivity of undoped graphene
for various temperatures. The thermo-excited Drude contributions are ignored here.
The inset describes the interband optical transitions between occupied and unoc-
cupied bands in monolayer graphene. Redrawn from Ref. [106]
regardless of the microscopic details of materials.
The more complicated case, where temperature, chemical potential and impurity
induced scattering rate have been taken into account, was extensively studied and
discussed by Gusynin et al. [107], and the generalized analytical expressions at
finite temperature T follow
σ1(ω) =
4e2
h
2TΓ
ω2 + 4Γ2
ln(2cosh
µ
2T
) +
pie2
2h
sinh(ω/2T)
cosh(µ/2T) + cosh(ω/2T)
(2.52)
Here µ is the chemical potential and Γ is the impurity scattering rate. The first term
corresponds to the intraband Drude contribution due to the thermally excited elec-
trons and holes at finite temperature T . In Figure 2.6, the temperature dependence
of the second term for the undoped graphene (µ = 0) is plotted. Upon heating, the
interband term decreases in the low energy region and the missing spectral weight
is transferred to the intraband contribution, since SW =
∫∞
0
σintra(ω)dω ∝ T .
For the case ω  T , the universal conductance is recovered and temperature-
independent.
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It is also interesting to note that the interband optical response of 3-dimensional
Dirac electrons is supposed to follow a linear frequency dependence [108, 109]
σ1(ω) ∝ ω (2.53)
which has been experimentally observed in a series of Weyl semimetal [110]. How-
ever, in a special case, where a nodal line exists in the 3D band structure, σinter(ω)
is frequency independent as well, but not universal anymore [111].
2.3.3. Bad metal
As we have shown in the previous section, in the framework of Drude formalism, the
electron dynamics are dominated by momentum-relaxing (such as lattice or disorder
scattering) mechanisms, obeying the Boltzmann equation. In weakly interacting
metallic systems exist well defined and long-lived quasiparticles, which account for
low energy properties of the dc-transport. As the system is heated up, the resistivity
increases due to the increase of the mean-free path of the quasi-particles. Therefore,
when the mean free path l satisfies kF l ∼ 1 (kF is the Fermi wavevector), namely is
comparable to the interatomic length, the quasi-particle picture breaks down and
the resistance saturate at the so called Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) resistivity bound
[112, 113]
ρMIR ∼ ~
e2
. (2.54)
However, in many strongly correlated bad metals, such as cuprates, pnictides, heavy
fermions, vanadium dioxide, and organics, this MIR limit is often violated. In
their phase diagram exits a region near the quantum critical phase with a T -linear
resistivity, crossing the MIR bound and extending towards high temperatures [114].
Thus, a new universal bound, the diffusivity bound, was proposed by Hartnoll
based on the holographic theory, to describe the diffusive processes in an incoherent
metal [114]. In this formalism, the low energy effective description of the strongly
correlated system has Planckian dynamics. If we apply energy-time uncertainty
principle to the quasiparticle lifetime 1τ ∼ kBT~ (kBT is the quasiparticle energy)
the diffusivity bound reads
ρD ∼ kBT
EF
~
e2
(2.55)
where EF is the Fermi energy and kB is the Boltzmann constant. As shown in
Figure 2.7 (a) the destruction of quasiparticles may occur well below MIR bound.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7.: (a)Cartoon of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) resistivity bound on quasi-
particle transport and Diffusivity bound on incoherent transport in the resistivity
versus temperature plane. (b) Schematic plot of the optical conductivity in conven-
tional metals, bad metals and insulators. After [114, 115]
The ratio of diffusivity bound to MIR bound follows
ρD
ρMIR
∼ kBT
EF
. (2.56)
Thus, when kBT ∼ EF , the incoherent bound cross the MIR limit. That can ex-
plain the reason why in organic system (low EF ) the T -linear resistivity happens at
relatively low temperatures compared to those of high-Tc cuprate (high EF ). From
optical point of view, the bad metals are characterized by a broad infrared peak
instead of a coherent Drude peak as shown in Figure 2.7 (b).
Moreover, in a large number of bad metals, the infrared peak has a strong tem-
perature dependence [5]. The half-width of the peak gets narrow and the peak
shifts to low frequencies as the temperature is decreased, which is distinct from the
behaviour of metals and weakly pinned charge density waves, as depicted in Figure
2.8 (c-e). In a charge density wave (CDW) insulating state, it is well known that
weak disorder can pin the charge density wave and induce an intragap absorption
[82, 116] as shown in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b). However, disorder-induced momentum
relaxation will only broaden the Drude peak but does not move the Drude peak
away from zero frequency. To quantitatively account for the non-quasiparticle prop-
erties in the bad metallic state, a new approach based on hydrodynamics of CDW
has been recently developed [5, 117]. The main result for the optical conductivity
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(a)
(b) (d)
(e)(c)
Figure 2.8.: Frequency-dependent optical conductivity of the charge density state
(a) without pinning (gap opening), and (b) with pinning (finite frequency intragap
absorption). Illustrative plots of the temperature dependence of the optical conduc-
tivity of good metals (c), weakly pinned charge density waves (d) and bad metals
(e). The peak shown in the bad metals broaden and then moves away from zero
frequency. Panel (a) and (b) are adapted from Ref. [116]
reads:
σ(ω) = σ0 +
e2n
m
Ω− iω
(Ω− iω)(Γ− iω) + ω20
(2.57)
Here Ω is the phase relaxation rate describing the phase fluctuation of the CDW,
ω0 is the pinning frequency due to the effects of broken translation invariance, and
σ0 corresponds to the background. The other parameters are the same as defined in
the Drude model. When Ω and ω0 are set to 0, the equation 2.57 has Lorentz form,
which is used to describe the pinned charge density wave. For the case Ω→∞, the
standard Drude expression is recovered. For a moderate value of Ω, it can capture
the non-zero frequency peak structure in the bad metals.
2.3.4. Fermi liquid
Despite the success of the Drudel model in describing metals [118], a more accurate
and generic formalism of Fermi liquid was proposed by Landau that takes into
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9.: (a) Self-energy Σ of the organic metal (BEDT-TTF)3Br obtained by
ARPES. The real part of the self-energy ReΣ (blue circles) clearly indicates linear
dependence in ~ω (dashed line) and ImΣ (red squares) shows a ω2 dependence. The
Fermi liquid scattering rate increases quadratically with temperature (b) and with
frequency (c). The dashed line in panel (b) denotes ~ω = 2pikBT and it intersects
with ~/τqp at temperature T0 and frequency ~ω0 = 2pikBT0. Panel (c) shows that
only at very low frequencies the system can be described using Drude model with
frequency-independent scattering rate. After [123]
account of the interactions between electrons using quantum theory [119]. The
key idea behind this theory is the existence of a one-to-one correspondence of the
ground state between the non-interacting Fermi gas and interacting Fermi liquid.
As we turn on the interaction slowly, the elementary excitations are replaced by
quasiparticle with renormalized mass, velocity and other dynamical properties, but
with the unchanged mass, charge and momentum of the free electrons. In the
following section, we will show the universal characteristics of a Fermi liquid, which
qualitatively deviates from the Drude model [120–122].
Specifically, we focus on the optical response of the local Fermi liquid with the
assumption that the single-particle self-energy Σ(ω) obeys the behaviour of Lan-
dau Fermi-liquid theory and is independent of momentum. The temperature- and
frequency-dependent self-energy of a Landau quasiparticle in a Fermi liquid is math-
ematically expressed as
Σ(ω, T ) = (1− 1
Z
)~ω − i
ZpikBT0
[(~ω)2 + (pikBT )2] (2.58)
Here, Σ1(ω) = ReΣ and Σ2(ω) = ImΣ contain the information of the energy
dispersion and life time of the quasi-particle peak in the spectral function. Z =
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m/m∗ = ν∗F /νF is defined as the quasiparticle spectral weight, which corresponds
to the renormalization of the mass and Fermi velocity due to the electron-electron
interactions. And the prefactor T0 has the energy scale of the Fermi energy and is
proportional to the bandwidth of the bare band, which is related to the correlation
strength in the system. Namely, the smaller T0 is, the stronger the electron-electron
interactions are and thus the larger is Σ2.
Experimentally, the self energy can be directly obtained by angle-resolved pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) using the spectral function with the following
relation [84]
A(k, ω) =
−Σ2(ω)pi
[ω − εk − Σ1(ω)]2 + [Σ2(ω)]2 (2.59)
In this expression, εk = Ek − µ and µ is the chemical potential. Here Ek is the
non-interacting bare band dispersion with typical parabolic shape. Figure 2.9 (a)
shows the results of Σ derived from the ARPES band map of the two-dimensional
organic conductor (BEDT-TTF)3Br(pBIB) [123]. The ImΣ and ReΣ exhibit a clear
ω2 and ω dependence, respectively, which is a strong demonstration of the Fermi-
liquid behaviour.
The quasiparticle scattering rate is defined as twice the value of Σ2
~
τqp
≡ 2Z|Σ2(ω = 0, T )| (2.60)
It has the physical meaning of the twice the width of the quasi-particle peak in
the spectral function, which is slightly different from the optical scattering rate as
shown later. The dependence of the scattering rate on temperature and frequency
are illustrated in Figure 2.9 (b) and (c). As shown in Figure 2.9 (c), the Drude
picture can only be valid when ~ω  2pikBT , while non-Drude response appears
when ~ω ∼ 2pikBT .
In general, the complex optical conductivity is related to the self energy by the
following formula [122]
σ(ω) =
iΦ(0)
ω
∫ ∞
−∞
d
f()− f(+ ~ω)
~ω + Σ∗()− Σ(+ ~ω) (2.61)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.10.: Characteristic optical conductivity of Fermi-liquid at low tempera-
tures (a) and high temperatures (b). The blue (red) lines correspond to the real
(imaginary) part of the conductivity. At relatively low temperatures the real part
and imaginary part cross each other, whereas at high temperature no crossing is
predicted and the optical conductivity are dominated by the simple Drude model.
(c) Schematic phase diagram of Drude regime and thermal regime predicted by local
Fermi-liquid theory. After [122]
where Φ(0) is an constant characterizing the spectral weight in the Drude peak,
and f is Dirac-Fermi distribution function. In the simplest case, when Z = 1 and
Σ is set to be constant, the above equation reduces to a simple Drude term. If we
insert Equation 2.58 into Equation 2.61, we obtain
σ(ω) = σdcΨ(
~ω
2pikB
T, ωτqp) (2.62)
Here Ψ(x, y) is a complex function Ψ(x, y) ≈ 1/(x2− 3iy/4). Let’s first look at the
behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of the calculated optical conductivity at
very low temperatures T = 0.1T0. As depicted in Figure 2.10 (a), we can clearly
identify three distinct energy regimes based on the two crossing points between σ1
and σ2. (1) At low frequency ~ω  2pikBT , this regime is called ”Drude regime”
since the conductivity follows the Drude model with frequency-independent scat-
tering rate 1/τD. The σ1 saturates well below 1/τD and decreases as ω
−2 above it.
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(2) When ~ω is comparable to 2pikBT , we have the relation σ2 > σ1 in this ”ther-
mal regime”. σ1 (σ2) exhibits an additional shoulder structure with much weaker
(stronger) frequency dependence. (3) At very high energies ~ω  2pikBT , σ1 re-
cover the Drude like ω−2 decay, and σ2 falls faster than σ1. Such dissipation-like
behaviour (σ1 > σ2) is not physical, which is due to the artefact of the unbounded
ω−2 increasing behaviour in the self energy at high frequencies.
In the thermal regime, the non-Drude behaviour is described utilizing extended
Drude model and the optical scattering rate reads
~
τop
=
2
3pikBT0
[(~ω)2 + (2pikBT )2] + 2ZΓ (2.63)
Here, 2ZΓ denotes the impurity scattering rate. We should notice that ~/τop has a
factor of 2pi indicating the two-particle process (both electron and hole) [122, 124],
while the single quasi-particle lifetime displays only pi in Equation 2.58. However,
experimentally it was very often found that the factor is not simple 2pi, but with a
generalized form [121]
~
τop
=
2
3pikBT0
[(~ω)2 + (ppikBT )2] + 2ZΓ (2.64)
where p can be any real number. It has also been pointed out that not only the
optical scattering rate but also the quantity 1-R(ω) follows the same scaling law
[125]
1−R(ω) ∝ [ω
2 + (2pikBT )
2]
3pikBT0
+ ZΓ (2.65)
The two crossing point in the ”thermal regime” can be analytically solved with the
the condition σ1 = σ2 and yields
~ωL,H =
3
4
pikBT0[1±
√
(1− ( 8T
3T0
)2)] (2.66)
As plotted in Figure 2.10 (b), when the temperature is increased above T1 = 3T0/8,
the relation σ1 > σ1 applies at all frequencies and thus the local Fermi-liquid scaling
law breaks down. The ω- and T -dependence of the ”Drude regime” differs clearly
from that of the ”thermal regime” in the colour plot as shown in Figure 2.10 (c).
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2.3.5. Mott metal-insulator transitions
In many strongly correlated materials, the electronic properties can not be described
in the framework of the free electron model. In order to understand those insulating
states better, Mott proposed another approach based on real space picture instead of
standard band theory [126]. The main mechanism for the metal-insulator transition
is due to the strong Coulomb interactions between electrons sitting on neighbour
lattice site as shown in Figure 2.11. Mott’s picture is quantitatively described by
so called Mott-Hubbard model [127–131], which is defined explicitly as
H =
∑
ij,σ
(−tijc†iσcjσ +H.c.) +
∑
ij
Vijninj +
∑
i
Ueffni↑ni↓ (2.67)
Here, tij is the nearest neighbour transfer integral between sites i and j, charac-
terising the kinetic energy. c†iσ/cjσ denote the creation/annihilation operator of
electron or hole on i-th lattice site with spin σ, niσ = c
†
iσcjσ describes the number
of electrons on site i with spin σ. For the half-filled strongly dimerized organic
system, the inter-site Coulomb repulsion can be ignored, while V plays an impor-
tant role for the quarter-filled system. In the following discussion, we describe the
simplest Hubbard model without V . One of the most important features of the
Hubbard model is that the electronic properties of the correlated system are simply
controlled by the competition between the first term, favouring the delocalization
of electrons, and the local Coulomb repulsion U , freezing the electrons.
As depicted in Figure 2.12 (a), the phase diagram predicted by Hubbard model
is determined mainly by two parameters, U/W and T/W . Here W is the band-
width and proportional to the hopping term tij . At very low temperature, the
system undergoes the first-order metal-insulator transition as the U/W increases
and crosses the critical region (U/W ∼ 1). At higher temperatures, the system ex-
hibits crossover from bad metal to bad insulator as the electron interactions increase.
To quantitatively characterize the dynamic properties of electron occupancy at a
particular lattice site in the strongly correlated systems, a time-dependent quantity,
namely the Green function, has been introduced [130, 131]. A single-particle Green
function is defined as the probability, describing the correlation between the creation
and annihilation of one electron with spin σ on i-th site, at time τ and τ , respectively
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Figure 2.11.: Plot of lattice structure for a typical strongly dimerized organic sys-
tem. One site consists of two dimerized molecules, indicated by a red circle. U0 and
V0 are the on-molecule nearest neighbour Coulomb interactions, while Ueff , V are
the on-site and inter-site Coulomb interactions respectively. t and t′ are the transfer
integrals between inter-dimers. Spins are indicated by red up and down arrows.
and has the following mathematical expression:
Giσ(τ − τ ,) ≡ −〈c†iσ(τ)ciσ(τ ,)〉 (2.68)
The spectral function is defined as the imaginary part of the Green function. There-
fore, as long as the Green function of the Hubbard model is solved, the full informa-
tion about the temporal and spatial evolution of a single electron is known. Despite
the simplicity of the Hubbard formalism, in most cases the Green function is dif-
ficult to calculate exactly. A new approach named dynamical mean field theory
(DMFT) was developed to simplify the calculations. In DMFT the Hubbard model
is mapped to the Anderson impurity model where a single impurity atom inter-
acts with an external electronic bath. The general Hamiltonian of this quantum
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impurity model reads
HAIM = Hbath +Hatom +Hmix (2.69)
=
∑
ν,σ
εbathν n
bath
ν,σ + (Ueffn0↑n0,↓ − µ
∑
i,σ
c†iσciσ) +
∑
ν,σ
(Vνc
†
0σa
bath
ν,σ +H.c.)
(2.70)
where the first term Hbath describes the electronic bath with energy levels ν
bath,
the second term in brackets stands for the single atomic degree of freedom, the
third term denotes the hybridization energy between the single atom (c0σ) and the
environmental bath (abathν,σ ) with coupling constant Vν . The dynamic properties of
this model are characterized by the hybridization function ∆(ω), which describes
the ability of absorbing or emitting electrons into the surrounding reservoir of non-
interacting electrons for the single atom on a time scale 1/ω. The mathematical
expression of ∆(ω) follows:
∆(ω) =
∑ |Vν |2
ω − εbathν
(2.71)
The solutions of the HAIM can be solved iteratively using the self-consistency con-
dition, requiring the identity of the impurity Green function and the self energy of
the Anderson model with those of Hubbard model, that is GH = Gimp,ΣH = Σimp.
Figure 2.12 (b) and (c) show a cartoon of density of states (DOS) with corresponding
optical conductivity for various values of correlations based on DMFT calculations
at T = 0 for a half-filled system. In the non-interacting limit (U/W = 0), the
electron is delocalized with plane-wave properties and behaves like a free electron.
The DOS possesses a peak at the Fermi energy with band width W and the real
part of the optical conductivity exhibits a simple Drude peak at zero energy. In the
atomic limit (U/W = 2), the quasiparticle peak at Fermi level vanishes and two
Hubbard bands develop with separation energy of U . The ground state is described
as Mott insulator with a gap opening in optical conductivity. At intermediate
correlation region U/W ∼ 1, we can observe both quasiparticle feature and two
Hubbard bands in the density of states. As a result, apart from the Drude peak,
the optical spectra contains additional two peak structures corresponding to optical
excitations from both the quasi-particle peak to the upper Hubbard band and lower
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to upper Hubbard band. In conclusion, Mott-type metal-insulator transition leads
to a continuous transfer of spectral weight from the Drude peak to the Hubbard
bands as U/W is increased.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.12.: (a) Schematic phase diagram of the Mott-type metal–insulator tran-
sition for a strongly correlated electron system. (b) The density of states (DOS)
of electrons as a function of U/W predicted by DMFT for half-filling at zero tem-
perature. The electronic DOS evolves from a Fermi-liquid like density at the Fermi
level (U/W = 0) to an insulating one with well separated lower and upper Hubbard
bands. (c) Plots of optical conductivity for various values of correlation strength.
Modified from Rev. [130]
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3. Setup
At the beginning of this chapter, we present the main experimental techniques used
in classical infrared spectroscopy at ambient pressure followed by a description of
the techniques that were used to perform infrared spectroscopy under high pressure
and low temperature. Then we will describe how to extract the optical conductivity
under pressure.
3.1. Principle of FTIR
Frequency-dependent optical properties of solids can be obtained by several mea-
surement techniques with different principles. We can measure the optical response
as a function of frequency in a straightforward way by irradiating monochromatic
radiation and detecting the amplitude and phase of the response at one frequency.
The same procedure need to be performed for several times as to cover the energy
range of interest. Another powerful technique for measuring the charge dynamics
in the lower energy range is time domain terahertz transmission measurement [132].
Instead of measuring the response of a solid by applying monochromatic radiation
varied over a wide frequency range, the electrodynamical information of the solids
are obtained by carrying out experiments in the time domain using a voltage pulse
with all the energy of interest. The third one is the Fourier-transform spectroscopy
which plays a dominant role for the measurement of infrared spectra. This method
is based on the Michelson interferometer where a beam of radiation is split into two
paths by beamsplitter and recombined at the beamsplitter after following different
paths. The detected light intensity exhibits an interference pattern as a function
of the relative difference of the two paths. The frequency dependence of the power
spectra can be extracted from the intensity of the recombined beam as a function of
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic view of Michelson interferometer. The beam of the source
is divided into two parts by the beamsplitter. One of the beam is reflected by the
fixed mirror and the other part by moving mirror, at distances y1/2 and y1/2+x/2,
respectively. The intensity of the recombined beam is a function of x. Modified
from Ref.[82]
optical path difference via the Fourier transformation. A more detailed description
of different technique can be found in book [82].
3.1.1. Michelson interferometer
Figure 3.1 displays the schematic view of a simple Michelson interferometer. The
light from the source is divided into two separate beams at the beamsplitter. One
beam is reflected by the moving mirror while the other by the fixed mirror, and fi-
nally are brought together again at the beamsplitter. Then the superimposed beam
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Table 3.1.: Light sources, detectors and beamsplitters for the macroscopic system
Measurement range Light source Beamsplitter Detector
Far infrared 80∼600 cm−1 Mercury Lamp Mylar 6µm 4.2 K Bolometer
Middle infrared 550∼8000 cm−1 Globar Lamp KBr MCT/DTGS
Near infrared 3500∼10000 cm−1 Tungstem Lamp Si/CaF2 InSb Diode
Visible 9000∼20000 cm−1 Tungsten Lamp UV/CaF2 Silicon Diode
propagates to the sample and to the detector finally.
With a simple mathematical calculation, the intensity detected by the detector is
written as a function of x
I(x) =
∫ ∞
0
I(ω)(1 + cos(2piωx))dω (3.1)
Where ω is the wave number with a unit of cm−1, I is the frequency dependent
intensity profile of the polychromatic source and x is the path difference. The
frequency dependent intensity I can be derived from the intensity as a function of
path difference x utilizing a Fourier transform.
I(ω) =
∫ ∞
0
(I(x)− 1/2I(0))(1 + cos(2piωx))d (3.2)
By comparing the power spectrum of the sample with that of background, we can
obtain the spectrum of the sample in the wanted energy range.
The Fourier-transform infrared spectrometers covers a very broad frequency range
from approximately 80 cm−1 to 20000 cm−1. In order to achieve the spectra over
such wide range, a series of combinations of light sources, beamsplitters and de-
tectors are needed for data collection. Table 3.1 lists the spectral range for several
optical elements including sources, beamsplitters and detectors.
3.2. Pressure setup
In the following section, we are going to discuss the most important technical as-
pects of infrared optical measurements under pressure on the organic crystals. The
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pressure-dependent optical investigation have been conducted in two different se-
tups. One is located in 1. Physikalisches Institut of the University of Augsburg, and
the other is located in the 1. Physikalisches Institut of the University of Stuttgart.
The two setups are based on two different pressure generating methods using two
kinds of pressure cell, namely DAC and piston-cylinder pressure cell. For both
pressure cells a type IIA diamond has been used, which is suitable for infrared
measurements due to its transparent properties over a broad energy range. These
discussions and descriptions follow mostly Refs. [3, 4, 133]
3.2.1. Piston-cylinder cell
Temperature-dependent reflectivity measurements below 1 GPa were performed
from 100 cm−1 to 8000 cm−1 between 6 K and 300 K using a home-built cryostat
setup that is coupled to a Bruker Vertex 66v/S Fourier-transform infrared spec-
trometer as depicted in Figure 3.2. In this case the collection optics works only in
reflection geometry and does not involve a microscope.
In general, the piston-cylinder cell is slightly different from a DAC. In this case,
the optical access is constituted by a cylindrical wedged diamond window with a
diameter of 3 mm, a height of 2 mm, and a wedge of 2◦. The relatively large di-
amond size can avoid the diffraction limit and allows us to measure the very low
energy physics of solid state systems. On the other hand, the increase of the sample
surface will limit the maximum achievable pressure. For this reason, the maximum
applied pressure is restricted to about 2.5 GPa [3].
The referencing of the absolute sample-diamond reflectivity R is in this case real-
ized using diamond with wedged plane surfaces. As sketched in Figure 3.3 (a) , we
describe the simple procedure for the measurement of R. The wedge angle not only
allows a clear spatial separation of the beams reflected from the sample-diamond
Isd and from the diamond-vacuum Ivd interfaces, but also can avoid the interference
fringes coming from multiple reflections. The absolute sample reflectivity can be
calculated by using the diamond-vacuum reflection as a reference, since the diamond
optical constants are well known. A more detailed and generalized description of
the calculating procedure will be discussed in the last section. Since it is sufficient
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Figure 3.2.: Sketch of optical arrangement of the Fourier-transform infrared spec-
trometer Bruker IFS 66v/S. The sample chamber is modified with a large home-
made extension chamber, where the new beam focus and pressure cell are located.
The optical path is adjusted using several planar and parabolic mirrors to focus
it into the cryostat located outside the spectrometer. Finally, the beam is re-
flected back to the detector by an identical arrangement of mirrors in opposite way.
Adapted from Ref. [3]
to cause angular deviation between the two reflected beams by a few degree rota-
tion, we can still consider the two optical configurations as nearly normal incidence.
As depicted in Figure 3.3 (a), in our setup, the piston cell of type CC33 designed and
manufactured by the Institute for High Pressure Physics of the Russian Academy
of Sciences in Troitsk, Russia is applied. The body of the cell is fabricated from
beryllium copper (CuBe), nuts and insets from NiCrAl alloys, and tungsten carbide
(WC). To completely separate the two reflected beams, a conical opening angle of
36◦ bored into the diamond holder is required in our optical arrangement. On the
other side, the maximum pressure we can apply is reduced because of the conical
opening, which weakens the mechanical structure of the pressure cell. Together
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Figure 3.3.: (a) Sketch of the pressure cell for optical investigations. The sample is
mounted on the inner surface of the diamond window which has d = 3 mm aperture,
the angle of wedging between the two surfaces of the window allows for a complete
separation of the reflected beam from the vacuum-diamond and diamond-sample
interfaces (Ivd and Isd, respectively). (b) Temperature-dependent pressure loss for
different pressures applied at room temperature. Here open symbols indicate the
actual pressure inside the cell measured in situ by ruby fluorescence, and solid
symbols correspond to the data monitored by a Manganin wire. Panel (a) and (b)
are modified and redraw from Ref. [3].
with diamond it provides the optical access.
In this case, the hydrostatic pressure medium of choice is Daphne 7373 oil ow-
ing to its good low-temperature properties and the sample is fixed directly onto
the diamond window before introducing the oil. It is well known that the actual
pressure inside the piston pressure cells is slightly reduced upon cooling due to
the solidification of the liquid oil and thermal contraction of the pressure cell at
low temperatures. Therefore, we have to calibrate the temperature dependence of
the pressure inside the cell at each applied pressure. Principally, the pressure loss
depends on both the materials used to fabricate the pressure cell but also on the
employed pressure medium. To determine the real pressure, two pressure gauges
are utilized, namely: the pressure- and temperature dependent resistivities of a
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Figure 3.4.: Oil effect on the spectra of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 measured at
T = 300 K and p = 0.7 GPa. The black line indicates a good spectrum with less oil
effect,while the red line corresponds to a spectrum strongly distorted by absorptions
of Daphne oil as indicated by the black arrows.
Manganin wire and ruby fluorescence. As displayed in Figure 3.3 (b), the pressure
in the cell decreases upon cooling. As a result, the pressure loss is more pronounced
at low pressure range, which makes it difficult to obtain good spectra as the oil
enters into the interface between sample and diamond, and weaker at high pressure
values. Unlike the case of DAC, we cannot perform in situ monitoring of pressure by
a resistive sensor or ruby fluorescence, while simultaneously measuring the optical
reflectance due to the different sample mounting. Thus, in this case the measure-
ments of pressure are performed at room temperature, and then are modified based
on the previous calibrated values as shown in Figure 3.3 (b).
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Sample
Indium cap
Indium foil
(b)
(e) (f)
(c) (d)
(a)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.5.: Various phases of the preparation of the optical access: First of all,(a)
all parts for the preparation of the pressure cell such as safety cover, nuts, T-
shaped piston, circular rings, Teflon cap, indium foil and cap, sample, GE-varnish
are collected and put nearby; (b)a small disk of indium foil and the diamond window
need to be cleaned, then the window is positioned on the indium foil and centered
with respect to the hole; (c) glue the diamond and diamond holder together with
GE-varnish; (d)-(e) the sample is put on top of diamond and is the covered by
indium cap; (f)-(g) the whole inset is immersed in the teflon cap fully filled with oil;
(h)-(i)finally, the inset is closed and assembled in the pressure cell and pressurized
in the big press by mechanical force.
Due to the fact that piston pressure cell works with a liquid pressure transmitting
medium, Daphe oil, it is important to isolate the sample from the oil medium. When
a tiny layer of Daphe oil enters into the interface between sample and diamond, it
will cause strong distortions in the spectrum especially in the middle infrared range
due to the multilayer structure of diamond/oil/sample as displayed in Figure 3.4.
Furthermore, the pressure medium adds additional vibrational absorption lines. In
order to keep the liquid from entering the space between sample and diamond win-
dow, it is possible to use a small indium foil wrapped around the sample and the
diamond as a protection.
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In Figure 3.5, we show the detailed mounting phases of the piston pressure cell.
First of all we have to clean all parts of the pressure cell using aceton and propanol
carefully to avoid dust during the whole measurement. Before mounting the window
with glue it is necessary to insert, between the diamond and its metal holder, a small
indium foil with thickness around 100 µm. The presence of the indium foil allows to
distribute the applied pressure homogeneously over the whole diamond surface, thus
avoiding any damage of the diamond. Then we apply a small amount of Ge-varnish
to cover around the base of the diamond before pressurization. The glue should be
put surrounding the indium and diamond edge less than half of the height of dia-
mond. It should be avoided to have extra glue on the top surface of diamond or on
the side of inset. The glue is applied 2-3 times and then left overnight to get dried.
After that the sample is put on top of diamond and is the covered by indium cap.
The 100 µm thick cap should cover the sample completely and fit tightly on the
diamond. Next, we glue the cap edges on the diamond using GE-varnish and leave
it to dry for 24 hours, therefore making sure that the glue does not get into contact
with the sample. After placing the thick extrusion ring in the inset holding, we fill
the teflon cap with daphne oil and fix the whole inset in the teflon cap. Finally,
the inset is closed and assembled in the pressure cell and pressurized in the big press.
3.2.2. DAC pressure cell
The pressure and temperature dependent reflectivity of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 was
measured using a home-built infrared microscope coupled to a Bruker Vertex 80/v
FTIR spectrometer. The scheme of the infrared microscope is depicted in Figure
3.6. By simply switching the position of the movable mirror 1, we can operate the
setup either in reflection or in transmission mode. The beam from the lamp is guided
using several mirrors to focus it on the focal plane of the Schwarzschild objective
and then is focused on the sample by all reflecting home-made Schwarzschild objec-
tive with a large working distance of about 55 mm and 14 magnification. Finally
the beam is reflected back to the detector. The above described setup allows for
polarization-dependent measurements over a broad energy range (from far-infrared
100 cm−1 to visible 8000 cm−1) for temperatures between 10 and 300 K, and pres-
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sures up to 20 GPa in both reflection and transmission mode [133].
In order to reach high pressures, a diamond anvil cell (DAC) equipped with type
IIA diamonds was used. The working mechanism of the DAC is pretty simple. Two
diamonds with a flat tip squeeze a metallic gasket which has a hole in the center
that confines the sample, as depicted in Figure 3.7. The pressure in the DAC is
determined in situ by the standard ruby-fluorescence technique. Ruby nanoparticles
have been widely used as a universal standard for pressure calibration up to 100
GPa [134, 135]. A 532 nm laser (green arrow) first excites the electrons of Ruby
into an excited state, which relax back to ground state through photon emission,
finally recorded with a grating spectrometer (CCD detector). The radiative levels
responsible for the fluorescence are known as the R1 and the R2 lines, which at
ambient conditions are centred at 694.25 nm and 692.85 nm respectively and are
relatively sharp. As these two excitation lines scale in a linear fashion over a wide
temperature and pressure range, the ruby manometer allows for in situ and accurate
determination of pressures. The shift of the fluorescence spectra as a function of
pressure and temperature are shown in Figure 3.7. In contrast to the behaviour for
piston cylinder cell, the pressure inside DAC increases with decreasing temperature
due to shrinkage of the metallic gasket. The lowest pressure that can be realized at
10 K was around 0.8 GPa, therefore in general the DAC is fittable for measurements
in system with critical pressure above 1 GPa.
The detailed process of preparation for DAC are described in Figure 3.8. The inves-
tigated sample is placed between two diamond anvil tips, closed in a metallic sample
chamber and a strong external force is applied on the diamonds that will compress
the sample. The size of the cutlet of the anvils is set based on the maximum de-
sired pressure, defined as force over surface (P = F/S), and the wider the cutlet,
the smaller the reachable pressure. In this measurement 400 µm have been used
to reach highest pressure around 4 GPa. Finely ground CsI powder (transparent
under high pressure) is chosen as quasi-hydrostatic pressure transmitting medium
to reach quasi-hydrostatic pressurization conditions.
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Figure 3.6.: Schemic view of the home-built Bruker Vertex 80/v FTIR spectrom-
eter coupled to infrared microscope for both optical reflectivity and transmission
measurements. By adjusting the position of mirror 1 the setup can be operated
in either reflection or transmission mode. The direct observation of the sample is
possible via the eye piece or with a video camera by moving mirror 2 and 3. Addi-
tionally two Schwarzschild objectives are used to focus the light on the sample.The
DAC was mounted on the cold finger of a continuous flow helium cryostat. In or-
der to determine in situ pressure, the ruby balls are prepared in the DAC and the
ruby fluorescence spectra are recorded with a grating spectrometer. Redrawn from
Ref.[133]
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Figure 3.7.: (a) Schematic representation of the diamond anvil cell. Two diamonds
with a flat tip squeeze a metallic gasket which has a hole in the centre that confines
the sample (dark disc). A few rubies (red dot) are added on the sample surface for
an accurate in-situ pressure measurement. The green and red light beam represent
the laser used to excite the ruby and the typical light access through the diamond
anvils, respectively. (b) position of the R1 and R2 lines as a function of temperature
at 0.8 GPa (300K) (c) Fluorescence spectra of ruby under pressure with shift of the
R1 and R2 lines. (d) In situ determination of pressures at measured temperature.
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(a)
(b) (d)
(e)(c)
Ruby ball
(a) (b) (d)(c)
(e) (f) (h)(g)
(i) (j) (k)
Figure 3.8.: Detailed preparations of the DAC: (a)-(c) metallic gasket with a hole in
the center is prepared (d) bottom part of the diamond cell (e) metallic gasket is put
on top of the bottom of diamond (f) sample and ruby ball are put inside gasket hole
with carefully treatment (e) solid pressure medium CsI powder is heated up and
then ground homogeneously (h)-(i) diamond anvil cell is closed by slowly pushing
the up part inside the bottom part (j)-(k) DAC is closed by the metallic shell and
high pressure is realized by gradually closing the four screws
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3.3. Data analysis under pressure
In standard ambient pressure measurements, the absolute value of reflectivity is cal-
culated by measuring the reflected signal at the air-sample interface and air-mirror
interface, and finally by taking the ratio of these two quantities. From the optical
point of view the presence of diamond optical access in pressure cell, drastically
changes the referencing technique which is frequently used for the extraction of R
at ambient condition. In the presence of a pressure cell, a simple setting of gold
mirror or gold evaporation technique is no longer possible anymore. Therefore, a
complete redefinition of the measuring procedure is needed in order to reconstruct
the reflectivity curves. For the experiments shown in this thesis, two procedures
have been applied according to different pressure cells. With a DAC, the reflectance
signal is measured between the sample/diamond interface, and then normalized by
the signal reflected between the gasket/diamond interface. For the piston pres-
sure cell, instead of gasket the diamond itself is taken as reference. Afterwards
the absolute reflectivity Rsd is obtained with a correction of prefactor taken from
literature, which is the absolute value of the reflectivity of diamond and gasket [3,
133]. Quantitatively Rsd is calculated according to
Rsd = Rdia · Isd
Ivd
(3.3)
where Isd is the intensity reflected from the sample-diamond interface Ivd is the
intensity reflected from the vacuum-diamond or gasket-diamond interface and Rdia
is the absolute reflectivity of the vacuum-diamond or gasket-diamond interface
As we already shown in the theory part according to Fresnel’s formula the normal-
incidence reflectance of a sample relative to a transparent medium of (real part)
refractive index n0 is given by the:
R = |rˆ|2 =
∣∣∣∣Nˆ − nˆ0Nˆ + nˆ0
∣∣∣∣2 . (3.4)
Here, Nˆ = n1 + in2 is the complex refractive index of the sample, and n0 = 2.4 for
diamond and 1.0 for vacuum. Here, we denote reflectivity at sample/diamond in-
terface as Rsd, and that at sample/vacuum interface as R0. From Equation 3.4, we
can easily notice that Rsd of a sample measured in pressure cell can be substantially
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different from R0. In contrast, the optical conductivity of sample is independent of
the transparent medium and can describe the intrinsic property of the material.
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Figure 3.9.: Process of extracting optical conductivity at 300 K and 0.2 GPa for κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3: (a) Blue line indicates the raw reflectivity defined as
Isd
Id
. Green line corresponds to the background spectra without sample. Multiphonon
absorption bands of the diamond are shown by grey dash lines. (b) Reflectivity
spectra after normalizing to diamond background. Red arrow indicates the absorp-
tion lines of Daphne 7373. (c) Calculated optical conductivity with chosen different
value of ωβ .(d) Comparison of the normalized optical conductivity at 0.2 GPa with
that at ambient pressure.
In the rest part we will consider the Kramers-Kronig (K-K) analysis of Rsd data
measured in pressure cell. K-K analysis has been widely used to derive optical
constants such as the refractive index, dielectric function and optical conductivity
from a measured R0 spectrum. However, due to the difference between R0 and
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Rsd discussed above, the usual K-K analysis method cannot be straightforwardly
applied to Rsd . To derive optical constants from Rsd, therefore, a modified K-K
transform will be introduced. Equations and interpretations are mainly based on
the following Refs. [136, 137]
As we discussed in the theoretical part, in the case of sample/vacuum reflection
(n0 = 1), the K-K relation is expressed as
φ(ω) =
ω
pi
· P
∞∫
0
ln (R(ω1))
ω21 − ω2
dω1 (3.5)
Here, P corresponds to the principal value. The above relation is only valid, when
ln (R(ω1)) has no poles on the imaginary axis in the whole upper complex fre-
quency plane. This condition is satisfied in case of measurements on the sample/air
interface (n0 = 1) since R(ω1) → 0 only when ω → ∞. However, as for sam-
ple/diamond interface when n0 = 1, at some point on the upper imaginary axis
the relation Nˆ = n0 can be satisfied. Therefore, at these points R(ω1) = 0 and
ln (R(ω1)) has poles at ω = iωβ, where ωβ is a real, positive and finite number.
As a result, the standard K-K relation in sample/diamond case must be modified
to
φ(ω) =
ω
pi
· P
∞∫
0
ln (R(ω1))
ω21 − ω2
dω1 + pi − 2 arctan
ωβ
ω
. (3.6)
Namely, the additional phase term pi − 2 arctan ωβω must be taken into account due
to the presence of a transparent medium with n0 > 1. We can also notice that
the extra phase shift is a decreasing function of
ωβ
ω . Thus when ωβ → ∞, namely
arctan
ωβ
ω → pi2 , the extra phase term vanishes and the original K-K relation is re-
covered. In the case of actual experimental studies, however, the precise value of
ωβ may not be known in advance. Accordingly, the value of ωβ has been estimated
from experimentally measured data. The basic idea is to measure the complete
spectra without pressure cell and get its optical conductivity via the usual K-K
analysis. Then we measure the same sample in the cell at very low pressure so that
the conductivity should be basically the same as for the free-standing sample. Then
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we apply the modified K-K analysis and vary ωβ in order to get the best agreement
with the optical conductivity spectra at ambient pressure. Once we find the proper
ωβ we will use it for all higher pressures.
The detailed procedure of calculating the optical conductivity in diamond cell are
shown in Fig.3.9. As an example, first of all the measured raw reflectivity spectra
of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 are modified by dividing the diamond background.
As we can see in Fig.3.9 (a), there exist very strong multiphonon absorption bands
of the diamond in the range 1700–2700 cm−1, which make it very difficult to obtain
reliable data in these energy region. In the perfect case, when the optical path are
aligned very well, we still can get good data by dividing the diamond reference.
Most of the time, we get random data even after correction of background. There-
fore, usually the reflectivity in the diamond absorption range 1700–2700 cm−1 was
linearly interpolated. In Figure 3.9 (c) we shown the results of calculated opti-
cal conductivity by using modified K-K relation. The experimentally determined
ωβ = 3000 cm
−1 which is in best agreement with ambient data. We can see clearly
that an alternative choose of ωβ ,either smaller or larger than 3000 cm
−1, leads to
a strong deviation from the spectra at ambient condition.
In general it is very difficult to obtain the absolute value of optical conductivity
in the diamond cell. Therefore, we consider a scaling factor C that is determined
with the experimentally measured optical conductivity [138]. The normalized op-
tical conductivity should best satisfy our assumption σ1(ω, p = 0.2 GPa) = C·
σ1(ω, p = 0 GPa). Namely, we assume that the optical conductivity of the sam-
ple in the DAC at 0.2 GPa (our lowest pressure curve is very close to the optical
conductivity of the sample at ambient pressure condition (p = 0 GPa). The in-
troduction of C serves to compensate the absence of absolute normalisation. Here
C is assumed to be independent of pressure and temperature. Therefore, we kept
constant C for all pressure and temperature curves. For the demonstration of the
applied data analysis, a comparison of these two spectra is given in Figure 3.9 (d)
for two different pressures (p = 0 GPa and p = 0.2 GPa); obviously, the agreement
between the spectra is very good.
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4. High-pressure infrared
spectroscopy of α-(ET)2I3
In the following chapter, we will present the pressure-dependent optical spectroscopy
results for α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. In the background part we will briefly introduce the
material and its literature. After that, the optical response of the massless Dirac
electrons and their correlation effects will be presented. All the experimental results
are summarized in the conclusion part with a schematic drawing of the density of
state and corresponding optical conductivity. Most of the data and analysis shown
in this chapter has been published in Ref. [139].
4.1. Background
The organic conductor α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 is composed of alternatively conducting
layers of BEDT-TTF (bis-(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene) molecules and insu-
lating layers of tri-iodine anions (I−3 ), as shown in Figure 4.1. Since the interlayer
conductivity (c-axis) is 1000 times smaller than the one along the in-plane (a, b-
axis), this compound can be well considered as quasi-two-dimensional system with
quarter-filling, where the bulk electronic state can be described mostly by the con-
tribution of the electron hoping in the ab-plane due to the BEDT-TTF molecular
orbital overlap [140].
As we already described in the introduction part of this thesis, at ambient pressure,
α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 undergoes a transition from a metallic state to a CO state at
135 K. Under external pressure above 1.5 GPa the insulating state is suppressed and
can be tuned to a zero-gap electronic state, and even superconductivity is reached
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under unixial strain condition at low temperatures [50]. It was found that the high-
pressure resistance is almost constant in the temperature range from 300 K to 2 K.
Based on the results of magnetoresistance and Hall resistance measurements, the
carrier density (n) and the mobility (µ) was estimated. It was shown that with
decreasing temperature, the carrier density increases as n ∝ T 2, while the mobil-
ity decreases as µ ∝ T−2. Apparently the above mentioned behaviours cannot be
explained as a simple metal or gapped insulator. Thus, Tajima et al has proposed
that the band structure of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 under hydrostatic pressure can be
well described using Dirac equation with linear dispersion Ek = ~νFk (νF is Fermi
velocity) [141]. With this assumption, the calculated carrier density is exactly pro-
portional to T 2 and conductance is estimated to be constant (σ ∝ e2/~). Since
the relation σ = neµ holds, which leads to µ ∝ T−2. Hence, all the experimental
results are consistent with the theory of Dirac electrons.
The above findings were further supported by energy band calculations from Suzu-
mura et al. [142–145]. Figure 4.1 (b) shows the band structure based on tight-
binding model under uniaxial pressure. In the first Brillouin zone, the conduction
band and valence band are accidentally degenerate at two general points. At the
vicinity of the contact point, there exists Dirac cone-type linear band dispersion.
Interestingly, the Dirac cone are strongly titled with a large anisotropy in Fermi
velocity. Thus, the energy of the electron- and hole-band at a given momentum
k is not equal anymore, leading to the electron-hole asymmetry. It has been also
pointed out that the existence of Dirac state is verified in a wide pressure range and
the positions of contact points can be tuned upon pressure. These results are in
contrast to the case of graphene, where isotropic Dirac cone emerges only at high
symmetry points in k-space [104].
Despite the successful agreement between theory and experimental data, an as-
sumption of non-interacting Dirac electronic state can not explain all the physical
phenomena. For example, it has been pointed out by Tajima et al., there was an
anomalous upturn in resistance at very low temperatures [141]. The mechanism of
this anomaly in resistance is still unclear. With the above experimental facts in
mind, recently new transport measurements have been performed by Kanoda et al.
in a wide pressure range [146]. The have found out strong evidences of the close
relationship between the resistance anomaly and electron-electron interactions. In
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(b)
Carbon
Sulfur
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b
Figure 4.1.: (a) (left panel) BEDT-TTF (ET) molecule and ET conducting plane
viewed from c-axis. (right panel) Crystal structure of out-of-plane viewed from a-
axis. Tri-iodine anions (I−3 ) are sandwiched by ET molecules (b) Band dispersion
of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 under uniaxial pressure along the a-axis, i.e., the stacking
axis of the ET molecule, determined by tight-binding model. (left panel) In first
Brillouin zone the hole and electron bands touch at two contact points (denoted by
black circle). (right panel) Enlarged Dirac cone with a linear dispersion around one
contact point. Due to the quarter-filling in α-phase, the Fermi energy is exactly
located at the contact point. Panel (b) is adapted from Rev. [145]
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their experiments it was shown that the charge ordering get completely suppressed
above 1.1 GPa, and a new phase was uncovered as the pressure is increased further.
As shown in Figure 4.2 this new phase was characterized as massive Dirac fermion
(MDF), which is enhanced at the boundary of the critical CO-MDF transition re-
gion and persisted up to 4 GPa. Thus, the low-temperature anomaly of resistance
was claimed to be resulted from those massless Dirac electron correlations.
Apart from the transport properties of the interacting Dirac electrons, detailed
information of the low-energy dynamic properties around the Dirac cone have been
explored by NMR measurements [148]. Combined with theoretical efforts their
experimental results has revealed that the Fermi velocity is strongly renormalized
and thus the shape of the titled Dirac cone is modified, which is a result of both
long-range and short-range parts of the Coulomb repulsions. These unscreened
Coulomb correlations not only give rise to a strong bandwidth reduction, but also
lead to a gap opening near the Dirac point, driving the massless Dirac electrons to
be massive-like. The correlation induced mass generation results in an unexpected
increase of both NMR relaxation rate and Korringa ratio, which was recently veri-
fied by NMR measurement and renormalization group simulations [149].
Pressure-dependent optical measurements has been performed by Beyer et al., to
clarify the pressure evolution of the electronic structure across the CO-MDF transi-
tion [147]. It was found that the optical gap of the CO decreases in a linear manner
under pressure, while no metallic state appears up to the highest accessible pres-
sure, i.e., ∼1 GPa. Hence, an extension of the optical studies under much higher
pressure is necessary to learn more about the Dirac physics in α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3.
4.2. Room temperature reflectivity and optical
conductivity
High quality single crystals of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 were prepared by conventional
electrochemical oxidization method as described elsewhere [140]. In our high pres-
sure infrared spectroscopy experiments, we have utilized α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 single
crystals with the typical size of 300 µm × 300 µm × 60 µm. To ensure the reliability
of our measured data and self-consistency of the data analysis, two pieces of flat,
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Figure 4.2.: Tentative phase diagram of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. At ambient pressure
charge-ordered state has been observed with a large gap opening below 135 K.
Charge ordering is gradually suppressed with increasing pressure. Black squares
denote the charge ordering transition temperatures, taken from [147]. Massless
Dirac state with linear band dispersion is observed at high pressure regime, while
the correlated massive Dirac electrons can be identified at the boundary between
charge ordered state and Dirac state based on transport, NMR measurements [146,
148, 149]. Red areas correspond to the unoccupied hole-bands, while blue areas
denote occupied electron-bands.
high-quality crystals, cut from the same big piece, were used for the far-infrared
and the middle-infrared measurements. E ‖ ab-plane measurement configuration
has been chosen and measurements have been performed with unpolarized light.
Samples were placed inside a type-IIa diamond anvil cell (DAC) [150] with a cutlet
diameter of 900 µm with ruby spheres as the high pressure manometers. Detailed
description of the preparation of DAC cell have been shown in the setup section.
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The measured pressure range extends up to ∼ 4.0 GPa. Despite the bad metallicity
in this system, the reflectivity shows a clear upturn in the low frequency regime.
Therefore, in the low energy range, Hagen-Rubens extrapolation has been chosen.
For the high energy range, a flat conductivity followed by ω−4 free carrier approx-
imation have been utilized. Detailed procedures about the extraction of optical
conductivity can be seen in the setup section.
Figure 4.3 shows the room-temperature reflectivity and optical conductivity spectra
of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 for various pressures. As can be seen in Figure 4.3 (b), the
overall shape and the absolute value of σ1(ω) measured at lowest pressure is very
similar to previous results recorded under ambient conditions [147, 151], indicating
the high quality and reproducibility of our experiments. Already at ambient tem-
perature, the optical properties strongly depend on the applied external pressure
as shown in Figure 4.3 (a). In general, upon pressurizing the absolute value of the
reflectivity get enhanced in the whole energy range. More significant changes of
reflectivity are observed in the far-infrared range, while less changes can be seen
above 3000 cm−1 . Correspondingly, below 1000 cm−1 , σ1(ω) becomes enhanced
by pressure with a progressive change from a broad to a narrower Drude behaviour
above 0.8 GPa, suggesting a bad metal- to good-metal transition, i.e. from inco-
herent to more coherent transport. The mid-infrared band persists up to pressure
as high as 4.0 GPa with a gradual suppression in intensity. The enhancement of
the low-frequency σ1(ω) is in line with our p-dependent dc-resistivity measurements
[147] and recent results from Kanoda’s group[146], where resistivity decreases with
increasing pressure at high temperatures. Thus our optical results clearly suggests
that even at room temperature the electronic state significantly changes with ap-
plied pressure.
The spectrum at p = 0.3 GPa consists of a strong mid-infrared absorption band
around 3000 cm−1 and an overdamped Drude contribution. Due to the complex
structure of this material in addition to the electronic excitations, many small vibra-
tion modes are expected [53, 54] between 400 and 1300 cm−1 , originating from the
electron-molecular vibrational-coupled totally symmetric Ag modes [88]. We can
consistently resolve the ones with strong enough contributions. Especially three of
these vibration modes are quite large and contribute to the spectra significantly,
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Figure 4.3.: (a) Pressure-dependent reflectivity spectra of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 at
room temperature. (b) Pressure evolution of the corresponding optical conductivity
obtained by a Kramers-Kronig analysis from the data of (a). A narrow Drude-like
component gradually develops in the low energy range during the compression in
DAC, indicating the incoherent-coherent metal transition. No apparent structural
transition is observed from our vibrational spectroscopy. Grey shaded area indi-
cates the spectral region, where the diamond multi-phonon absorptions due to the
pressure cell are dominated.
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namely, ν3, ν7, and ν9 modes. The energy range of the determined vibration modes
are fit well with the literature [53, 54]. Furthermore, we didn’t observe any splitting
of the above modes with a frequency resolution of 2 cm−1 over the whole pressure
range, indicating no structure transition under high pressures. This conclusion is
consistent with the X-ray measurement at high-pressure as well, showing no sym-
metry breaking up to 1.8 GPa [152].
In Figure 4.4 (a), we demonstrated the overall fit of our 0.3 GPa spectrum and the
measured one at room temperature. Since these vibrational modes obscure the elec-
tronic background, we fitted our conductivity spectra by a Drude component for the
low energy free carrier contribution, a Lorentz component for the high energy mid-
infrared absorption, and Fano terms for the vibration modes; an example is given in
Figure 4.4 (b). The Fano-shaped vibration modes have been well established in this
molecular compound as well as other counterparts [53]. It is reasonable to observe
a very broad ν3 mode with linewidth around 500 cm
−1 , because the ET molecules
in α-phase are weakly dimerized. Therefore, such fitting procedure is justified. For
the further analysis vibration modes have been subtracted as plotted in Figure 4.4
(b), where the spectrum without the vibration modes is given with the individual
contributions: Drude (blue), high energy Lorentz (green).
To quantitatively characterize the charge dynamics under pressure, the spectral
weight of the zero-frequency and mid-infrared bands is plotted in Figure 4.4(c).
With increasing pressure the spectral weight systematically transfers from high en-
ergies to the Drude component; this trend seems to saturate above p ≈ 2 GPa.
The energy range that the spectral weight transfer is observed is comparable to
the on-site Coulomb repulsion U ≈ 0.4 eV [142]; this is reminiscent of the be-
haviour observed in the bandwidth-controlled metal-insulator transition in Mott
insulators [87] and also occurs in other charge-ordered organic compounds [65, 88].
The mid-infrared excitation arising from transitions between the bands split by
electronic correlations; the enhancement of the Drude-like response corresponds to
the overlap of the two bands that increases with pressure [153]. Hence our room-
temperature optical studies provide strong evidence that electronic correlations play
an important role in α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. This conclusion is supported by recent dc
transport [146] and NMR measurements [148, 149]. The band structure of Dirac
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Figure 4.4.: Optical conductivity fitting. (a) Experimental optical conductivity
and the Drude (low energy incoherent carrier contribution) + Lorentz (high energy
excitations) + Fano modes (vibrational features) fitting at 0.3 GPa as example.
Three main vibration modes (ν3, ν7, and ν9) are labelled consistently with the
literature. (b) Optical conductivity spectra after the vibrational features (ochre)
are subtracted is given with the different contributions. (c) Pressure dependence of
the spectral weight (SW) for Drude and Lorentz components at T = 300 K; the blue
squares (Drude) stands for the left axis, the open green dots (Lorentz) correspond
to the right axis.
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electrons in α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 has been described by many distinct theoretical
approaches: in the early time Dirac cone has been predicted by tight-binding and
first principle calculations under uniaxial pressure; later on it was argued that con-
ventional tight-binding band calculation failed to realize Dirac cone at hydrostatic
pressure conditions without introduction of site potentials; more recently, based on
first-principle DFT, it was shown that anion-donor interaction can stabilize a zero
gap state with a tilted Dirac-cone-type linear dispersion. However, our findings are
clearly consistent with conclusions based on the extended Hubbard model, which
considers on-site and inter-site Coulomb repulsion [142–144].
4.3. T - and p-dependent reflectivity and optical
conductivity
The temperature-dependent conductivity spectra without the vibration modes are
displayed in Figure 4.5 at various pressures. Previously we showed [147] that the
low-pressure regime (0-0.8 GPa at 8 K) is characterized as a charge-ordered ground
state at low temperatures. As depicted in Figure 4.6 (a), at ambient pressure,
at 150 K just above the CO transition temperature, the absolute value of the re-
flectivity increases steeply with decreasing frequency in the low energy range, a
typical semi-metallic behaviour. Below the CO temperature (TCO) the behaviour
changes to the insulating one with a sudden drop of the reflectivity at the low energy
range and the vibration modes become sharper. The calculated σ1(ω) can describe
this first order transition very well: The non-zero but relatively small SW below
400 cm−1 at 150 K is suppressed when the first order transition is reached at TCO
with a clear gap opening (marked with green arrow in Figure 4.6 (a).
As can be seen from Figure 4.5 (a-d), on the other hand, the temperature evolu-
tions of σ1(ω) at pressures above 0.8 GPa are qualitatively different. Taking the
conductivity at 0.8 GPa (Figure 4.5 (a)), for instance, α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 exhibits
metallic behaviour with a characteristic spectral weight transfer towards low ener-
gies as T decreases, and a Drude-like response below 500 cm−1 . The energy range
of this transfer (∼0.5 eV) suggests strong modifications of the trivial bands (non-
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Figure 4.5.: Temperature and pressure dependent optical conductivity. (a-d)
Temperature-dependent optical conductivity at p =0.8, 1.3, 1.6, and 4.0 GPa. The
black arrows mark the absorption feature due to excitations across an energy gap.
In panel (d) the bulk conductance corresponding to G(ω)/c for N =2 and 4 is indi-
cated by dashed gray and dash-dotted purple lines, respectively, where c ≈1.7 nm
is the c-axis lattice constant [140, 152]. (e) σ1(ω, T = 90 K) for various pressures;
between p = 0.8 and 1.3 GPa σ1(ω) becomes frequency independent above 500 cm
−1.
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Dirac bands, possibly possess parabolic dispersion) upon pressure. This metallic
behaviour persists up to the maximum pressure measured (4.0 GPa), indicating
that the ground state above p ≈ 0.8 GPa is distinct from the charge-ordered state;
obviously we have entered a phase where Dirac electrons exist; in accord with pre-
vious dc transport measurements [146].
A close inspection of σ1(ω, T ) at p = 0.8 GPa reveals a gradual transition at low
temperatures. In Figure 4.6 we make a direct comparison of the optical spectra
between at ambient pressure and at 0.8 GPa. As for the 0.8 GPa spectra, dis-
appearance of the sharp drop of the optical conductivity suggest that the charge
ordering is not the case for this pressure, while the lack of ω-independent optical
conductivity indicate that the system is not in the Dirac regime, either. The exis-
tence of the significantly large vibration mode at around 1300 cm−1 compared to
the higher pressure range further support that this pressure is somewhat very close
to the crossover regime between the insulator and Dirac metallic state.
As shown in Figure 4.5 (a), the low-frequency conductivity is suppressed for T <
90 K, and a pronounced peak emerges at around 800 cm−1 that we assign to excita-
tions across an energy gap and defined as a ”pseudogap” opening. With increasing
pressure, this peak-like structure shifts to lower energies and gets gradually sup-
pressed. We can unambiguously trace the gap feature up to p = 1.6 GPa; but at
4.0 GPa we cannot resolve the band anymore within the accessible temperature and
energy range. Thus, we conclude that the gap-like feature is completely suppressed
and/or shift to the very far-infrared range below 100 cm−1.
We would like to emphasize that the low-energy suppression of the optical conduc-
tivity and a concomitant high energy peak-like structure is already visible in the as
measured spectra, as well, which is different and well separated from the vibration
modes. In Figure 4.7, we plot the as-measured frequency-dependent reflectivity (a-
d) and the calculated optical conductivity spectra (e-h) as a function of temperature
for various pressure. With lowering temperature, one can see a clear suppression of
the low energy reflectivity below a certain temperature, while a clear bending of the
spectra is also marked with arrows. This behaviour is reflected in the corresponding
optical conductivity spectra, as well (Figure 4.7 (b)) as described above. The arrow
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Figure 4.6.: Reflectivity (a,c) and optical conductivity (b,d) of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3
at ambient pressure (left) and 0.8 GPa (right). The ambient-pressure σ1(ω) above
and below the metal-insulator transition TCO clearly shows the opening of the
charge-order gap (green arrow). Redraw from Ref. [53].
marks the peak-like structure in the presence of the vibration modes, a clear slope
change below 90 K is well defined. This absorption feature will be discussed later
in terms of excitonic gap due to electron-electron correlations in Dirac metal.
In Figure 4.8 (a) and (b), we further demonstrate that this additional absorp-
tion band due to pseudogap is not an artefact of our fitting procedure and is not
caused by the vibration modes. At 90 K, we can reproduce the optical conductivity
very well with the above mentioned contributions, namely, a Drude, mid-infrared
Lorentz, and Fano-shaped vibration modes. With cooling down, as expected, vi-
bration modes are getting sharper. On the other hand, the small absorption feature
(marked with ∗) cannot be reproduced with taking into account only the vibration
modes. We plotted the best fits in Figure 4.8 (b) w/ (red curve) and w/o (blue
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Figure 4.7.: (a-d) Temperature- and pressure-dependent reflectivity. A system-
atic decrease of the reflectivity with lowering temperature is visible below the en-
ergy range marked with the arrow. A linear extrapolation have been used in the
multiphonon diamond absorption region shown with dashed curves. (a-d) Optical
conductivity spectra of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 calculated with Kramers-kronig analysis
from the reflectivity spectra in (a). The suppression of the low energy optical con-
ductivity and appearance of a peak-like structure (shown with an arrow) indicates
the low energy to high energy spectral weight transfer due to pseudogap opening.
When cooling down from 300 K to 90 K, there is spectral weight transfer from
mid-infrared to far-infrared region, indicating a typical metallic behaviour.
curve) this feature for a comparison. This mode is very broad to be an additional
vibration mode, also have not been reported before.
Our discovery of a metallic ground state with a gap feature is in line with the
anomalous upturn observed by pressure-dependent transport behaviour [146]. Here
we can further discuss about the energy range of the observed pseudogap feature. A
similar behaviour is observed in density-wave systems with an only partially-gapped
Fermi surface due to the nesting[154], or Mott insulators with metallic carriers re-
maining [39, 86],or a peak structure, resulted from the transitions between the Van
Hove singularities at the saddle points of the conduction and valence bands, which
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Figure 4.8.: Fitting procedure of the low temperature spectra at the high pressure
regime (0.8 GPa as an example). (a) 90 K spectra can be reproduced very well with a
Drude + Lorentz + Fano fitting as described in Figure 4.4. (b) Upon cooling a peak-
like structure starts to evolve at the frequency range 500 - 1000 cm−1 . The best
fitting attempt with only Drude+Lorentz+Fano components described previously
is given as the blue curve. As one can see, the absorption feature needs to be taken
into account for a good fitting (given with a red curve).
was discussed by Ohki et al. [155]; hence we have to discuss the origin of the peak
structure and in-gap absorption in more detail.
4.4. Optical response of massless and massive Dirac
electron
Two-dimensional massless Dirac electrons manifest themselves in a frequency-independent
conductivity; the interband conductivity per layer should be a universal constant
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G(ω) = NpiG0/4, with N the number of non-degenerate Dirac cones and G0 =
2e2/~ is the quantum conductance. Such peculiar σ1(ω) behaviour has been dis-
cussed theoretically and experimentally, for instance, in monolayer graphene [156]
and quasi-two-dimensional graphite [106].
As displayed in Figure 4.5 (f) σ1(ω) becomes constant between 400 and 1200 cm
−1
as pressure increases from 0.8 to 1.3 GPa and then remains unchanged. The flat
conductivity observed in this large spectral range is taken as strong evidence for
massless Dirac fermions; the observed value is quite close to the predicted conduc-
tance for N = 2 (Figure 4.5 (d)). We also notice that the value of the conductivity
does not exactly agree with the expected universal constant for Dirac electrons. Ac-
cording to the pressure dependent transport measurements performed by Tajima’s
and Kanoda’s group, the value of the sheet resistance is either higher or lower than
theoretical predicted value with a factor of 2-5 [141, 146]. From these measure-
ments they can not really determine the number of Dirac cones in this material.
That is because of the disadvantage of the dc measurement, as it depends highly on
the geometry of the sample and detects both the massless Dirac and massive elec-
trons at the zero energy limit. The slight difference of the absolute values between
theory and experiment, which has also been discovered and discussed in graphite
and other 2D Dirac materials, may be due to the effect of strong interlayer cou-
pling [106]. This point was supported by recent interlayer transport measurements.
It was shown that the interlayer resistance also exhibits metallic behaviour under
hydrostatic pressures above 1.2 GPa [157]. Additionally, in a theoretical study of
uniaxial pressure [158], it was recently predicted that the three quarter of the bands
possess linear dispersion; further experiments have to show whether this is of rele-
vance for the optical conductivity. Nevertheless, the pressure-independence of the
flat conductivity gives strong evidence that it is a universal quantum resistance aris-
ing from the interband transition of the Dirac electrons. Besides that our optical
measurements give strong evidence that the Dirac cone is formed at low temper-
ature range rather at room temperature. This point has never been discussed by
other measurements.
In comparison to the case of graphite (1000 cm−1 to 5000 cm−1 and graphene, the
energy region of the ω-independent conductivity is observed in a relatively narrow
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range (400 cm−1 to 1200 cm−1. It is quite reasonable to have a comparatively lim-
ited region, because the transfer integral is ten times lower than that in graphite
[106]. In addition, as we discussed at the beginning, since there are existing strong
correlation in this system, Hubbard band is expected at higher energy range. As
a result, our observation is in agreement with theory [143] and NMR experiments
[148, 149].
With the modifications of the trivial bands and the existence of the Dirac state
it is rather challenging to analyze the low-energy behaviour of σ1(ω). Since the
Drude component below 300 cm−1 does not show a significant T -dependence above
1.3 GPa, we suggest two contributions: (i) the correlated massive electrons and
(ii) the thermally excited massless Dirac electrons. The former contribution should
become stronger as the temperature decreases. For a pure Dirac system with the
chemical potential located exactly at the contact point, the spectral weight of the
intraband response should decrease upon cooling [106]. Magnetotransport and op-
tical measurements [147, 159, 160] indicate the coexistence of massive and Dirac
carriers. This coexistence can also explain the deviations from the universal quan-
tum resistance observed in ρ(T ) between 300 and 10 K [141, 146, 147]. The tilting of
the Dirac cones present in α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 [148, 149] leads to a strong anisotropy
of the Fermi velocity and modifies the interband transitions of the Dirac electrons.
A systematic studies of optical response of massless Dirac electrons in organic con-
ductors as a function of tilting and doping has been conducted by Suzumura et
al. [161] as shown in Figure 4.9. It was found that the asymptotic value of σ1(ω)
for ω → ∞ is independent of tilting (η) and polarization (α). Slightly different
conclusion was drawn by another group [162]. It was predicted that the limiting
value of σ1(ω) depends actually on polarization (α), but the product of these two
conductivities is universal, i.e., σ
pi/2
N · σ0N = [pi2/8]2. On the other hand, the tilting
has strong influence on the intraband excitation, which displays a local maximum at
low frequencies depending on the degrees of tilting. In accord with the theoretical
prediction for α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 [161], we expect a visible effect of tilting only in
the THz optical response (around 20 cm−1as shown in Figure 4.9, and not at higher
energies where we observe σ1(ω) = const.
Our optical results not only provide strong evidence of interacting Dirac fermions,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9.: Normalized optical conductivity σN=σ1/σ0 as a function of tilting for
two polarizations, i.e., α = pi/2 (a) and α = 0 (b). The red dashed line denotes
the limiting value of σN = pi
2/8 at very high energy. η denotes the parameter for
the degree of tilting, ranging from 0 (isotropic) to 1 (90 tilted). The α corresponds
to the angle between the external electric field and the tilting direction. Here
σ0 = e
2/(8pi~). The tilting induced local maximum in σN is denoted by diamond.
The frequency ωmax, where σN reaches maximum is plotted as a function of tilting
in the inset. After [161].
but give insight into the actual density of electronic states. For a better illustration,
in Figure 4.10 (a) we plot the difference of the conductivity between T = 6 and 90 K.
The opening of a pseudogap is well identified as peaks in ∆σ1(ω) and indicated by
arrows. From a proposed density of states as displayed in the inset for the different
pressure values, a fit to the difference of the optical conductivity (solid lines) can
be obtained. In our model we simply assume the one-dimensional optical joint
density of states to be proportional to 2 = 4piσ1(ω)/ω and neglect the effect of the
matrix elements [82]. At low temperatures (T = 6 K) a pronounced pseudogap is
present with a significant reduction of the density of states. The spectral weight
missing below the gap is recovered at higher energies, which manifest itself with
a spectral weight transfer from low to high energies resulting an absorption peak
in the optical spectra. We defined the energy of this peak structure as 2∆ (shown
with arrows in Figure 4.5 and 4.10 (a)), and for the pseudogap we obtain ∆ =
410, 350, and 310 cm−1 at p = 0.8, 1.3, and 1.6 GPa respectively; and it seemed to
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Figure 4.10.: (a) Pressure-dependent difference spectra demonstrating the pseu-
dogap behaviour. Pressure dependence of the changes in the optical conductivity
between T = 90 and 6 K. The peak structure indicated by the arrows shifts toward
lower energies and diminishes as pressure increases. The solid lines correspond to
∆σ1(ω) calculated from the electronic density of states shown in the inset. The
pseudogap closes by pressure and is completely absent at p =4 GPa. (b) Pressure-
dependence of CO gap and pseudogap. Ochre open square stands for optical gap
determined from the optical studies. Lime open square corresponds to activation
gap obtained from transport measurements. CO gap decreases with increasing pres-
sure and completely vanishes around 1 GPa. Red and blue filled square corresponds
to the pseudogap measured from our optical experiments and NMR spectroscopy,
respectively. Red area denotes the critical region, where CO state is completely
suppressed and a gapped state with massive Dirac electrons appears.
be completely suppressed at 4.0 GPa. As can be seen from the fits in Figure 4.10,
with rising pressure, an assumption of the decrease of ∆ and suppression of the
pseudogap by gradual filling in states from above can reproduce the experimental
finding satisfactorily.
To further clarify the physical origin of the pseudogap, we plot the pressure-dependence
of the charge-ordered (CO) gap and pseudogap. With rising pressure, the CO gap
seemed to be completely suppressed above 1 GPa as confirmed by two groups.
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However, the pseudogap is enhanced in the vicinity of the charge order transition
and decreases gradually as the pressure is increased. Since the symmetry of the
lattice is preserved over the whole pressure ranges as confirmed by X-ray [152] and
our vibrational spectroscopy, a sudden change in the Fermi surface can be ruled
out. As shown by theoretical calculations, the Fermi surface of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3
is composed of electron and hole pockets, in distinct contrast to the open planar
sheets found in CDW candidate α-(BEDT-TTF)2 KHg(SCN)4 [163]. Thus, our
results not favour the nesting-driven density wave scenario. Although the peak
structure due to the Van Hove singularity displays similar sharp changes around
the critical phase region [155], the pressure-dependence of the peak is in opposite
to our findings. Since the number of Dirac cone was proved to be one from our
measurements, the Van Hove singularity would not exist in the density of state. In
addition, in many Weyl semimetals it was found that the optical response of Van
Hove singularity typically has no temperature dependence [164]. Hence, we will
describe the above critical behaviour in the framework of correlation effect, which
was indeed predicted and well described by theory.
We compare these findings quantitatively to the excitonic gap values estimated by
Khveshchenko [165] using:
∆ = vF~Λexp[(−2pi + 4 arctan
√
2α˜− 1)/(√2α˜− 1)]/kB , (4.1)
where α˜ = α/(1 + Npiα/8
√
2), and Λ = 0.667 A˚
−1
is a momentum cutoff at the
inverse lattice constant [152]. ∞ can be defined as the contribution of the higher
energy optical transitions to 1 (real part of the permittivity), which one can di-
rectly obtain from our optical conductivity as 1(ω) = 1 − 4piσ2(ω)/ω. The real
σ1(ω) and imaginary σ2(ω) part of the optical conductivity can be calculated from
the measured reflectivity via Kramers-Kronig analysis. The obtained temperature-
and pressure-dependent 1(ω) are given in Figure 4.11. The value of 1(ω) at the
high energy limit is ≈ 4, which can be taken as ∞. The temperature-independent
optical conductivity at high energy range suggests this value does not change with
temperature as well as shown in Figure.4.11 (a-d). As depicted in Figure 4.11 (e),
the signature of pseudogap can be clearly identified already in the raw spectra of
1(ω). The pseudogap give rise to a peak structure in 1(ω) and are well separated
from the strong vibration modes ν3.
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Figure 4.11.: (a-d) Temperature-dependent and (e) pressure-dependent real part of
the dielectric constant (1) of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. Cyan circle denotes the pseudo-
gap behaviour seen in 1. The vibration modes are located at higher energy than
those of pseudogap shown by lime circle. With increasing pressure, the screened
plasma frequency, i.e., the zero-crossing of 1(ω), increases as indicated by arrows.
The value of 1(ω) at the high energy limit is ∞ ≈ 4 shown by dashed line.
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Our value of ∞ is much smaller than that used in NMR analysis (∞ = 30)[149]. In
their calculation, the ∞ was obtained from fitting the susceptibility. The underes-
timate of the ∞ leads to underestimate of Coulomb coupling constant α and exotic
gap. Since we directly measured the high energy contribution via optical method,
the value used here is more reliable. The Fermi velocity vF ≈ 2.4− 10× 104 ms−1
was taken from Refs. [59, 141, 148]. With the assumption of N = 2, we obtain
∆ ≈ 300 cm−1 , in good agreement with our optical data. The estimated ratio
2∆/kBTPG ≈ 10 (TPG is assumed to be 90 K) is much larger than the mean-
field BCS value, but is in good agreement with theory [166]. There are two non-
degenerate Dirac cones (N = 4) predicted [59, 167], which merge into one at high
pressure (N = 2) [142]. According to the theory [166], the critical value of fermion
species Nc, below which the mass gap is formed is expected to be around 7 (or
2). Thus the large gap observed in our experiments favours a small value of N ,
i.e., N = 2. In combination of the observed universal constant conductance and
the pseudogap, our present optical study yields strong evidence of a single Dirac
cone. Suggestions that the massless Dirac electrons are strongly correlated due to
the unscreened long-range Coulomb repulsion giving rise to an anomalous increase
in ρ(T ) [146], strong modification of the Fermi velocity [148] and excitonic mass
generation at low T [149] further support our findings in optical spectra.
4.5. Conclusion
The conclusions drawn from our pressure-dependent optical investigations are sum-
marized in the schematic density of states and σ1(ω) sketched in Figure 4.12. At
room temperature and for low pressure, α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 is a bad metal with
a overdamped Drude contribution to σ1(ω) originating from the thermally excited
electrons at the Fermi energy. With decreasing temperature, these excitations freeze
out and a clear charge-order gap emerges in the optical conductivity. With rising
pressure these bands get closer to each other and finally overlap, giving rise to a
more-or-less coherent Drude contribution (dark green curve). As we cool down, the
edges of the two bands develop linear dispersions. In the high-pressure range σ1(ω)
is composed of three components: (i) a low-energy Drude response (red area), (ii)
frequency-independent conductivity due to the massless Dirac electrons (blue area)
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and (iii) mid-infrared band arising from the incoherent transitions due to on-site
and inter-site Coulomb repulsion (green area). Upon further cooling, electronic cor-
relations cave in a pseudogap with states piling up at the edges. As a result, the
Drude spectral weight is transferred to finite energies, resulting in local peaks in
σ1(ω) around 800 cm
−1 (blue curve). Note, the behaviour is distinct from super-
conductivity, where the missing spectral weight condenses in a δ(ω = 0)-peak [82].
The phase diagram as a function of external pressure depicted in the lower part of
Figure 4.12 can be divided into three parts: (i) the charge order insulating state
at low pressure; (ii) metallic states in the intermediate pressure regime consisting
of massless Dirac electrons, next to carriers in correlation-split and trivial bands;
(iii) above 4.0 GPa only the Dirac electronic state and carriers in trivial bands
remain (dashed red curve). Our optical results demonstrate clear fingerprints of
the electronic correlations between the Dirac electrons; the correlation strength can
be tuned by temperature and pressure. We call for complementary spectroscopic
experiments to directly confirm our findings and further efforts for a theoretical
description of our observations.
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Figure 4.12.: Schematic diagrams for the electronic structure and corresponding
optical conductivity of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. Diagrams are given for the low-pressure
insulator state and the high-pressure Dirac state at various temperatures. Here TPG
stands for the temperature, where the pseudogap starts to open. At the bottom
the pressure evolution of the various electronic phases of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 at low
temperatures is summarized. For a detailed description see Conclusions.
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5. Optical investigations of
β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 under
high pressure
This chapter will provide the comprehensive results for β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2
based on the published data [168].
5.1. Background
As shown in Figure 5.1, the organic conductor β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 consists of
alternatively conducting layers of [Pd(dmit)2]2 (bis-(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulval-
ene) molecules and insulating layers of EtMe3Sb. This compound can be well
described as a half-filled quasi-two-dimensional system with one electron and a
spin-1/2 on a [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimer. The dimerized units form a triangular lattice
with strong geometrical frustration, giving rise to a quantum-spin-liquid ground
state as confirmed by NMR [80] and optical [170] methods . Since the unit cell is
composed of two crystallographically identical anion layers with different stacking
directions, the Fermi surface has two equivalent cylinders in the k-space. According
to the tight-binding and first-principle DFT calculations [169], the bulk electronic
state stems from the conduction band formed by the dominant p-orbital of the
sulphur atom in [Pd(dmit)2]2. The bands of cation EtMe3Sb are well below the
Fermi level, leading to negligible contribution in conduction bands. Using the X-
ray data, it was shown that the anisotropy of the triangular lattice t
′
/t increases
with lowering temperature, despite the enhancement of both transfer integrals. On
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Side view of the layered structure of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 along
the b-axis. It is composed of two different Pd(dmit)2 conducting layers (layer 1 and
layer 2) separated by the closed-shell insulating counterions EtMe3Sb layers. (b)
Illustrations of molecular structure of Pd(dmit)2 and (c) in-plane conducting layers
of [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimers (red dashed circles) with notations of interdimer transfer in-
tegrals. (d) Fermi surfaces of the β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2 obtained by first-principles
DFT calculations at 5 K, 101 K and 295 K. (e) Band dispersion at 5 K (red) and
295 K (black) in the first Brillouin zone. Only one conduction band crosses the
Fermi energy and is well separated from other bands. (f) Partial density of states
(PDOS) for various atomic orbitals in the conduction bands at 5 K. The PDOS of
C atoms in the EtMe3Sb cation is comparatively small as indicated by the red line.
Adapted from Ref. [169].
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2.: (a) Temperature-dependent in-plane resistivity of β′-EtMe3Sb in the
pressure range from 2 kbar to 18 kbar. The system undergoes a first-order Mott
transition at 6.5 kbar. (b) Temperature dependence of the spin-spin relaxation
rate T−12 (left axis) for β
′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 under various pressures determined
from NMR measurements. The open black circles stand for those data of β′-
EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 at ambient pressure. The right axis indicates the value of
T−12l , which is obtained by subtracting the temperature-independent background
T 12g from T
−1
2 . The two additional components of T
−1
2l of EtMe3Sb-salts are indi-
cated by arrows. (c) The transport data are digitized from panel (a). Activation
energy defined as ∆=dlnρ/d(1/T ) at various pressures below 0.65 GPa. Tmax cor-
responds to the temperature, where ∆ reaches its maximum. (d) The derivative of
resistance with respect to temperature, namely dρ/dT . The TMI denotes the zero
crossing point of dρ/dT , defining the metal-insulator transition temperature. The
black dashed line corresponds to dρ/dT=0. After [172].
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the other hand, recent dielectric measurements [171] revealed that both, the cation-
anion coupling via Me and Et groups and van der Waals interaction, play important
roles in the electronic properties of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 .
At ambient conditions, β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is an insulator with relatively large
optical and activation gaps [86, 172]. As pressure increases, the insulating state is
gradually suppressed with decreasing activation energy and transition tempera-
ture, see Figure 5.2. In contrast to the case of β′-EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2, even in the
high-pressure metallic state, the resistivity exhibits an upturn without any signs
of superconductivity at low temperatures, indicating no temperature-driven first-
order transition. To clarify this anomalous behaviour, NMR measurements have
been performed on β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 with focus on the electronic dynamics
around the Mott boundary. It was pointed out that the temperature-dependent
spin-lattice relaxation rate T−11 behaves like Fermi liquid in the high pressure re-
gion, while the spin-spin relaxation rate T−12 exhibits a strong deviation from the
expected constant value, accompanied by the enhancement in intensity between
kilohertz and megahertz regions as depicted in Figure 5.2 (b). This anomaly was
then explained as a result of both charge and spin fluctuations of the randomness
in β′-EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2, which is responsible for the upturn observed in resis-
tance. In order to gain a deeper insight into the low-energy dynamics of the charge
carriers and the electron-phonon coupling upon crossing the Mott insulator-metal
transition, pressure-dependent optical measurements are strongly desired.
5.2. T - and p-evolution of the optical spectra
High quality single crystals of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 were prepared by an aerial
oxidation method as described elsewhere [173]. Samples with shiny and flat sur-
faces were picked up for optical measurements. The large sample size, up to 0.5 mm,
allowed measuring the low-energy response down to far-infrared. High-pressure ex-
periments from 0.23 GPa to 1.2 GPa were conducted in a clamp-type BeCu cell.
Temperature-dependent reflectivity measurements spanning from 150 to 8000 cm−1
were performed down to T = 10 K. The use of proper polarizers allowed us to probe
the response along different crystal directions. Detailed information about the ex-
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traction of optical conductivity can be found in the Setup section.
The frequency dependence of as-measured signal reflected off the interface between
the diamond window and the β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 sample is plotted in Fig-
ure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 for light polarized along the two principal axes of the con-
ducting plane, E||a and E||b, respectively. The outer diamond surface was used as
a reference.
While at low pressures the low-frequency reflectivity decreases with decreasing tem-
perature (indicating an insulating state with gap opening), for p >0.6 GPa the
metallic state emerges and R(T ) increases upon cooling. The overall behaviour
looks rather similar for both polarizations, e.g., a clear plasma edge is observed
around 3000 cm−1 in both cases; however, there are subtle changes in the anisotropy
as discussed below.
Figure 5.5 displays various temperature-dependent optical conductivity spectra ob-
tained with light polarized parallel to the a-axis for all pressures. As depicted in
Figure 5.6, the temperature dependence of optical response along the b-axis is qual-
itatively similar. Below 0.6 GPa, the overall behaviour and temperature evolution
of σ1 is quite similar to the spectrum measured at ambient pressure [86]. Taking
the spectrum at 0.23 GPa as an example, one can conclude that at room tempera-
ture the conductivity is composed of a pronounced mid-infrared absorption around
2000 cm−1 and an non-zero incoherent low-frequency Drude contribution, which is
a general behaviour observed in the majority of families of organic metals. Apart
from the electronic contributions, there are two sharp and strong vibrational modes
around 1200 cm−1, resulting from electron-molecular vibrational (EMV) modes,
which have been extensively investigated by Yamamoto et al. [174–176]. A detailed
pressure- and temperature-dependent investigations of these vibrational modes will
be given later. As the temperature is lowered, the low-energy optical conductivity
increases slightly, but below 200 K it starts to frozen out with a complete opening
of a Mott gap at the lowest temperature of 10 K.
The false-color contour plots for 0.23 GPa and 1.2 GPa can clearly allow us to
see the qualitatively different behaviour in the insulating and metallic regimes. To
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Figure 5.3.: (a-h) Reflectivity spectra of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 obtained from
room temperature down to 10 K for various pressures along the a-axis. The black
dashed area denotes frequency range, where the data is unavailable due to the strong
light absorption by the diamond. Therefore a linear extrapolation has been used in
this energy region.
quantitatively characterize the temperature dependence at low energies, we have
calculated the spectral weight defined as SW=
∫ 700
0
σDrude(ω)dω. In the insulat-
ing state, the spectral weight first increases with lowering temperature and then
it starts to decrease, indicating the continuous opening of the Mott charge gap.
With increasing pressure, the transition temperature, at which the SW starts to
decrease, shifts to low temperatures. The above observed behaviour is in line with
the pressure-dependent transport measurements [172], where the crossover temper-
atures, distinguishing the regions between metallic-like (dρ/dT>0)and insulating
states (dρ/dT<0), are reduced with increasing pressure. In a complete contrast to
the insulating behaviour, for all pressure points above 0.6 GPa, the SW increases
continuously upon cooling down to 10 K. It was reported that there is an anomalous
low-temperature upturn in the high-pressure resistivity [172]. However, we do not
observe any indication of a complete energy gap or pseudogap based on our current
results. The reason maybe due to the limitation of the lowest accessible frequencies
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Figure 5.4.: (a)-(h) Temperature-dependent b-axis reflectivity data of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 as a function of frequency for various pressures. The dashed
area refers to the frequency range, where linear extrapolations have been used.
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Figure 5.5.: (a-h) Temperature-dependent optical conductivity spectra of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 determined from the reflectivity spectra measured along the
a-axis in the pressure range from 0.23 to 1.2 GPa.
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Figure 5.6.: (a-h) b-axis optical conductivity spectra of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2
from room temperature to 10 K for various pressures.
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Figure 5.7.: (a,b) Temperature evolution of the a-axis optical conductivity of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 for selected hydrostatic pressures both below and above the
Mott transition at pc = 0.6GPa, as indicated. (c,d) The distinct temperature
dependent behaviour of the insulator and metal can be clearly seen in the false-
color contour plot for 0.23 GPa and 1.2 GPa. In panel (e) and (f), the low-energy
spectral weight (SW) below 700 cm−1, defined as
∫ 700
0
σDrude(ω)dω, is displayed as
a function of temperature for all measured pressures as indicated.
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5
10
Figure 5.8.: (a)-(c) Pressure dependence of the optical conductivity of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 at selected temperatures, i.e., 295 K, 150 K and 10 K. The
inset of panel (c) shows the pressure evolution of the spectral weight at 10 K for
the low-energy and mid-infrared regions as explained in the main text . The black
circles (low-energy SW) correspond to the left axis; the red squares (mi-infrared
SW) refer to the right axis. The blue dashed line indicates the critical pressure pc
of the Mott transition. The pressure effects on the optical conductivity spectra at
10 K can be traced from the false-color contour plot of σ1(ω, p), shown in panel (d).
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and temperatures in our setup. Further experiments need to be done to confirm
such a low-energy gap, which has been observed in the strongly correlated Dirac
system α-(ET)2I3 [139].
The pressure-dependent optical conductivity spectra for various temperatures are
plotted in Figure 5.8(a). With increasing pressure the mid-infrared absorption at
295 K doesn’t change so much, whereas the spectra in the low-energy range in-
crease slightly and gradually, but without developing a pronounced Drude peak,
i.e., β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 remains a bad metal over the whole pressure range.
The overall pressure evolution of optical spectra at room temperature is in good
agreement with reported transport measurements indicating a decrease of resistiv-
ity within a factor of 10 as pressure increases to 1.8 GPa [172].
The difference between low- and high-pressure spectra becomes more prominent
as temperature goes down to 150 K. As we can clearly see in Figure 5.8 (b), a
sharp Drude peak develops below 500 cm−1 for 0.9 GPa and 1.2 GPa, in strong
contrast to the case of 0.23 GPa, where the conductivity in the far-infrared region
gets further suppressed as a result of gradual opening of the Mott gap upon cooling.
With further cooling down to the lowest temperature (10 K), the thermally excited
charge carriers completely freeze out and a full gap can be clearly resolved in the
insulating Mott state (p <0.6 GPa). Above 0.6 GPa, a Drude peak appears and be-
comes enhanced, accompanied with a suppression of mid-infrared component with
increasing pressure. To quantitatively analyze the evolution of charge dynamics
under pressure, the spectral weight of the Drude peak (
∫∞
0
σDrude(ω)dω) and mid-
infrared region (
∫ ωu
ωl
σ(ω)dω, with the lower and upper bound ωl=1000 cm
−1 and
ωu=3000 cm
−1, respectively) are calculated and shown in the inset of Figure 5.8
(c) as a function of pressure. Below 0.6 GPa, the low-energy SW remains very
low and increases only slightly due to the gradually closing of the Mott gap with
applied pressure, while it grows significantly when pressure exceeds pc =0.6 GPa
and continuously increases up to 1.2 GPa. At the same time, the mid-infrared SW
drops suddenly as the system is tuned across the Mott boundary at around 0.6
GPa. Hence, the pressure-driven SW transfer over such a large energy scale can
be considered as an evidence of strong correlations in this system [87]. It can be
easily seen from the energy-pressure-conductivity map in Figure 5.8 (d) that a clear
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changeover from low optical conductivity (in insulating state) to high optical con-
ductivity (in metallic state) occurs between 0.53 GPa and 0.6 GPa. These results
undoubtedly demonstrate the pressure-induced band-gap narrowing and metalliza-
tion.
5.3. Optical spectra at 10 K
In order to further clarify the origin of different contributions in the complete en-
ergy region, we performed a Drude-Lorentz analysis of our spectra, which allows us
to directly compare the results with theoretical prediction made by DMFT calcu-
lations [86, 129, 131, 177].
As examples, we plot in Figure 5.11 the low-temperature optical conductivity spec-
tra with corresponding fits for 0.23 GPa and 1.2 GPa. For the insulating state (0.23
GPa), the spectra can be well fitted by a single broad mid-infrared contribution
(dark blue) centered around 1500 cm−1 and an additional high-energy tail (cyan)
accounting for the interband transitions. In contrast, the simplest fit of σ1 at 1.2
GPa requires two additional contributions: one Drude peak at zero frequency and
an additional mid-infrared peak centered around 750 cm−1. The above-mentioned
difference between insulating and metallic states can be well captured by single-
band DMFT calculations. The theory predicts that in the strongly correlated case,
the broad feature with width 2W is assigned to transitions between the lower and
upper Hubbard bands separated by U . When U/W drops below a critical value
(U/W )c, a Drude peak appears in the optical spectra, corresponding to the coher-
ent quasi-particle peak at the Fermi level. Besides that, a mid-infared peak shows
up around U/2 with width W as a result of the excitation between the upper Hub-
bard band and the quasi-particle peak[153].
Fits for the entire pressure range are depicted in Figure 5.10. The extracted val-
ues of U , W and U/W are shown in Figure 5.11 (b,c) as a function of pressure.
The analysis reveals that the onsite Coulomb repulsion U varies only slightly with
applied pressure, while the bandwidth increases continuously as pressure increases.
As a result, the effective correlation U/W decreases with increasing pressure. The
critical value of U/W is estimated to be around 1.1 at 0.6 GPa, which is in a very
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Figure 5.9.: (a) and (b) display the Drude-Lorentz-Fano fits to the spectra of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 measured at T= 10 K and p =0.23 and 1.2 GPa . The red
dashed line in panel (a) corresponds to the linear extrapolation of the absorption
edge. The crossing point with the frequency-axis is defined as the gap energy. The
definitions of U and W are from Ref. [153].
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Figure 5.10.: (a-h) The a-axis optical conductivity of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 and
the corresponding Drude-Lorentz-Fano fits for all pressures at 10 K. The extracted
values of U , W and the spectral weight (SW) are shown in Figure 5.11.
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good agreement with the recent DMFT predictions, giving (U/W )c ≈1.3 [86].
In the next step, we analyse the pressure evolution of the optical gap. In the
insulating state, we estimate the energy gap 2∆ by extrapolating the steeply in-
creasing part of the optical absorption edge to zero (dashed lines in Figure 5.9 (a)).
At ambient pressure, the gap value of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (2∆0=600 cm−1 is
much larger than those of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(CN)3 (2∆0 <50 cm
−1 and κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Ag(CN)3 (2∆0 ∼100 cm−1. This indicates that β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2
is located far away from the Mott critical region [86]. With increasing pressure,
the bandwidth gets larger, leading to the gradual closing of the charge gap. The
pressure-dependent optical gap is fitted with a power law, ∆(p) = 2∆0(pc− p)δ/pc.
As depicted in Figure 5.11 (a), the best fit yields δ=0.96, indicating a quasi-
continuous nature of the pure Mott transition [178]. This value of δ is quite close to
the theoretical prediction [178]. It is interesting to note that recent transport mea-
surements on related spin-liquid Mott insulator κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(CN)3 reveal a
similar behaviour [179].
The degree of electronic correlations can be described by the effective mass m∗op,
which can be derived from the spectral weight analysis. As already shown in the
inset of Figure 5.8 (c), the loss of low-energy SW with decreasing pressure in the
metallic region strongly demonstrates the enhancement of correlations. In Fig-
ure 5.11 (d), we plot the pressure-dependent SW of both the Drude component
and the intraband contribution obtained by subtracting the interband contribu-
tions, i.e. SWintra = SWtotal − SWinter. For a quantitative analysis, the effective
mass enhancement m∗op/m is defined as:
m∗op/m =
SWintra =
∫∞
0
σintra(ω)dω
SWD =
∫∞
0
σDrude(ω)dω
, (5.1)
The pressure evolution of m∗op/m is plotted in Figure 5.11 (d)
The effective mass can also be obtained using the extended Drude analysis, in which
both mass and scattering rate have frequency-dependence, as we discussed in the
theory section. In Figure 5.12, we plot the calculated effective mass and scattering
rate as a function of frequency at 10 K for various pressures above pc=0.6 GPa. The
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Figure 5.11.: (a) Pressure dependence of the extracted values for the Mott gap
and corresponding power law fitting via ∆ ∝ (p− pc)δ. Here, pc=0.6 GPa is used.
(b) Extracted values of the Coulomb repulsion U and the bandwidth W below
0.6 GPa. (c) Pressure evolution of the effective correlations U/W based on the
extracted values shown in panel (b). (d) Pressure-dependent spectral weight of
the Drude component (red squares) and the total intraband contribution (black
squares). (e) Optical effective mass plotted as a function of pressure on the metallic
side. Red squares refer to the results from extended Drude analysis; black squares
are obtained from spectral weight analysis.
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Figure 5.12.: Frequency dependence of the (a) scattering rate 1/τop(ω) and (b)
effective mass m∗op(ω) of β
′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 determined using the extended
Drude analysis of the optical conductivity measured for various pressures in the
metallic state at 10 K. In this estimation, the plasma frequency, ω2p =
∫ ωc
0
σ(ω)dω,
is calculated up to the cutoff frequency of ωc =3000 cm
−1, which separates the
intraband transitions from interband ones.
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scattering rate 1/τop(ω) increases when we go up in frequency, and then remains
almost unchanged for frequencies above 600 cm−1 . With increasing pressure, the
scattering rate gets suppressed, correspondingly resulting in a decrease of effective
mass. Unfortunately, due to the insufficient data quality at low energies and fairly
large systematic errors, we could not perform a meaningful Fermi-liquid-scaling
analysis for this compound. Further experiments are desired to identify the optical
signature of the Fermi-liquid behaviour, as evidenced by NMR measurements.
The values of m∗op/m extracted from both the SW (black squares) and extended
Drude analysis (blue squares) are plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 5.11
(e). As far as the pressure dependence and the absolute value is concerned both
results well agree with each other. As the pressure increases, driving the system
away from the critical region, m∗op/m in the metallic phase gets suppressed, in-
dicating a decrease of electron-electron correlations. The corresponding analysis
of the E||b spectra yields the same conclusion. These experimental results are in
good accord with the Brinkman-Rice scenario, where both susceptibility and ef-
fective mass are found to diverge at the critical value of the interaction. Similar
mass enhancement has also been observed from optical investigations in the super-
conducting κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl and κ-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 tuned by physical and
chemical pressure [38, 39, 180, 181].
5.4. Electron-Lattice interactions
Since the metal-insulator transition is realized by pressurizing the crystal lattice,
the vibrational modes of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 are inevitably influenced by its
electronic structure. Optical spectroscopy provides the unique tool to investigate
the vibrational response of the molecular and crystal structure at the phase transi-
tion boundary in order to extract information on changes in structure and charge
distribution. Here, we will turn to the detailed discussion of the pressure and tem-
perature evolution of these vibrational modes. The two vibrational modes depicted
in Figure 5.13 (a) are the two strongest modes among all Ag modes [175]. The
four C=C bonds in the Pd(dmit)2 molecular dimer vibrate such that they are in
phase within one molecule but out of phase with respect to the sibling molecule
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(a)
Figure 5.13.: (a) Schematic view of infrared active C=C stretching modes of
[Pd(dmit)2]2 dimers. The motion of the carbon atoms is indicated by red arrows.
The light and dark red color correspond to the local electron density, which in-
duces a dipole moment. The electrical dipole moment of C-mode and B-mode
is perpendicular to the dimer and along the long axis of Pd(dmit)2, respectively.
(b) Examples of C- and B-mode optical conductivity spectra for both polarizations
obtained at p=0.23 GPa and T=10 K.
(C-mode); the B-mode denotes the out-of-phase vibration within the molecules.
Since the electric dipole is perpendicular to the molecular axis, the C-mode couples
stronger to the electronic background compared to the B-mode where the dipoles
point along the Pd(dmit)2 axes [174–176].
Figure 5.14 displays the behaviour of C-mode of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 as a
function of temperature and pressure. Due to thermal contraction, the vibrational
features in general harden upon cooling; for low pressure range (p < 0.6 GPa), how-
ever, we observe a blue shift at the Mott transition and the Fano shape becomes
more pronounced (Figure 5.14 (a-f)). We interpret this behaviour as indication that
the electronic screening changes upon approaching the metal-insulator transition.
This behaviour clearly reflects the spectral weight redistribution upon formation of
the Mott gap at lower frequencies, which modifies the electronic background at the
vibration frequency. While the mode is sitting on the low-energy side of optical
Hubbard excitations in the insulating state, where it couples to a highly polariz-
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Figure 5.14.: (a-d) Temperature dependence of vibrational C-mode and correspond-
ing Fano fitting for selected pressures, as indicated. Panels (e) and (f) display the
temperature evolution of the fitting parameters: (e) central frequency ω0 and (f)
Fano coupling constant 1/q2 for all measured pressures from 0.23 GPa to 1.2 GPa.
(g) Pressure dependence of 10 K spectra and fitting data. The obtained ω0 and
1/q2 are shown in (h) and (i). The red dashed line indicates the critical pressure,
pc = 0.6 GPa, of the Mott transition, where both the center frequency ω0 and
coupling constant 1/q2 display an anomaly.
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able background, the spectral weight transfer to lower frequencies at larger T and
p involves the onset of screening.
The low-temperature spectra exhibit a clear change in frequency and electronic
coupling when the pressure drops below pc, as depicted in Figure 5.14(g)-(i). Here,
we want to point out that over the whole pressure range, there is no splitting of
any modes, suggesting no structure transition or charge-ordered state. It is also
interesting to note that thermal expansion measurements on the related compound
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl also reveal a jump of the expansion coefficient when
tuned by pressure across the first-order insulator-metal line [35].
Our optical investigations now give conclusive evidence that the strength of itinerant
(inter-dimer) charge contribution increase with pressure but on the expense of the
localized (intra-dimer) spectral weight. This is also reflected in vibrational features.
The mode shifts up in frequency as pressure increases above the Mott transition. On
the other hand we find the Fano coupling constant 1/q2 vanishing at pc = 0.6 GPa
as the vibrational features become simple Lorentzians. This implies that above
pc = 0.6 GPa the modes become decoupled from the electronic background.
5.5. Anisotropy of the in-plane optical response
β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is a quasi-two-dimensional conductor with a small anisotropy
at ambient conditions: σ1a > σ1b. While the ratio σ1b/σ1a = 0.8 to 0.9 remains
constant throughout the insulating state (p < pc), the Drude term is found to in-
crease more rapidly for E ‖ b than for E ‖ a when entering the metallic phase. In
Figure 5.15 we present the temperature and pressure dependence of the anisotropy
σ1b/σ1a as obtained from the ω → 0 data indicating the inversion for low tem-
perature and high pressure. Similar results are obtained from the analysis of the
spectral weight of the Drude term in both directions.
First of all, we can rule out the possibility that our results are due to the artefact
of the anisotropy of the applied pressure. Because the anisotropy only changes
abruptly when the Mott transition is crossed and gets enhanced with increasing
pressure in the metallic side, indicating the intrinsic behaviour of the quasi-particle
at the Fermi surface. We also realized that similar results has been observed in
the doped Mott insulator κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl from the dc-transport measure-
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Figure 5.15.: (a) 0.45 GPa and (b) 1.2 GPa reflectivity spectra of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 at 295 K and 10 K for polarized light along the a-axis and
b-axis. The inverse of the anisotropy within in-plane can be clearly seen from the
raw reflectivity data. (c,d) Corresponding optical spectra recorded at 295 K and 10
K for E||a and E||b. (e) Temperature dependence of anisotropy ratio of the con-
ductivity along the b-axis to that along the a-axis, i.e., σ1b/σ1a(ω →0) at various
pressures. In the metallic state, the Hagen-Rubens extrapolated values are used,
while in the insulating state, the values are extracted just above the gap (since
the conductivity is almost zero inside the gap). Blue dashed line displays the ratio
of σ1b/σ1a=1. (e,g) show the pressure-dependent anisotropy of the spectral weight
and conductivity (ω →0) for 295 K and 10 K. Blue dashed line refers to the critical
pressure pc = 0.6GPa of Mott transition
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ments [182]. It was found that the anisotropy only increases upon cooling only in
the hole doped side, owing to the correlation-induced pseudogap opening on the
Fermi surface. Surprisingly, our optical results are in excellent agreement with the
optical spectra calculated by Kato’s goup [182]. Despite the different approaches
of metallization, the good similarities between both results demonstrate the im-
portance of the Fermi surface topologies. Thus, our findings infer the opening of
a pseudogap along the a-axis. Regarding the origin of the gap, we can not pin
down only by this experiment. As shown by another experiment, the change of
the anisotropy in superconducting κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 was assigned to the
formation of density-wave order, which is induced by the Fermi surface nesting,
instead of electron-electron correlations [183]. Nevertheless, our results should arise
more detailed studies of the Fermi surface of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2.
5.6. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have successfully performed a detailed spectroscopic study of
the spin-liquid candidate β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 using temperature- and pressure-
dependent optical measurements. Based on our observations, we constructed the
(p − T ) phase diagram for β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (Figure 5.16(a)) and comple-
mented it with dc-transport measurements under pressure [172]. In general, the
phase diagram can be divided into three regions. A bad-metal state exists at high
temperature with small amount of thermally excited free charge carriers around
the Fermi level and the vibrational modes moderately coupled to the mid-infrared
excitations. Upon cooling, the system can be tuned either into the insulating state
with a clear gap opening and strong electron-lattice coupling, or into the metallic
state with formation of a Fermi surface and weaker electron-lattice coupling. Thus,
the pressure-dependent evolution of the optical conductivity follows qualitatively
the characteristic features predicted by DMFT calculations. Our results unam-
biguously confirm the realization of the pure bandwidth-controlled metal-insulator
transition via tuning external pressure. In the insulating state, the universal values
of (T/W,U/W ) decrease approximately from (0.1, 1.4) to (0.01, 1) as shown in Fig-
ure 5.16 (b). This is quantitatively in good agreement with the theoretical values
[86].
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The metallic phase is further characterized as an anomalous metal with possible
pseudogap opening along the a-axis. Such intriguing feature is calling for further
theoretical attention in order to clarify whether it is connected to the fact that no
superconductivity was found in this compound. It is very interesting to notice that
around the critical region, a new phase, characterized as a Griffiths phase with slow
spin fluctuations, have been identified by NMR measurements [172]. Owing to its
slow dynamic properties, low-frequency dielectric measurements under pressure are
strongly suggested for the future plan [184, 185].
(a) (b)
Figure 5.16.: (a) Schematic (p− T ) diagram for β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 based on
our optical experiments. The false-coloured contour plot is constructed using the
a-axis optical conductivity in the dc-limit (ω →0). The black squares and cir-
cles are defined as the crossover temperatures, where the temperature dependence
of the spectral weight (shown in Figure 5.7) and the vibrational modes (plotted
in Figure 5.14),respectively, show maxima, respectively. The red squares refer to
the metal-insulator transition temperature (dρ/dT=0) from the transport mea-
surements. The red circles correspond to the temperatures, at which the activation
energy, defined as d(lnρ)/d(1/T ), exhibits maxima. Details can be found in Figure
5.2. Green triangles represent the temperatures, where the σb/σa ratio is above 1.
(b) The same phase diagram normalized by bandwidth obtained from fits at 10 K.
The vertical dashed line refers to the critical value of (U/W )c.
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6. Pressure-dependent optical
investigations on the spin liquid
compound κ-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3
In this chapter, we will discuss the pressure-dependent experimental results on κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 in comparison with the optical results obtained by chem-
ical substitution [74]. In this section, ~ and kB are set to 1; ~ω and kBT have the
same unit of cm−1 .
6.1. Background
Like other κ-phase organic salts, conducting layers of BEDT-TTF molecules are
seperated by planes of insulating Cu2(CN)3 anions in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 as
depicted in Figure 6.1 (a). Within the conducting plane, two BEDT-TTF molecules
form dimers with strong intra-dimer transfer integral, leading to a splitting of the
band; this effectively causes a half-filled conduction band. These dimers are con-
sidered as lattice sites and constitute an nearly isotropic triangular lattice with
strong geometrical frustrations. In the early time, it was widely believed that those
BEDT-TTF dimers play a dominant role in the charge dynamics of κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 [24, 26]. However, recent numerical calculations and infrared mea-
surements provided strong evidence that the Cu2(CN)3 anions are strongly coupled
to the BEDT-TTF layers. This leads to an unusual low-energy excitation in the
THz region [186].
The strong geometrical frustration found in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 make this
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compound very unique among κ-(BEDT-TTF)2X family. The magnetic properties
of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 was systematically studied by Shimizu et al. utiliz-
ing NMR and static susceptibility measurements [187]. As illustrated in Figure 6.1
(d,e), there is no indication of long-range antiferromagnetic order down to 32 mK,
despite the large antiferromagnetic interaction with the exchange constant J ∼250
K. This finding is in strong contrast to the case of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl,
which exhibits weaker frustration and antiferromagnetic order below T =27 K.
Thus, κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 turns out to be the first candidate in organic
salts showing quantum spin liquid ground state. Later on, comprehensive infrared
investigations of the charge sensitive vibrational modes showed that there is no
indication of any sizeable charge disproportionation in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
[188]. This implies that the κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 can be considered as a gen-
uine Mott insulator without any charge or magnetic ordering.
The optical properties of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 were first investigated by
Ke´zsmar´kiet al. [189]. It was pointed out that there is no distinct optical gap
in the energy range investigated from 8 meV to 5 eV, despite a clear charge gap
found in the resistivity. On the contrary, the charge carriers become more localized
with the development of a large Mott gap around 800 cm−1 in the case of antiferro-
magnetic insulator κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl. Thus, the relatively depressed
optical gap seen in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 was attributed to the contributions
of the strong spin fluctuations due to the spin-liquid state at low temperatures.
Later on, the low-energy charge dynamics of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 was fur-
ther investigated with an extension of the frequencies down to THz by Elsa¨sser et
al. [190]. It was shown that the weak charge gap seen in the optical conductiv-
ity follows a power-law behaviour. These findings are qualitatively consistent with
the theoretical predictions that the gapless spinons can couple to the light, leading
to additional contributions to the optical conductivity inside the Mott gap [191].
However, the extracted exponents are much smaller than the predicted values and
has remained a puzzle. More recently, the unusual excess absorption observed in
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 was successfully and consistently explained as metallic
fluctuations based on the combined optical and theoretical investigations of a series
of organic quantum spin liquids [86].
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Figure 6.1.: (a) Crystal structure viewed along the b-axis. (b) BEDT-TTF molecule
and (c) Packing motif of the ET conducting (bc)-plane viewed from a-axis. BEDT-
TTF pairs are strongly dimerized and highlighted by red dashed circles. The in-
tradimer transfer integral is much larger than interdimer one, i.e., tdim  t′ , t. The
BEDT-TTF dimers are forming triangular lattice with strong geometrical frus-
tration (t
′
/t ≈ 1). (d) Temperature evolution of the static susceptibility for κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl. The susceptibility
of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl exhibits a clear upturn below 27 K due to the
AF order, while the one for κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 stays non-zero down to 1.9
K, indicating paramagnetic state. (e) Temperature-dependent NMR spectra for κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl. In contrast to the
clear splitting of the spectra in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl, neither broadening
nor splitting is observed for κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 down to 32 mK. Panels (d)
and (e) are adapted from Ref. [187]
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The absence of magnetic order in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 affects not only the
electronic properties at ambient pressure but also the pressure-temperature phase
diagram under external pressures. The entire phase diagram was constructed by
Kurosaki et al. from pressure-dependent NMR and transport measurements [192].
As shown in Figure 6.2 (a), the spin liquid state persists under pressure up to
the boundary of Mott transition. It implies that the system undergoes insulator-
metal transition without the emergence of any magnetic order. Additionally, it
was observed that the spin frustration in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 has strong
effects on the Mott transition at low temperatures. In comparison to the case of
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]Cl, κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 exhibits no re-entrant
transition of insulator-metal-insulator and possesses a positive gradient of dT/dp
> 0, owing to the suppression of entropy in the spin liquid state. Thus, κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 was considered to be the first organic salt, exhibiting first-order
Mott transition purely driven by the enhancement of bandwidth under pressure as
shown in Figure 6.2 (b).
An alternative way to trigger insulator-metal transition in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
is applying chemical pressure with partial substitution of sulfur atoms by isova-
lent selenium atoms [193]. Since both selenium and sulfur atom belong to the
chalcogens, the replacement of sulfur atom with selenium atom will neither change
the crystal structure nor the band filling. The bandwidth is enhanced by the in-
crease of the transfer integral due to the larger size of selenium atoms. Similar
alloying-induced insulator-metal transition has been explored in the series of κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2[N(CN)2]ClxBr1−x with different concentrations of Br atoms in
anion layers [38, 39]. As shown in Figure 6.2 (c,d), the system is shifted across
the Mott phase boundary upon applying physical pressure or Se-alloying. Despite
the similarities between pressure- and alloying-effect seen by dc transport measure-
ments, the difference between them are expected to occur at finite frequencies. In
Figure 6.2 (b), we schematically demonstrate the distinct microscopic mechanisms
of the insulator-metal transitions induced by Se-alloying and the hydrostatic pres-
sure. The application of physical pressure homogeneously increases the bandwidth,
whereas Se-substitution will inevitably introduce local impurities or disorders, which
are possibly responsible for the Anderson localization in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3.
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Figure 6.2.: (a) Schematic p − T phase diagram of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 ob-
tained from transport and NMR measurements under external pressures. Due to
the spin frustration the Mott boundary has a positive gradient (dT/dp > 0) in
the whole temperature range; after [192]. (b) Two approaches to realizing Mott
insulator-metal phase transition in half-filled two-dimensional organic system. The
bandwidth can be tuned either by external physical pressure or chemical substitu-
tion. In the later case, local disorder will give rise to additional vibrational modes
and electronic excitations. The value of the bandwidth are schematically denoted
by the size of the blue circle. (c) Pressure evolution of the resistance for κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 as a function of temperatures. (d) Temperature-dependent re-
sistance of κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2(CN)3 for different BEDT-STF
molecule substitution ratios. The resistivity data are measured by A. Lo¨hle.
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Up to now, the magnetic and electrical properties of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
have been extensively investigated by NMR and dc-resistivity measurements under
pressure, while the frequency-dependent charge dynamics under pressure has not
been explored yet. In this study, we want to elucidate the electronic and vibrational
evolution of the pressure-tuned metal-insulator transition in the spin liquid candi-
date κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 via pressure- and temperature-dependent infrared
reflectivity measurements. In addition, we will compare the results under pressure
with those of Se-alloyed samples.
6.2. Vibrational properties
Single crystals of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 were grown by standard electrochem-
ical methods [194, 195]. The same method was employed for the growth of sin-
gle crystals of κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2(CN)3 for various concen-
trations of BEDT-STF molecules [193]. The substitution ratio x was calculated
through the comparison of the intensity of sulfur atoms with that of selenium atoms
utilizing energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy with κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 as a
reference. Samples with nicely shining surfaces were picked up for optical measure-
ments. Two samples have been used for the pressure-dependent infrared measure-
ments. For sample 1, only far-infrared have been performed at various pressures
from 0.1 GPa to 1.1 GPa. For sample 2, we have measured the optical spectra
over a broad energy range from 80 to 8000 cm−1 for a selection of pressures, i.e.,
p =0.15, 0.85, 0.95, 1.1 GPa. In all cases, the spectra were collected with light
polarized in the two main crystallographic axis from room temperature down to
the lowest temperature 10 K.
The lattice parameters of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3
at room-temperature are summarized in Table 6.1 [196]. Both compounds exhibit
the same crystal structure of monoclinic space group, while the lattice constants
and volume of the STF-substituted compounds are expanded compared with the
pristine sample κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3. This is simply due to the larger atomic
radius of the Se ions of the BEDT-STF molecules. In contrast, hydrostatic pressure
induces a decrease in the lattice parameters and the unit cell volume. Similar ex-
pansion of lattice was observed in the Ag-substituted κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Ag2(CN)3 as
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Table 6.1.: Crystallographic data for κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 at ambient condi-
tions (T = 293 K). For comparison, we also list the data for the Ag-substituted
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Ag2(CN)3 [197] and STF-substituted κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3
analogues. The data for κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 were provided privately from
Y. Saito.
Chemical formula C23H16Cu2N3S16 C23H16Ag2N3S16 C23H16Cu2N3S12Se4
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Ag2(CN)3 κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3
Form. weight MW 974.52 1063.09 1162.05
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
Space group P21/c P21/c P21/c
a (A˚) 16.117(5) 15.055(1) 16.2965(8)
b (A˚) 8.5858(9) 8.7030(7) 8.6082(5)
c (A˚) 13.397(3) 13.412(1) 13.3985(6)
α (deg.) 90 90 90
β (deg.) 113.42(2) 91.307(1) 113.13(6)
γ (deg.) 90 90 90
Volume V (A˚3) 1701.11 1756.8 1728.5
Z 2 2 2
Density Dc (g/cm
3) 1.902 2.010 2.233
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well [197]. The Ag substitution basically works at negative pressure, which drives
the system away from the Mott transition to a stronger correlated region. On the
contrary, the application of negative pressure by BEDT-STF substitution actually
leads to a metallic ground state in κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3. This is associated
with the much larger spread of the selenium 4d orbitals, which locally induce an
increased inter-molecular interactions through Se-Se contacts, and thus, an enhance-
ment of the bandwidth.
Figure 6.3 shows the b- and c-polarized reflectance spectra at room temperature
in the frequency range from 300 cm−1 to 600 cm−1 for all applied pressures and
studied STF substitutions. At ambient conditions, several molecular vibrational
modes can be well resolved for both directions of polarization. These modes are
related with the in-plane totally symmetric Ag modes and show up due to strong
coupling to the charge transfer band. In this study, we temporally assign the two
strong lines around 433 cm−1 to ν10 and these weak features around 490 cm−1 to
ν9, following the suggestions from Eldridge et al. [198–200]. Both modes involve
the C-S stretching vibrations and are sensitive to both charge disproportionation
and structural changes. The observed ν10 (ν9) doublet (instead of singlet) implies
that there are two slightly different ET dimers per unit cell in this salt. Upon
pressurizing, the two ν10 modes exhibit a blue shift, arising from the contraction of
the unit cell volume under pressure, while the ν9 modes remain nearly unchanged.
Besides that, the intensity of all modes become less pronounced as a result of the
increasing electronic background. From our analysis of these two modes, there
is no indication of any structural changes upon approaching the critical pressure
of pc ∼0.35 GPa. In contrast to the observed hardening of the ν10 modes under
pressure, the vibrational spectra behave qualitatively different upon Se alloying.
The replacement of S atoms by Se atoms mainly have two effects on the spectra of
ν10 modes: firstly, it will affects the force constants of C-S bonds and the reduced
mass of whole molecule. This only causes a shift in the vibrational frequencies;
secondly, its asymmetrical molecular geometry will give rise to the multiple splitting.
For simplicity, we omit the change in force constants, since the lattice expands
slightly in κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3. The expected value of the ν10 of BEDT-
STF molecule would be ων10 = 434(mS/mSe)
0.5 =368 cm−1 , which is very close
to the observed value shown in Figure 6.3 (d,e). Since the Ag modes in infrared
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(a)
n9 n10
Figure 6.3.: (a) Atomic displacement vectors of the two totally symmetric EMV-
activated Ag modes, i.e., ν9 and ν10. Both vibrations involve the stretch of the C-S
bonds. (b,c) Pressure-dependent infrared spectra of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 for
E||b and E||c at room temperature. The black arrow denotes the artefact due to
the vanishing of the spectral intensity at this frequency. Blue arrows are a guide
to the eye. (d,e) Infrared spectra of κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2(CN)3
as a function of x. Black dashed lines stand for the multiplet of ν10 mode occurred
at (BEDT-STF)-rich sample. ν10 modes remain almost unchanged (green dashed
line). All spectra are offset for clarity
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Figure 6.4.: Pressure dependence of the optical reflectivity spectra of κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 as a function of temperature in the far-infrared energy range for
E||b. Note that it is reasonable to have lower absolute value of reflectivity at the
sample-diamond interface compared to that at ambient pressure condition. After
first round of the far-infrared measurements, we found out that too much oil has
entered into interface between sample and diamond. Thus, unfortunately we can
not obtain the mid-infrared spectra.
spectra is softened with respect to that in Raman spectra, it will be very interesting
to perform Raman measurements on κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 under physical and
chemical pressure, in order to probe the barre mode frequencies of these modes in
future.
6.3. Electronic excitations
Figure 6.4 shows the b-polarized reflectivity spectra of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
(sample 1) for pressures below and above the critical pressure pc = 0.35 GPa at
various temperatures, ranging from room temperature down to 10 K, in the fre-
quency range from 100 cm−1 to 600 cm−1 . At ambient pressure conditions, the
spectra are composed of a relatively flat electronic background and several vibra-
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Figure 6.5.: Temperature- and pressure-dependent optical conductivity σ1(ω) for
E||b. Since we do not have obtained the mid-infrared data for high pressures, the
ones at ambient condition are used for the K-K analysis.
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Figure 6.6.: (a) Temperature evolution of the normalized change of the reflectivity
δR(p, T )/R(p, 300K) at various pressure as indicated. The values of reflectivity are
taken at 100 cm−1 . (b) Normalized spectral weight as a function of temperature
for various pressures. SW=
∫ ωC
0
σDrude(ω)dω (ωC=400 cm
−1(c) Spectral weight as
a function of pressure at 295 K and 10 K. Dashed black line denotes the critical
pressure pc =0.35 GPa. Solid lines are guide for the eye.
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tional Ag modes with the strongest ν10 modes centered around 400 cm
−1 . With
decreasing temperature, these vibrational modes get sharper and shift slightly to
the high energy region. Interestingly, the low-frequency reflectivity increases grad-
ually as the temperature is lowered. This is in strong contrast to the case of β′-
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit))2]2 and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Ag2(CN)3 [86]. Similar temperature
evolution is observed below 0.35 GPa. When the pressure is raised to 0.35 GPa,
a sharp increase in the reflectivity is observed below 20 K, demonstrating clearly
the temperature-driven first-order insulator-metal transition occurred at the Mott
boundary. These findings are well in line with the results from pressure-dependent
resistance measurements shown in Figure 6.2 (c), where a drastic resistance drop
appears at around 20 K under a pressure of 0.4 GPa. With further application of
pressure up to 1.2 GPa, the reflectivity rises continuously with a loss of intensity
of the vibrational modes upon cooling. This indicates that the metallic state is en-
tered above 0.35 GPa. The quantitative illustration of the pressure-induced change
of the reflectivity can be seen in Figure 6.6 (a).
The temperature dependence of the calculated optical conductivity spectra is pre-
sented in Figure 6.5. Below 0.35 GPa, the low-energy optical conductivity ac-
tually increases as the temperature is reduced, despite the opening of an energy
gap observed in dc resistivity. The absence of a clear optical gap and anoma-
lous temperature dependence of optical conductivity imply that the κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 salt is located much closer to the Mott boundary compared to
the κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Ag2(CN)3 and β
′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit))2]2 compounds, where a
well defined Mott gap was found at low temperatures [86]. On the other hand, qual-
itatively different features of the electrodynamic response were observed in the STF-
substituted κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2(CN)3 salts. In the insulating
state with low STF-content, an additional strong far-infrared excitation develops
for low temperatures. With lowering the temperature, the new peak softens but
comes to a halt at finite energy, and gains spectral weight at the same time [74]. In
the κ-[(BEDT-STF)x(BEDT-TTF)1−x]2Cu2(CN)3 case, BEDT-STF molecules can
inevitably induce local disorder, and thus lead to Anderson localization. According
to the theoretical calculation of a 2D disordered Mott system [201–203], the Mott
gap vanishes and new excitations emerge within the gap as disorder increases. Such
features indeed have been confirmed experimentally through the detailed angle re-
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solved photoemission measurements on Cu-intercalated 1T-TaS2 [204], in which the
disorder generates a finite spectral weight at zero energy, together with a spatially
inhomogeneous state. These observations strongly suggest the intrinsically distinct
nature of the Mott transition driven by physical and chemical pressure as illustrated
in Figure 6.2 (b).
To quantitatively characterize the temperature evolution of low-energy charge dy-
namics, we plot the spectral weight normalized to the one at room temperature
in Figure 6.6 (b). The overall temperature-dependent behaviour is quite similar
to those of the change in reflectivity. In the insulating state (p <0.35 GPa), we
observe a gradual increase in SW below 200 K. The first-order Mott transition at
p =0.35 GPa gives rise to a sharp rise of the SW below 20 K. At higher pressures
(p >0.35 GPa), the change becomes gradually smoother, suggesting the entrance
to the crossover regime. The difference of the pressure effects on the SW at 295 K
and 10 K can be clearly seen in Figure 6.6 (c). While pressure induces a continuous
changes up to 1.2 GPa at room temperature, the SW significantly grows as the
system is tuned across the Mott boundary under p =0.35 GPa at 10 K.
The room-temperature optical spectra of the κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 with im-
proved sample quality (sample 2) are reported in Figure 6.7 in a broad energy range
between far- and mid-infrared (100-8000 cm−1 ) for selected values of pressures as
indicated. As can be seen in Figure 6.7 (a,c), the general features of the spectra
at 0.2 GPa are quite similar to these measured at ambient conditions. The abso-
lute value of reflectivity at 0.2 GPa is relatively low, showing typical semiconductor
behaviour. The dip seen at around 5000 cm−1 clearly defines the energy bound-
ary between intra-band and inter-band contributions. The broad absorption bands
centered at about 3000 cm−1 in the optical conductivity, are induced by transi-
tions between the lower and upper Hubbard band. Additionally, strong vibrational
modes show up at around 400, 900 and 1300 cm−1 , which are Ag modes of the
BEDT-TTF molecule activated by electron-molecular vibrational coupling (EMV)
[88]. With increasing pressure, an increase in the absolute value of the reflectivity
is observed in the whole energy range. Especially, the slope of the reflectivity in the
far-infrared range, changes significantly from negative to positive, indicating the
gradual metallization occurs at room temperature. As a result, the mid-infrared
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Figure 6.7.: Room-temperature reflectivity spectra of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
measured at the sample-diamond interface as a function of pressure for E||b (a) and
E||c (c). The dashed area corresponds to the frequency range where strong diamond
absorption occurs. A linear extrapolation has been used in this energy range. (b,e)
Calculated optical conductivity spectra at various pressures as indicated.
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Figure 6.9.: Pressure-dependent optical conductivity spectra of κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 for the polarizations E||b (a-c) and E||c (d-e) obtained at dif-
ferent temperatures. The insets show the temperature-dependent spectral weight
(SW=
∫ ωC
0
σDrude(ω)dω) as a function of cut-off frequency ωC . The crossover tem-
perature T ? was identified as the temperature, at which the optical conductivity
σ1(ω) starts to show negative slope at the low-energy range. The green arrows
denote the oil absorption lines at low temperatures
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absorption band gets suppressed with a spectral weight transfer to the low-energy
region below 1000 cm−1 . Up to pressure as high as 1.2 GPa, the low-energy
optical conductivity still remains very broad with no signature of narrow Drude
response. This indicates that a bad metallic instead of Fermi liquid state is realized
in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3. Nevertheless, our room-temperature results are con-
sistent with pressure-dependent dc-resistivity measurements, suggesting clearly the
enhancement of the density of state at Fermi level due to the increase in bandwidth
upon increasing pressure.
To investigate the development of the electronic properties toward low tempera-
tures in the highly metallic state, Figure 6.8 depicts the temperature-dependent
reflectivity spectra for both b- and c-axis at selected high pressures as indicated.
The absolute value of the reflectivity increases significantly below 3000 cm−1 and
the low-energy part changes progressively to 1-ω2 like with lowering the temper-
ature, indicating the crossover from incoherent to coherent conduction state. At
the same time, the vibrational modes get weaker and become Fano line shape due
to the strong coupling with the enhanced itinerant electrons. As can be seen in
Figure 6.9, the low-energy optical conductivity continuously gets enhanced with
a gain in spectral weight and a Drude-like response develops upon cooling, which
is a signature of the coherent quasi-particle response. Correspondingly, a strong
suppression is observed in the mid-infrared region. Such T -driven spectral-weight
transfer is in good agreement with the predictions of theoretical calculations in the
bandwidth-controlled metal-insulator transition in Mott insulators [87]. Further-
more, the crossover temperature, differentiating good metal from bad metal, shifts
towards higher temperatures with elevating pressure. This finding is also in line
with the dc-transport and NMR measurements, where the broad peak, shown in
dR/dT and 1/T1T , exhibits blueshift in temperature at high pressures [192].
6.4. Fermi liquid behaviour
In this section, we will mainly focus on the discussion of the universal optical signa-
tures of Fermi-liquid behaviour in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 under high pressures.
The mass enhancement and scattering rate of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 at selected
high pressures are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 for temperatures from 10 K to
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Figure 6.10.: Effective mass enhancement m∗(ω, T )/m of κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 for the polarizations E||b (a-e) and E||c (g-i) at p =0.75
GPa, 0.85 GPa and 1.1 GPa. The mass enhancement m∗/m is related to the
real part of the memory function M1 via m
∗/m=M1/~ω+1 (see Equation 2.46
and 2.48). Temperature dependence of m∗(ω, T )/m taken at ω = 100 cm−1 for
E||b and E||c is plotted in panels (d-f) and (j-l), respectively. The cross over
temperatures, below which the effective mass is positive, are indicated by black
arrows
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Figure 6.11.: Scattering rate 1/τ of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 for the polariza-
tions E||b (a-e)and E||c (g-i) at temperatures between 10 K and 295 K. Here,
scattering rate 1/τ represents the imaginary part of the memory function M2 (see
Equation 2.47). Temperature-dependent scattering rate at selected values of ω from
100 cm−1 to 1650 cm−1 for E||b (d-f) and E||c (j-l). Black arrows stand for the
isosbestic points.
295 K.
As shown in Figure 6.10 (a), the mass enhancement m∗/m at p =0.75 GPa for E||b
exhibits nearly no frequency dependence and increases slightly upon cooling at high
energies. However, a strong frequency-dependent behaviour is observed in the low
energy region. At high temperatures, m∗/m is a increasing function of frequency,
leading to a negative value of m∗/m in the far-IR region. The observed unphysical
negative value of m∗/m implies that the quasi-particle is not well defined at high-T
bad metallic state. With lowering the temperature, the slope of m∗/m decreases
gradually, followed by a positive slope at the lowest temperature. In Figure 6.10
(d), we plot the temperature evolution of m∗/m at ω =100 cm−1 . The m∗/m
exhibits positive value only below certain temperature ( 75 K), which can be used
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Figure 6.12.: Scattering rate of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 for E||c as a function of
single parameter ξ2 ≡ (~ω)2 + (ppikBT )2 with p=4.5, 4.2, 4.1 for p =0.75 GPa (a),
0.85 GPa (b) and 1.1 GPa (c), respectively. Dashed blue lines show the linear fits,
displaying the universal Fermi-liquid behaviour. The deviation of 1/τ(ξ) from the
Fermi-liquid behaviour at low value of ξ for p =0.85 GPa and 1.1 GPa are most
likely due to the limited quality of our far-infrared data.
as alternative way of defining the crossover temperature T ∗. With the increasing
pressure further, the T ∗ shifts to high temperatures. This is consistent with trans-
port measurements.
Now we turn our attention to the analysis of the optical scattering rate 1/τ de-
picted in Figure 6.11 (a). At the lowest temperature T =10 K, 1/τ displays a ω2
dependence upto around 1000 cm−1 . As T increases, we still can observe the ω2 be-
haviour below 50 K. With increasing temperature further, 1/τ(ω) shows a gradual
change of curvature from upward to downward. This indicates the loss of coherence
of the Fermi liquid state, in other words, collapse of long-lived quasi-particles. The
temperature evolution of 1/τ at selected values of frequency is shown in Figure 6.11
(d). At 100 cm−1 , the scattering rate decreases as T 2 at the low-T range, while the
temperature dependence of 1/τ become less steep at higher energies. In addition,
the cross over temperature shows up as isosbestic point in the temperature depen-
dence of scattering rate. Here, the isosbestic point is defined as the temperature,
at which the scattering rate obtained at different frequencies has the equal value.
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The presence of ω2- and T 2-component found in 1/τ(ω, T ) strongly indicates that
the system follows universal Fermi liquid behaviour at low temperatures and fre-
quencies [122].
According to the local Fermi liquid theory, 1/τ(ω, T ) is expected to scale with a sin-
gle parameter ξ2 ≡ (~ω)2 + (ppikBT )2 [122]. Thus, we plot 1/τ(ξ2) as a function of
ξ2 in Figure 6.12, in order to check the possible universal scaling form for our data.
Indeed, all data collapse onto a single curve for ξ2 < 2 × 106 cm−2. The slope of
1/τ(ξ2), which is inversely proportional to the scaling temperature T0, decreases, as
pressure is raised. The enhancement of the T0 clearly demonstrates the weakening
of the correlation strength with increasing pressure. Quite interestingly, p is found
to be apparently pressure-dependent. Thus, it seems to contain the information of
electron-electron correlation as well. From our analysis, the obtained value of p is
much larger than the theoretical predicted universal value p = 2, which may be
due to an additional elastic scattering channel as proposed recently by Maslov et
al. [121]. Furthermore, the Fermi liquid characteristic can be also observed in the
raw reflectivity and phase spectra as shown in Figure 6.13. In the thermal regime,
1-R(ω) is approximately proportional to M2 [125], and thus rise quadratically with
energy. Correspondingly, the phase φ follows φ ∝ M1 and has a linear frequency
dependence. The same analysis is applied to the other two materials, κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]BrxCl1−x and κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 (see Figure 6.13 (a-f)).
The low-energy ω2 and ω behaviour is indeed observed in 1-R(ω) and φ(ω), respec-
tively.
A more direct evidence of the Fermi liquid signatures can be found in the complex
optical conductivity. In the formalism of local Fermi liquid theory suggested by
Berthod et al. [122], the optical conductivity exhibits non-Drude feature, a shoul-
der in a log-log plot around the thermal energy range, ~ω ∼ 2pikBT . To make an
accurate comparison of the experimental results with theory, we have to subtract
the interband components from the total conductivity σ1. The optical conductiv-
ity spectra are first fitted using Drude-Lorentz-Fano model: Two Drude modes are
used to reflect the quasi-particle response at zero energy, the mid-infrared Hub-
bard bands and high energy interbands are accounted for by several Lorentzians,
the EMV-type Ag vibrations are fitted by Fano terms. The results of the intra-
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Figure 6.13.: Reflectivity data of (a,b) κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]BrxCl1−x
(x =,0.73, 0.85 and 0.9), (d,e) κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 and (f,h) κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3( p =0.75 GPa) for E||c plotted as 1-R(ω) versus ω and ω2 at
selected temperatures as indicated. The data can be well fitted using power law
1-R(ω)∝ ω2 (dashed lines). Phase φ as a function of frequency. At the low-energy
region, it exhibits a linear-like dependence on ω (dashed lines). Note that the
data under pressure is normalized to n
1/2
dia (ndia=2.4 is the index of the diamond).
The negative value of the phase φ is attributed to an additional phase shift in-
duced by the diamond. The raw data of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]BrxCl1−x and
κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 are taken from Refs. [39, 74].
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Figure 6.14.: Real and imaginal part of optical conductivity of (a) κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and (b) κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 at 10 K and the corresponding
Fermi-liquid scaling fits. (c) Theoretical calculations of the optical conductivity
for the doped Hubbard model obtained from DMFT calculations (solid lines). D
stands for the half-bandwidth of the system. The intraband contributions are fitted
by the universal FL-scaling form (dashed lines). The σ1 (blue) and σ2 (red) are
plotted on a log-log scale
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band contributions and the fits based on universal Fermi-liquid model are shown
in Figure 6.14. We can clearly observe the foot structure at around 500 cm−1
in both κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3(p =0.75 GPa) and κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3
compounds, which is the key feature of the Fermi liquid theory, instead of signa-
ture of non-Fermi liquid physics. In Figure 6.14 (c), we plot the complex optical
conductivity of the hole-doped Hubbard model based on DMFT predictions. The
overall shape of the spectra is in good agreement with the our experimental findings:
The peak structure shows up at mid-infrared regime as a result of the transitions
between two Hubbard bands; at lower frequencies, the intraband component can
be very well described according to Equation 2.62. However, we found out that
the Equation 2.62 can only qualitatively mimic our results. In the general case
of p 6= 2, we would expect that the non-Drude foot feature shows up at around
~ω ∼ f(p)pikBT , whose exact form has not been derived et al. yet.
6.5. Bad-metallic behaviour
In this section, we will discuss the optical response of the anomalous metal near
the quantum critical region. Due to technical difficulties, we failed to measure the
pressure-dependent optical spectra in the region very close to the Mott boundary.
Instead, we will mainly focus on the optical properties of the STF-substituted sam-
ple. Though the optical data shown here have been briefly discussed in the thesis
of Pustogow [74], we will present new and detailed analysis based on the recently
developed density-wave (DW) theory [5].
When the system is tuned into the Mott transition from the metallic side, an
unique electronic state is expected due to the stronger electron-electron correla-
tions. As can be seen in Figure 6.15 (a), three characteristic temperature regions
can be well identified: (1) at very low temperatures, the resistivity exhibits T 2
Fermi-liquid behaviour; with rising temperature further, it remains still metallic
like (dρ/dT >0), but changes to approximately T -linear dependence until a max-
imum is reached; above T =150 K the resistivity shows a downturn (dρ/dT <0),
indicating a typical semiconducting behaviour. On the contrary, the resistivity
of 100% STF-substituted κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 compound decreases continu-
ously as the temperature is reduced. Such T -linear temperature dependence present
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Figure 6.15.: (a) Temperature dependence of the in-plane dc resistivity of the
28% STF- substituted κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3. Before entering the Fermi-liquid
regime below 20K, the system exhibits a T -linear behaviour (denoted by dashed or-
ange line) at the intermediate temperature regime (b) Temperature evolution of
the optical conductivity spectra of κ-[(BEDT-STF)0.28(BEDT-TTF)0.72]2Cu2(CN)3
with E||b below 800 cm−1 . With decreasing temperature, the finite energy peak
(indicated by black arrow) narrows and shifts to ω = 0. Data collapse in κ-[(BEDT-
STF)0.28(BEDT-TTF)0.72]2Cu2(CN)3 (c) and κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 (d). The
optical conductivity σ1 is replaced by rescaled quantity ~σ1/(kBT )2. The low-
temperature data collapses to a function of the single variable ~ω/(kBT )2 according
to the Drude formalism of the Fermi-liquid state. The deviation of the power-law
scaling at very low-frequency in κ-[(BEDT-STF)0.28(BEDT-TTF)0.72]2Cu2(CN)3 is
denoted by black arrow. The dashed orange lines correspond to the power law ω−2.
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Figure 6.16.: (a) Experimental optical conductivity measured at 50 K and density-
wave model ( far-IR peak) + two Lorentz terms (mid-IR Hubbard bands)+ Fano
modes (vibrational features) fitting. A very weak Lorentz-like contribution centered
at 800 cm−1 is added to obtain a good fitting. (b) The rescaled optical conductivity
spectra (σ1kBT ), after the vibrational features and high energy bands are sub-
tracted, follow a universal scaling law as a function of dimensionless ratio ~ω/kBT
for various temperatures as indicated. Inset: σ1~ω as a function of ~ω/kBT (c)
Temperature-dependent optical conductivity spectra obtained from the fits using
density-wave model(see Equation 2.57). Accordingly, temperature dependence of
(d) the peak position (ω0 and ωpeak = [
ω0(Γ+Ω)
√
ω20+ΓΩ−Ω(ω20+ΓΩ)
Γ
]1/2, when Ω ≈ 0,
ωpeak ≈ ω0), (e) the scattering rate (Γ,Ω and Γ+Ω) and (f) the spectra weight (SW )
extracted from the fits are shown. Solid red lines indicate the linear temperature
dependence of Γ and ω0.
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in dc resistivity of κ-[(BEDT-STF)0.28(BEDT-TTF)0.72]2Cu2(CN)3 clearly demon-
strates that the system behaves as a bad metal inbetween insulator and good metal.
Very similar behaviour has been extensively discussed in the quantum critical region
of other strongly correlated systems, such as high-Tc cuprate [205], iron-pnictide
superconductors [206] and heavy-fermion systems [207].
Now we move to the discussion of the frequency-dependent optical response of the
above mentioned bad metal. In Figure 6.15 (b), we plot the temperature-dependent
optical conductivity spectra along the b-axis, focusing on the far-infrared energy
region, as a representative. Surprisingly, we observe a finite energy peak, instead
of a Drude-like response centered at zero frequency. With increasing temperature,
the peak broadens with likely loss of spectral weight and shifts to higher frequen-
cies, seemly saturating at elevated temperatures. The absence of a zero energy
Drude peak in κ-[(BEDT-STF)0.28(BEDT-TTF)0.72]2Cu2(CN)3 clearly manifests
the anomalous metallic state at finite energy region. Let’s make a direct comparison
of the above behaviour with that of a good metal. As we have shown in the previous
section, the electronic state of κ-(BEDT-STF)2Cu2(CN)3 can be well identified as
Fermi-liquid state with long-lived quasi-particles. At low frequency ~ω  2pikBT ,
the conductivity follows the Drude model with a frequency-independent scattering
rate Γ. This also means the following equation
σ1(ω, T )~Γ =
e2n
m
1
1 + (ω/Γ)2
(6.1)
is satisfied. Since Γ ∝ T 2 is fulfilled in the Fermi-liquid state, the quantity
σ1(kBT )
2 is expressed as a function of single parameter ~ω/(kBT )2 and decreases
as ω−2 at very high frequencies. This scaling behaviour indeed holds for κ-(BEDT-
STF)2Cu2(CN)3 as shown in Figure 6.15 (d). Despite the low-energy optical conduc-
tivity of κ-[(BEDT-STF)0.28(BEDT-TTF)0.72]2Cu2(CN)3 strongly deviates from
the ω−2, the scaling behaviour is still observed in the high-energy tail. Apparently
the simple Drude model based on the momentum relaxation mechanism fails to ac-
count for the low-energy peak observed here. The strongly temperature-dependent
soft-mode-like behaviour seems to originate from a collective mode, implying some
kind of symmetry breaking occurred in the system. Recently a new theory based
on the hydrodynamics of phase-fluctuating incommensurate density-wave order has
attracted a lot of attention [5, 117], since it can very well describe both the optical
spectra and dc resistivity of bad metal. Thus, we will use this model to fit our
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experimental data in order to clarify the microscopic nature of our results. The
formular of the deduced optical conductivity can be found in theoretical section
(see Equation 2.57). The fit are shown in Figure 6.16 (a) for 50 K as a representa-
tive. The broad features above 2000 cm−1 is assigned to the Hubbard bands, which
can be best fitted by two Lorentz oscillators. Fano models are used to describe
several peak structures centered around 400 cm−1 , 800 cm−1 and 1400 cm−1 .
The far-infrared peak is modeled according to Equation 2.57. In addition, a weak
Lorentzian peaked at around 800 cm−1 is used to improve the overall fitting. The
temperature dependence of the density-wave fits and the extracted parameters are
shown in Figure 6.16 (c,d). Upon cooling, the spectral weight increases slightly,
which is a typical behaviour found in other organic metals. In contrast, both the
pining frequency ω0 and width Γ exhibits temperature-dependent blueshift, and
possesses a linear temperature dependence below around T =200 K. A linear fit
gives rise to ~ω0 ≈ 5.3kBT and ~Γ ≈ 12.4kBT as demonstrated in Figure 6.16
(d,e). The scattering rate, corresponding to the phase fluctuation, is relatively
small and shows almost no temperature dependence. This finding is consistent
with density-wave scenario, in which the peak structure shows up only when the
condition ω20 > Ω
3/(Γ + 2Ω) is fulfilled. On the other hand, the non-vanishing
of phase relaxation rate (Ω 6= 0) can account for the metallic behaviour of the dc
conductivity σDC , which is defined as
σDC =
e2n
m
Ω
ΩΓ + ω20
(6.2)
It is the mobile dislocations induced by the phase gradients that is responsible
for the non-zero dc conductivity. Thus, it is essential to take into account the
phase fluctuation effect in the hydrodynamic analysis. According to the theoretical
prediction by Sachdev et al. [208], the optical conductivity follows scaling laws as
σ1(ω, T ) = T
−µf(ω, T ) (6.3)
in a quantum critical state of matter. Such scaling law has been indeed verified in
cuprate superconductors with optimal doping by van der Marel et al. [209]. Here,
we also performed the scaling analysis. Surprisingly, all temperature-dependent
curves down to the frequencies we have measured collapse on a single curve with
µ = 1 as depicted in Figure 6.16 (b). In addition, we found out that σ1(ω, T )~ω also
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shows universal dependence on ~ω/kBT as demonstrated in the inset of Figure 6.16
(b). The above findings can be easily understood in the context of density-wave
model. When Ω ≈ 0, at finite frequencies the real part of the optical conductivity
of Equation 2.57 can be approximately expressed as a Lorentz model. Thus, the
following relation holds
σ1(ω, T )Γ =
ω2p
4pi
(ω/Γ)2
((ω0/Γ)2 − (ω/Γ)2)2 + (ω/Γ)2 (6.4)
If we have the following relation, ~ω0 ∼ αkBT and ~Γ ∼ βkBT , then σ1(ω, T )~Γ is
solely determined by ~ω/kBT with a peak structure at around α = ~ω0/kBT . We
should keep in mind that the Lorentz approximation does not work in the energy
regime, ω ∼ Γ.
Furthermore, we can estimate the time and length scale of the fluctuating density
wave from our experimental results. In the framework of hydrodynamics, the spatial
correlation is determined as l ∼ νF /ω0, where νF is the Fermi velocity. For instance,
the pining frequency is about 350 cm−1 at T = 100 K. This results in a length scale
of 10 nm, if we use a typical Fermi velocity νF ∼ 105m/s (eVA˚) taken from ARPES
measurement [123]. Correspondingly, the Γ and Ω are about 950 cm−1 and 350 cm−1
, indicating that the magnitude and phase of the fluctuating charge density wave
dissipate at time scale of 35 fs and 1.3 ps, respectively. To confirm the estimated
value of time and length scale, future experiments based on local probes such as
STM [83] and near-field optical nanoscopy [210] are strongly desired.
6.6. Conclusion
To summarize, we have performed temperature-dependent infrared spectroscopic
measurements on spin-liquid candidate compound κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 un-
der various pressures up to 1.1 GPa. Based on our far-infrared data, we clearly
identified the first-order transition occurring at around p=0.3 GPa and T = 20 K,
which is in line with the findings obtained from dc transport measurements. Fur-
thermore, from the analysis of the vibrational modes, we have observed the multiple
splitting of the C-S vibrations induced by the local STF-substitution. This is in
strongly contrast to the results under high pressures, where blueshift of these modes
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were observed. We also demonstrated that the physical pressure have less effect on
the electronic properties in the insulating state in contrast to the STF-doping case,
where strong intragap absorption was observed possibly due to the Anderson lo-
calization effect. In the highly metallic state, we have successfully revealed the
universal optical signatures of the Fermi liquid state, both in the pristine sample
under pressure and STF-doped one, using the Fermi scaling form. The optical scat-
tering rate was found obey the single parameter scaling and the low-energy optical
conductivity display a non-Drude foot at the thermal regime. Additionally, we
observed a far-infrared peak in the optical conductivity spectra for the 28% STF-
doped material, which is located very close to the Mott transition. The observed
T -linear behaviour of the collective mode, together with the T -linear dc resistivity,
suggests that the driving mechanism may be explained as a fluctuating density wave
pinned by the disorder potential of the doped BEDT-STF molecules.
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7. High-pressure vibrational
spectroscopy of
β′′-(ET)2SF5CHFCF2SO3
In this chapter we will discuss the results obtained on β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2
SO3, in terms of its vibrational evolution under external pressure.
7.1. Background
Similar to other types of ET-based organic salts, the organic conductor β′′-(BEDT-
TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 consists of alternating layers of BEDT-TTF donor molecules
and layers of organic SF5CHFCF2SO3 anions, as shown in Figure 7.1 (a-c). Accord-
ing to the X-ray data, it was found that in the anionic layers, the SF5CHFCF2SO3
molecules are disordered [70, 71]. This is due to the competition between the short
hydrogen bonds C-H· · ·O and C-H· · · S, which are formed by the ethylene (CH2)
hydrogen atoms of ET layers with oxygen atoms and fluorine atoms of the terminal
SF5CHFCF2SO3 groups, respectively. Within the conducting layers, the BEDT-
TTF molecules are arranged in β′′-type packing motif with tilted stacks along the
a-axis. Thus, β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 is considered to be a quarter-filled
electronic system.
Transport and ESR measurements on β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 have been
performed by Schlueter et al. [70]. As depicted in Figure 7.1 (d), they found that
the system undergoes a metal-insulator phase transition at 190 K, above which it
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Figure 7.1.: (a) Crystal structure of β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 viewed
along the crystallographic b-axis (b) SF5CHFCF2SO3 anion. The electronegative
oxygen (red) and fluorine atoms (yellowish green) form short hydrogen bonding
with the hydrogen atoms of ET molecules. (c) Packing pattern of the ET donor
layer viewed along the c-axis. a- and b-axis denote the stacking and interstack
axis. (d) Temperature dependence of resistivity measured in the conducting (ab)-
plane for cooling and heating cycles. (e) Temperature dependence of the relative
spin susceptibility (filled squares) and linewidth (open triangles) of β′′-(BEDT-
TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3. Panel (d) and (e) are adapted from Ref. [70]
remains metallic. Additionally, a strong hysteresis was observed for the cooling
and heating cycles. This gives a clear indication that the structural transition may
be involved in the metal-insulator transition. In Figure 7.1 (e), the relative spin
susceptibility and linewidth are plotted as a function of temperature. Both quanti-
ties exhibit a pronounced drop below 120 K, indicating a non-magnetic insulating
ground state associated with a spin gap opening. These findings are in accord with
the resistivity measurements.
In order to clarify the role of the lattice degrees of freedom in the metal-insulator
transition, low-temperature (150 K) X-ray measurements on β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2-
SF5CHFCF2SO3 have been performed [70]. As illustrated in Figure 7.2, the con-
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295 K 150 K
Figure 7.2.: Crystallographic data of conducting (ab)-plane for β′′-(BEDT-
TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 at 295 K and 150 K. A and B denote two types of crys-
tallographically nonequivalent ET molecules. Molecule A and B are alternatingly
stacked along the b-axis. The numbers (green) correspond to the inter-molecular
distance along the stacking a-axis in units of A˚. The size of the red ellipse illustrates
the degree of dimerization. X-ray data are taken from Ref. [70]
ducting plane of BEDT-TTF molecules consists of alternating stacks of molecules A
and B. A and B are two crystallographically non-equivalent BEDT-TTF molecules
with slightly different structures of the TTF fragments. At room temperature,
both stacks of A and B have a weak structural dimerization. At 150 K, the oc-
currence of a more prominent structural transition leads to a strong dimerization
in both stacks, and thus, a vanishing interaction between adjacent dimers within
each stack. Since the transfer integral along the interstack does not change substan-
tially, the low-temperature electronic state can be considered to be quasi-1D with
conducting chain along the b-axis. As a result, the spins sitting on adjacent dimers
form singlet pairs along the interstack direction. This gives rise to a non-magnetic
ground state. Furthermore, the insulating state was identified as a charge-ordered
state. The charge disproportion between molecule A and B was estimated to be
around 0.1e at 150 K through an analysis of the lengths of C–S and C=C bonds
[70].
The charge-ordering instability is normally expected to arise from the strong
intersite Coulomb repulsion. The underlying physics can be well described by
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extended Hubbard model [46, 58, 66]. It was predicted that the charge-ordered
insulating state can be tuned to metallic state by increasing the bandwidth via
applying high pressure. For instance, dc resistivity measurements revealed that
the metal-insulator transition is gradually suppressed when pressure is applied on
quarter-filled organic salt α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 [147], as shown in Figure 7.3 (b). The
vanishing of charge-ordered state and the emergence of semi-metallic state under
pressure were confirmed by infrared [147] and NMR measurements [57] as well.
However, in strong contrast to the case of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 , the charge order
transition in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 is enhanced with increasing pres-
sure, as seen in Figure 7.3 (a). In order to identify the optical properties of the
anomalous states under high pressures, we have performed pressure-dependent vi-
brational spectroscopy on β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFC F2SO3.
7.2. Vibrational modes at ambient condition
High quality black rod-like single crystals of β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3
were prepared by standard electrochemical oxidation of the BEDT-TTF molecules
as described elsewhere [70]. At ambient pressure condition, temperature-dependent
infrared measurements have been performed with light polarized along all three
principal axes, i.e., E||a, b, c, by Pustogow et al. [74]. Here, we will redraw the data
and mainly focus on the new analysis of the charge sensitive vibrations.
Figure 7.4 (a) shows the temperature evolution of the optical conductivity spectra
for ν27 measured with a polarized light (E||c). At room temperature, a very broad
band around 1440 cm−1 can be well resolved. It corresponds to the asymmetric
ν27 mode associated with the C=C vibrations. The observed large linewidth indi-
cates that the charge-order fluctuations occur at high temperatures, which is quite
common for other β′′ compounds. The weak bands shown up around 1410 cm−1
are assigned to ν28 vibrations [211], which are not sensitive to charge disproportion.
With decreasing temperature, the single mode gets narrower and shifts towards
higher frequencies, which is accompanied by the development of a very weak side
peak around 1475 cm−1 . Upon further cooling below the phase transition at
180 K, the single mode clearly splits into multiple peaks, indicating the appearance
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Figure 7.3.: Temperature-dependent dc resistivity of quarter-filled charge-ordered
organic salts β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 (a) and α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 (c) un-
der various pressures. With increasing pressure the charge order transition in β”-
(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 gets enhanced , while it becomes gradually sup-
pressed for α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. The orange arrows are guides for eye. Panel (b)
and (d) describe the metal-insulator transition temperature TCO as a function
of pressure for β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 and α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3, respec-
tively. Redrawn from Refs. [74, 147]
of charge-ordered insulating state. According to Equation 2.49, the amplitude of
the charge ordering is calculated to be 2δ =0.3e, which is three times the value
estimated from X-ray diffraction [70].
Around 880 cm−1 for the same polarization, i.e., E||c, we can identify another
asymmetric vibration mode ν49(B2u), which involves the motion of the four carbon
atoms of the inner rings. Thus, this mode is known to be sensitive to charge
imbalance and structure dimerization [103, 198]. The single broad mode splits
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Figure 7.4.: (a) Temperature-dependent optical conductivity of β′′-(BEDT-
TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 for E || c at ambient pressure condition. The charge sen-
sitive vibrational mode ν27(B1u) splits into three bands below TCO = 180 K, indi-
cating the development of a pronounced charge-ordered state at low temperature.
The red dashed line indicates the charge-insensitive CH2 bending mode ν28(B1u).
(b) Temperature dependence of the charge sensitive ν49(B2u) vibration, which is a
normally IR-active mode. Multiple modes are observed in the charge-ordered state.
At the same frequency range, the EMV-activated ring-breathing vibration ν60(B3g)
displays a Fano shape along the stacking axis (c), but shows up as a strong dip
for the interstack direction (d). All the spectra are shifted for clarity. The original
data are taken from Ref. [74]
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into several peaks below the transition temperature TCO =180 K and the intensity
becomes much stronger with lowering the temperature, as shown in Figure 7.4 (b).
The corresponding symmetric Raman mode ν60(B3g) involving the same inner rings
appear in the same frequency range in the in-plane infrared spectra due to the strong
coupling to the charge transfer band. As shown in Figure 7.4 (c) and (d), while the
ν60(B3g) can be hardly detected at elevated temperatures, multiple strong modes
develop when entering the charge-ordered insulating state.
7.3. Vibrational modes under high pressures
Thanks to the relatively large size of the out-of-plane of the sample, we can perform
pressure-dependent vibrational spectroscopy on the single crystal instead of pow-
der. High-pressure experiments were conducted mainly for E perpendicular to the
conducting layers, i.e., E||c. Figure 7.5 (a) exhibits the normal-incidence optical
reflectivity of β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 measured under 0.82 GPa and at
selected temperatures for E||c and E||b .
Within the conducting plane ( E||b ), the reflectivity increases slightly upon cool-
ing. However, it drops significantly in the energy range of ω <1000 cm−1 as the
temperature is reduced further below TCO=180 K, indicating the opening of the
optical gap. In comparison to the 10 K spectrum obtained at ambient condition,
we observed additional features, which are assigned to the influence from the oil,
as indicated by red dashed lines and arrows. These artefacts show up for E||c as
well, which obscure the precise analysis of the ν27 mode. For E||c , the reflectance
is relatively low and remains almost unchanged in the frequency range investigated.
In Figure 7.5 (b), we plot the 10 K reflectivity spectra under 0.82 GPa along with
the spectra under ambient condition for comparison. Despite the rather low inten-
sity of the vibrational modes observed under pressure, the total number and peak
positions of these modes are very similar to those at ambient pressure. The detailed
discussion of the temperature and pressure dependence of the vibrational features
will be given below.
The temperature evolutions of charge sensitive mode ν27 around 1450 cm
−1 under
pressures, ranging from 0.15 GPa to 1.1 GPa, are plotted in Figure 7.6. At 0.15 GPa,
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Figure 7.5.: (a) Optical reflectivity spectra measured at 0.85 GPa in the temperature
range from 295 K to 10 K with light polarized along the interlayer and interstack
direction, i.e., E||c and E||b. The charge-ordered phase transition below 180 K re-
sults in a drastic suppression of the reflectivity below around 1000 cm−1(red circle).
Red dashed lines denote the oil absorption bands. Red arrows correspond to the
oil-induced artefacts, which are absent in the spectrum (blue) at ambient condition.
(b) Comparison between the reflectivity spectra obtained at 0.82 GPa and ambient
pressure for 10 K. Despite the relatively low intensity of the vibrational modes ob-
served at high pressure, the two charge sensitive modes ν49 and ν27 can be clearly
identified as indicated by arrows.
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Figure 7.6.: Temperature-dependent mid-infrared optical conductivity spectra of
β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 as a function of pressure as indicated. All spec-
tra are offset for clarity. Due to the influence of the oil absorptions and artefact-like
dip features, the single broad band of ν27 can not be resolved at high temperatures.
At lowest temperature T =10 K, the appearance of three bands (black arrows)
strongly indicates the emergence of the charge-ordered ground state. The splitting
of the ν27 mode is still clearly observed under highest pressure of p=1.1 GPa, show-
ing that the CO instability in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 is quite robust
against external pressure.
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Figure 7.7.: Temperature evolution of the in-plane vibrational modes ν49 of β
′′-
(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 at various pressures. All spectra are shifted for
clarity. At high temperatures, the spectra are dominated by one single broad mode
around 885 cm−1 (orange dashed line), while at least two modes (black dashed line)
show up upon cooling. At 0.82 GPa and 1.1 GPa, a weak side peak (black arrow)
becomes visible due to the blueshift of its frequency, which is hidden by the tail of
the intense mode around 870 cm−1 in the low pressure regime.
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three new vibrational modes appear during cooling down, indicating appearance of
the charge-ordered ground state. The overall developments of ν27 mode for all stud-
ied pressures are quite the same as those at ambient pressure, except the strong
Daphne oil absorptions around 1460 cm−1 and 1470 cm−1 . Accordingly, the charge
order survives up to 1.1 GPa, which is consistent with the resistivity measurements
under pressure. The same conclusion can be drawn from the analysis of ν49 mode
as depicted in Figure 7.7. When temperature is reduced, the ν49 mode splits into
several peaks and substantially gains infrared spectral weight, giving strong evi-
dence that both charge order and structural dimerization coexist under pressure.
Unfortunately it is not possible to give a precise determination of the pressure-
dependent transition temperature TCO from our measurements, because of the few
temperature steps measured between 200 K and 250 K. Nevertheless, our findings
are in strong contrast to the case of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 and β
′′-(BEDT-TTF)3Cl2
·2H2O, where charge disproportionation is gradually suppressed with decreasing
metal-insulator transition temperature, when external pressure is applied [49, 147].
To demonstrate the pressure effect on the charge order more clearly, we plot the
pressure evolution of the ν27 and ν49 modes at selected temperatures in Figure 7.8.
At 10 K, the frequency of the multiplets for both modes monotonically increase
with increasing pressure. This pressure-induced blueshift of frequency is partially
attributed to the hardening of the lattice. When the suppression of metal-insulator
transition occurs, the mode, corresponding to the charge poor site, principally
should redshift due to the decrease of the charge inhomogeneity with increasing pres-
sure. In our case, the corresponding one of ν27 mode located at around 1490 cm
−1
(ν327) hardens continuously as shown in Figure 7.9. Thus, it strongly indicates
that the charge order get enhanced under pressure in comparison with the case
of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 and β
′′-(BEDT-TTF)3Cl2 ·2H2O. Similar behaviour is also
observed at 100 K. When temperature is raised up to 200 K, a remarkable spectral
changes can be found between 0.15 GPa and 0.55 GPa. This clearly demonstrates
that the charge-ordered state emerges above 200 K under higher pressures, i.e., p >
0.55 GPa.
Now we turn to the discussions of underlying physical mechanism for such un-
usual pressure effect. In the purely electronic picture, the driving force of the charge
ordering, occurred in quarter-filled organic system, originates from the strong in-
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Figure 7.8.: Pressure evolution of optical conductivity spectra of β′′-(BEDT-
TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 for modes ν49 and ν27 measured at (a,d) T = 10 K, (b,e)
T= 100 K and T=200 K. The vibrations show a frequency upshift as illustrated by
the dashed arrows.
tersite Coulomb repulsion V . When the external pressure is applied, the lattice
constants are reduced, leading to an increase in the transfer integrals, and thus
enhancement of bandwidth W . If we assume that the V remains unchanged, the
effective correlation strength V/W decreases with increasing pressure, giving rise to
a suppression of charge ordering [46]. This scenario is indeed successfully verified
in the case of β′′-(BEDT-TTF)3Cl2 ·2H2O, where charge ordering appears without
lattice distortion. And the charge-ordered state is completely suppressed and ac-
companied with the appearance of superconductivity at around 1.6 GPa [49]. This
picture seems to be also valid in the chemical substitution case for the family of
β′′-(ET)2SF5RSO3 salts with R=CH2,CH2CF2,CHF and CHFCF2. It was observed
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Figure 7.9.: Frequencies of the three ν27 modes at 10 K plotted against pressure.
Above 0.55 GPa, the frequency of the charge rich site can not be resolved due to
the influence of the oil absorptions.
Table 7.1.: Comparison of the electronic states of several charge-ordered organic
salts at ambient and high pressure. β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2 Hg(SCN)2Cl is a new discov-
ered organic salts and exhibits charge ordering phase below TCO=75 K. Transport
measurements on this compound will be performed in near future.
Material Band filling CO Structural transition Under pressure Ref.
β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2 Hg(SCN)2Cl 1/4 Yes Yes under investigation [211]
β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 1/4 Yes Yes CO This work
θ-(BEDT-TTF)2RbM
′(SCN)4[M′=Co,Zn] 1/4 Yes Yes CO [212]
β′-Me4P[Pt(dmit)2]2 1/2 Yes Yes CO [213]
α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 1/4 Yes Yes(weak) Semimetal [139, 147]
β′′-(BEDT-TTF)3Cl2 ·2H2O 1/4 Yes No Metal [49]
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Hg(SCN)2Cl 1/2 Yes No Metal [214, 215]
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that the insulating ground state of β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 can be tuned
to superconducting state and metal, when CHFCF2 was replaced with CH2CF2 and
CHF, respectively [69].
On the other hand, it was suggested in the case of θ-(BEDT-TTF)2MM
′(SCN)4(M=
Tl, Rb, Cs, M′=Co, Zn) that a structural transition can stabilize charge ordering
via the electron-lattice coupling, and thus, the metal-insulator transition temper-
ature tends to get enhanced with applied pressure [212]. According to the theo-
retical investigations of the extended Hubbard model on triangular lattices [216],
the larger anisotropy of the triangular lattice can cause stronger charge ordering
instability. Thus, we suggest that in our case the application of pressure promotes
the structural phase transition, which leads to the enhancement of the anisotropy
of the triangular lattice, and thus, the stronger charge-order transition. The im-
portance of the lattice distortion on the stabilization of charge-ordered state has
also been pointed out from the investigation of the photoinduced phase transition
in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)3X2[X=ReO4, ClO4] [217]. It is also interesting to note that
the interaction of the BEDT-TTF molecules with the anionic layers can also play
a crucial role in the charge disproportionation as predicted by Alemany et al. [59].
In Table 7.1, we summarize the electronic states of several charge-ordered organic
salts under pressure and at ambient pressure to clearly illustrate the crucial role of
the lattice degrees of freedom for the unusual pressure dependence observed here.
7.4. Conclusions
In summary, we carried out temperature- and pressure-dependent optical measure-
ments on β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 for E||c. At ambient pressure, the
metal-insulator transition in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 was identified as
charge ordering transition accompanied with strong lattice dimerization. This leads
to the splitting of ν49 and ν27 modes. However, the charge-ordered state was ob-
served to survive under pressure of up to 1.1 GPa and get enhanced upon increasing
pressure. This is in distinct contrast to the chemical substitution case. The observed
opposite effect between chemical substitution and hydrostatic pressure on the trans-
port and vibrational properties strongly indicates that lattice degrees of freedom are
responsible for the stabilization of charge ordering. Thus, new theory beyond ex-
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tended Hubbard model is desired to account for the anomalous pressure-dependent
behaviour in the quarter-filled organic salts β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3.
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Conclusions
The experimental results shown in the framework of this thesis demonstrate that
pressure-dependent infrared spectroscopy is a uniquely powerful technique able to
examine not only the electron-electron correlations but also the electron-phonon
coupling, and provide deep insight into the low-energy electrodynamics of the quasi-
particles in strongly correlated organic system.
In chapter 4, we investigate the electrodynamic response of the Dirac electrons in
the quasi-two-dimensional organic conductor α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 under high pres-
sure. At room temperature, the applied pressure cause a significant spectral weight
transfer in optical conductivity over a wide energy range, up to 0.5 eV. This can
be well understood within the Mott-Hubbard picture. At around 90 K, we observe
a flat universal constant conductivity, which is in good agreement with the theo-
retical prediction of the optical properties of 2D Dirac quasi-particles. This implies
that the band edge is strongly modified and accompanied with the development of
linear band dispersions upon cooling. At the lowest temperature of 6 K, the Drude
spectral weight is transferred to finite energies, giving rise to local peaks in σ1(ω),
which strongly indicates the appearance of pseudogap with states piling up at the
band edges. Furthermore, we discuss our results in the framework of correlation
effect and compare the gap value quantitatively to the theoretical predictions given
by Khveshchenko [166]. The good agreement between our optical data and theory
yields strong evidence of the gap, arising from the long-range Coulomb repulsion
between the massless Dirac electrons. With rising pressure, the correlation gap is
found to be suppressed and likely disappear above 4 GPa. Our results demonstrate
that the electronic correlation strength between the Dirac electrons can be tuned
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by temperature and pressure.
In chapter 5, we elucidate the electrodynamics of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 at the
Mott insulator-metal transition in detail. The results unambiguously confirm the
realization of the purely bandwidth-controlled phase transition by applying an ex-
ternal hydrostatic pressure. The high-temperature electronic state can be char-
acterized as a rather poor metallic state with only a small amount of free charge
carriers. When cooled down at ambient and weak pressure (p < pc), the system
becomes insulating at the quantum Widom line, i.e., the spectral weight shifts to
higher energies due to the opening of Mott gap in the optical spectrum. The Mott-
Hubbard gap of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is found to decrease linearly with pressure
and vanish at pc = 0.6 GPa. Due to the electron-phonon coupling, we also reveal the
rapid changes in frequency and Fano constant of the EMV- vibrational modes. Ad-
ditionally, the anisotropy of the in-plane optical response becomes inverted across
the insulator-metal transition. With p > pc, a metallic ground state is established
at reduced temperatures with a zero-frequency Drude-like component. When the
Mott transition is approached from the metallic side, we observe the enhancement
of the effective mass m∗ at pc due to the increase of the correlations strength. From
the analysis of our optical conductivity at 10 K based on the Drude-Lorentz model
we estimate values for the onsite Coulomb repulsion U and the bandwidth W . We
find a continuous suppression of the effective correlations U/W with increasing pres-
sure. The determined parameters of T/W and U/W are in good agreement with
DMFT calculations.
In chapter 6, we discuss the pressure-dependent optical response of spin-liquid can-
didate compound κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3. From the analysis of the ν10 mode,
we reveal the hardening of this vibrational mode under high pressure. In contrast,
the substitution of S atoms by Se atoms gives rise to a multiple splitting of ν10 mode.
The local disorder effects observed in STF-doped case seem to be closely related
with the intragap absorption seen in the optical conductivity spectra. Furthermore,
we reveal the occurrence of first order insulator-metal transition at around p=0.3
GPa and T = 20 K, which is in good agreement with the dc transport measure-
ments. In the high-pressure metallic state, we apply the local Fermi liquid theory to
our optical data and reveal the universal optical signatures of the Fermi liquid state.
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The optical scattering rate is found to follow the single parameter scaling law. In
addition, we observe a non-Drude foot in the low-energy optical conductivity at the
thermal regime. Similar universal behaviour is also identified in STF-doped sample.
In the 28% STF-doped crystal, which is located very close to the Mott transition,
we observe a far-infrared collective mode in the optical conductivity spectra. Both,
the peak position and the width of this mode exhibit T -linear behaviour, which can
be well understood in the framework of pinned fluctuating density wave theory.
The results of temperature- and pressure-dependent optical measurements on β′′-
(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 are presented in chapter 7. At ambient pressure, we
identify the nature of the metal-insulator transition as charge ordering with strong
lattice dimerization. The charge-ordered state is found to be very robust against
external pressure and still survive under pressure of up to 1.1 GPa. Additionally,
from the vibrational spectroscopy we reveal the enhancement of the charge ordering
transition with increasing pressure. This finding is in opposite to the decrease of
the amplitude of charge disproportionation observed in the chemical substitution
case. The distinct effects of chemical substitution and hydrostatic pressure on the
charge-order transition imply that structural transition may play an important role
in the realization of the charge-ordered state in β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3
salt.
Outlook
Despite the extensive temperature- and pressure-dependent optical investigations
on the phase transitions in this thesis, there are a number of questions that need to
be resolved in future. For example, in the case of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3, it has been
theoretically predicted that both, the Fermi velocities and the velocity anisotropy,
have strong influence on the dynamic gap [218]. Thus, we call for NMR studies on
this compound in order to provide complementary information about the pressure-
evolution of these parameters. For β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, future pressure-depend-
ent Hall measurements should be performed to obtain more information about the
electron-hole asymmetry of the Fermi surface, and thus, a deeper understanding of
the anisotropy inversion as a function of pressure. In contrast to the upturn ob-
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served in the dc resistivity of β′-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, NMR measurements exhibit
signature of presumably a Fermi-liquid state [172]. To clarify this contradiction,
measurements at lower temperature and energy scales are required. In order to
extract the bare mode frequencies of these charge sensitive vibrations, it would be
of interest to perform Raman investigations on κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 under
physical and chemical pressure. In the STF-doped case, we suggest that further
experiments with spatial and temporal resolution need to be carried out to in-
vestigate the possible phase separation across the metal-insulator transition. For
the β′′-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CHFCF2SO3 salt, future pressure-dependent x-ray stud-
ies could provide a better understanding of the interplay of electronic and lattice
degrees of freedom in β′′-family.
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